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1. . GENERALL  INTRODUCTIO N 

1.1.. Prosodie Phonology 

Speechh does not merely consist of a string of segments, but is also characterized by 
suprasegmentall  features such as melody, rhythm and tempo. These features are called 
suprasegmentall  because they cannot be attributed to individual speech sounds, but are 
typicallyy properties of longer stretches of speech. They are also referred to as proso-
diee features, where prosody is 'the organizational structure of speech' (Beekman, 
1996).. While the acoustic parameters involved (fundamental frequency, duration, 
amplitude,, spectral tilt and segmental quality) also vary systematically from one 
segmentt to the other,, only the patterns of these parameters that can best be accounted 
forr by reference to higher-level structures belong to prosody (Shattuck-Hufnagel & 
Turk,, 1996). Thus, prosody cannot be derived from the sequence of segments alone 
(vann Heuven & Sluijter, 1996). Conversely, prosodie structure is made up of the 
constituentss needed to account for these acoustic patterns (Shattuck-Hufnagel & 
Turk,, 1996). 

Prosodiee features have numerous linguistic functions, varying quite strongly across 
(groupss of) languages. For example, different fundamental frequency patterns are 
usedd to distinguish lexical items from one another, just like phonemes, in tone 
languagess such as Japanese and Mandarin Chinese. In stress-accent languages, on the 
otherr hand, changes in fundamental frequency constitute the melody or intonation of 
ann entire utterance. In such languages, intonation is not used contrastively at the 
lexicall  level, but can only be used to make non-lexical contrasts such as that between 
declarativess and questions. Besides making such non-lexical contrasts, the main 
linguisticc functions of prosodie features in these languages are to indicate which parts 
off  the speech stream are most important, and to segment the continuous flow of 
speechh into smaller units at several different levels (Cutler, 1991). In this thesis, we 
wil ll  be concerned only with these latter two uses of prosodie features in two stress-
accentt languages, English and Dutch. The boundaries indicated by prosodie features 
wil ll  be referred to as prosodie boundaries, and the units delimited by these bounda-
riesries as prosodie constituents. Units mat are made salient by prosodie features, 
typicallyy the syllable, are said to be prominent. The term accent is reserved for 
prominencee at the phrasal level, marked by a conspicuous 'accent-lending' pitch 
movement. . 

Althoughh syntax clearly imposes constraints on prosodie structure, the prosodie 
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constituencyy as indicated by prosodie features is not necessarily in accordance with 

thee syntactic structure of an utterance (e.g. Nespor & Vogel, 1986). The growing 

numberr of discrepancies between syntactic and prosodie structure as more sentences 

weree considered led to the development of theories incorporating a separate prosodie 

structuree into the linguistic model (Selkirk, 1984; Nespor & Vogel, 1986; Hayes, 

1989).. Each prosodie constituent in this structure not only serves as a domain for 

phoneticc processes, but also as the domain of application for phonological rules 

(Nesporr & Vogel, 1986). Prosodie structure is therefore also referred to as phonologi-

call  structure, and the domain of linguistics devoted to the study of this structure is 

calledd prosodie phonology. 
Beforee turning to the main issues addressed in this thesis, i.e. the temporal marking 

off  accents and boundaries, we will briefly explore what (kind of) factors are known to 

influencee the position of boundaries and prominences. As far as prosodie boundaries 

aree concerned, one major factor influencing their position is the morphosyntactic 

structure.. For example, some syntactic constituents (parentheticals, tags etc.) obligato-

ril yy form a separate intonational phrase (Nespor & Vogel, 1986). Also, prosody can 

solvee syntactic ambiguities by indicating which words are grouped more closely 

togetherr (Lehiste et al., 1976), as shown in (1): 

(1)) a. He saw the girl [with the binoculars], 

b.. He saw [the girl with the binoculars]. 

Otherr syntactic ambiguities, involving syntactic relations or functions, cannot be so 

easilyy disambiguated by prosody (Price et al., 1991), as the sentence in (2) exempli-

fies: fies: 

(2)) The shooting of the hunters was terrible. 

Apparently,, the latter type of syntactic differences between sentences do not affect 

prosodiee structure, and therefore cannot be differentiated in the speech signal. 

Otherr factors determining the occurrence and position of prosodie boundaries 

includee rate of speech (Caspers, 1994), and a tendency toward symmetry or balance 

(Geee & Grosjean, 1983; Ghini, 1993). Even though the influence of some of these 

factorss has been the object of investigation, the picture we currently have on the 

precisee influence of any one particular factor, and on the interaction between various 

factors,, is far from complete. In fact, even though our understanding of prosodie 

constituencyy has increased substantially since prosodie phonology has become a 

separatee component of linguistics, there is still no consensus on even the most basic 
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issuee of how many types or levels of constituents we should distinguish. 
Onee of the most important factors determining the position of the main prominence 

inn an utterance is focus distribution, i.e. the location of important information (Baart, 
1987).. What the speaker regards as new information, in turn, is largely determined by 
thee context in which an utterance is spoken. Other factors are also involved in 
determiningg which elements in the speech signal are prominent. For one thing, it is 
nott just the main prominence in the utterance that we would like to capture; focus 
doess not help us much in predicting the position of lower levels of prominence (e.g. at 
thee word level). A lot of work has been done to incorporate the rhythmic character of 
speechh into the prominence model, starting with Liberman (1975) and Liberman & 
Princee (1977). Focus and rhythmical principles, together with syntax and lexical 
stresss positions, interact closely to give an utterance its prominence pattern (cf. 
Selkirk,, 1984). While it is clear that prominence exists at several different levels, it is 
stilll  unclear how these different levels should be analyzed, and how many levels 
shouldd be distinguished. 

Thee placement and number of prominences can also be influenced by a number of 
paralinguisticc factors, such as the emotional state of the speaker, the surroundings, the 
relationshipp between speaker and hearer and other socio-cultural factors (van Be-
zooijen,, 1984). These factors may also determine the way in which prominences are 
markedd (e.g. the choice of a particular tune, the strength of each of the acoustic cues 
and/orr their precise implementation; Mozziconacci, 1998). Once again, however, our 
understandingg of prominence placement and its phonetic realisation is far from 
complete. . 

1.2.. Temporal marking of accents and boundaries 

Thee relative importance of each of the prosodie features (intonation, duration, pauses, 
amplitude,, spectral quality and spectral balance) in marking the position of prosodie 
boundariess and prominences depends on several factors, such as constituent level 
(deeperr boundaries are marked differently from shallower ones, and accent has 
differentt acoustic correlates than stress; cf. de Pijper & Sanderman, 1994 and Sluijter, 
19955 respectively), context (from the segmental level up to the discourse level), and 
language-specificc as well as speaker-dependent properties (e.g. Sanderman, 1996). 
Intonation,, for example, plays a major role in marking the boundaries and heads of 
thee larger constituents in the prosodie hierarchy, while those of lower-level constitu-
entss are not marked by intonation. Other prosodie features, such as spectral quality 
andd balance, only serve as correlates for prominence (Sluijter, 1995), but not for 
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boundaries. . 

Inn this thesis, we will be concerned with the use of duration, a prosodie feature that 

iss used to mark both prominences and boundaries (by increasing the phonetic 

durationn of certain segments, i.e., by lengthening them). Lengthening at boundaries 

wil ll  be referred to as final lengthening, and lengthening of phrasal heads as accentu-
all  lengthening. 

Whenn investigating lengthening effects in speech, several possible questions which 

wee should try to answer come to mind, such as: 

1.. When (under what conditions, or in what environment) does lengthening occur? 

2.. What is lengthened, i.e. what is the size of the lengthened domain? 

3.. How much is this domain lengthened? 

4.. How is the lengthening distributed over the lengthened domain? 

Thee first of these questions is in a sense the primary issue, since any phenomenon 

mustt first be 'localized': the connection between segment duration and the position of 

boundariess or prominences needs to be established before the existence of final 

lengtheningg or accentual lengthening can be acknowledged. The first studies concer-

nedd with segment durations have therefore focused on determining when and where 

lengtheningg occurs (cf. Klatt, 1976). 

Thee second question forms one of the main topics of the present thesis: we aim to 

specifyy rather precisely what the domain of final and accentual lengthening is in 

Dutch,, i.e., to specify the size of the unit that is durationally affected under the 

influencee of boundaries and accentuation. In the process, and somewhat implicitly, 

wee may get some insight into the third question, too. Prior research on final lengthe-

ningg in Dutch and English has shown that this lengthening effect is found primarily in 

thee final syllable. We will investigate whether factors such as boundary depth, word 

stress,, and final syllable structure influence the size of the domain of final lengthe-

ningg in Dutch. Prior research on accentual lengthening suggests that Dutch and 

Englishh may have different domains of accentual lengthening. This claim wil l be 

testedd through an experiment on Dutch, which is designed specifically to allow cross-

linguisticc comparison with material already available on English. A comparison of 

lengtheningg effects in Dutch versus English forms the second main topic of this 

thesis;; the final experiment described in this thesis involves a comparison of the 

interactionn between final and accentual lengthening in Dutch and English. We wil l 

specifyy the research questions addressed in this thesis more precisely below, in the 

outlinee of the present study (§1.5). 

Theree is one study on English which addresses the distribution of final and accentu-
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alal lengthening (question 4 above) within the final and accented syllable, and which 

wil ll  now be discussed in some detail, for future reference. This study makes it clear 

thatt the distribution of final lengthening is markedly different from that of accentual 

lengthening,, and that this may be related to articulatory differences. Note that it 

addressess the distribution of these lengthening effects within the final/accented 

syllablee only; it is not concerned with the question whether the domain of either of 

thesee lengthening effects may exceed the syllable. 

Thee study at issue is reported on in various papers (Edwards & Beekman, 1988; 

Beekmann & Edwards, 1990; Edwards, Beekman & Fletcher, 1991; Beekman, 

Edwardss & Fletcher, 1992). The relevant utterances are given in (3) (from Beekman, 

Edwardss & Fletcher, 1992): 

(3)) a. Pop, opposing the question strongly, refused to answer it. 

b.. Poppa, posing the question loudly, refused to answer it. 

c.. Pop opposed the question strongly, and so refused to answer it. 

d.. Poppa posed the question loudly, and then refused to answer it. 

Too study final lengthening, pop in (3a) can be compared with (3b) and (3c), differing 

fromm each other in the type of word in which the syllable pop is contained (monosyl-

labicc vs. disyllabic) or in the presence vs. absence of an intonational phrase boundary 

followingg pop (presence is indicated by a comma). The syllable pa in sentences (3b) 

andd (3d) also differ only in that the former is followed by an IP boundary and the 

latterr is not 

Sincee in (3a,b), pop(pa) is the only word in the IP, these target words are assumed 

too be obligatorily pitch accented. To study the effects of accent, these target words are 

comparedd with the same words in (3c,d). A pitch accent on pop(pa) in (3c,d) is not 

impossible;; therefore, when studying the effects of accent, only data from those 

speakerss which left pop(pa) in (3c,d) unaccented were used. 

Ass Edwards & Beekman (1988) show, a pitch accent increases a syllable's overall 
sonority,, but does not markedly change the shape of the sonority profile, nor the 

timingg of the sonority peak in die stressed syllable. This implies that both the part 

precedingg the sonority peak and the part following it are lengthened to an equal 

degree.. This is in contrast with the effect of final position, which leads primarily to a 

changee in shape of the final syllable's sonority profile through lengthening of the 

secondd part of the syllable. The difference is schematically presented in (4): 
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(4)) sonority profile of sonority profile of 

accentedd syllable final syllable 

Inn Beekman, Edwards & Fletcher's (1992) task-dynamic model, the closing gesture 

off  an accented syllable is said to be phased later  relative to the opening gesture than 

itt is in unaccented syllables. The jaw then moves further in an accented syllable 

becausee the opening gesture is not truncated by the closing gesture. In final position, 

onn the other hand, there is only a change in articulator  stiffness; the phrase-final 

closingg gesture is longer because it is less stiff, but the gesture is not larger or phased 

laterr (looking at its beginning point) than in a non-final syllable. 

AA discussion of other relevant literature on final and accentual lengthening requires 

somee background knowledge, and an understanding of the terminology employed. It 

iss therefore postponed until after the following section. 

1.3.. Theoretical background 

Ass mentioned earlier, there is no general agreement within the field of prosodie 

phonologyy on issues such as the number and types of constituents that need to be 

distinguished,, or how different levels or types of prominence should be analyzed. To 

makee matters worse, terminology in this field is far from consistent: the same pheno-

menonn may be referred to with different terms by different researchers, and a single 

termm may be used across researchers to refer to different phenomena. This lack of 

consensuss necessitates a definition of terms, in order to avoid misinterpretation and 

misunderstanding.. In the sections that follow, several (phonological) notions that 

becomee relevant later in this thesis are discussed. First of all, in §1.3.1, an attempt is 

madee to take the most recent and elaborate proposals on prosodie constituency 

together,, in order to arrive at a superset of prosodie constituents which captures most 

off  the units apparently involved in determining the way spoken utterances are 

realized.. In §1.3.2, we will elaborate on those constituents in Dutch that are somehow 

problematic.. We will  need to refer back to these discussions of (Dutch) constituency 

whenn specifying boundary depth (Chapter 2), the (possible) domains mat are lengthe-

nedd due to a following boundary (Chapter 2) or a pitch accent (Chapter 3), and when 
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discussingg previous literature. In §1.3.3, constraints on the hierarchical organisation 
off  prosodie constituents will be briefly set out. Finally, prosodie prominences will be 
discussedd in §1.3.4. These sections serve to give some general background know-
ledge. . 

13.1.. Prosodie constituents: a general superset 

Inn this section, we will discuss several terms used by different researchers for the 

prosodiee constituents that have been proposed in the literature. For a more extensive 

review,, the reader is referred to Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk (1996). Constituents 

largerr than the Utterance, such as the paragraph, are excluded from this discussion, 

primarilyy because they are not relevant for this thesis. The paragraph is also not 

knownn to serve as the domain of application of (segmental-)phono logical rules (cf. 

Nesporr & Vogel, 1986). Constituents above the level of the Utterance are often said 

too be part of 'discourse structure' rather than prosodie structure, even though they 

mayy also be marked by prosodie features (e.g. Lehiste, 1979; van Donzel, 1999). 

Att the top of the prosodie hierarchy, we find the Utterance (U), which is the largest 

domainn of application of phonological rules (Selkirk, 1978, 1980; Nespor & Vogel, 

1986;; Hayes, 1989). It often corresponds to a single syntactic sentence, but may 

includee two or more closely related sentences. In other theories, the Utterance is 

lacking,, and the highest prosodie unit is the (Full) International Phrase (Beekman & 

Pierrehumbert,, 1986). According to Pierrehumbert (1980), the Intonational Phrase 

(IP)) serves as the domain of a "perceptually coherent intonational contour". Its 

relevancee is widely acknowledged, and its boundaries are normally quite clear: its 

rightt edge is marked not only by a boundary marking pitch movement, but also by a 

relativelyy large amount of final lengthening (e.g. Klatt, 1976; see also §1.4.1 and 

Chapterr 2 below). 

Thee disagreement among researchers is largest below the level of the (Full) 

Intonationall  Phrase: Beekman & Pierrehumbert (1986) propose that a Full Intonatio-

nall  Phrase is parsed into one or more Intermediate Intonational Phrases, and Ladd 

(1986)) raises the possibility of recursive Intonational Phrases, while in Nespor & 

Vogell  (1986) and in Hayes (1989) the next lower unit is the Phonological Phrase. 

Selkirkk (1980) proposes two types of Phonological Phrases, the Major Phrase and the 

Minorr Phrase. Her Major Phrase may correspond to Beekman & Pierrehumbert's 

Intermediatee Intonational Phrase, and her Minor Phrase may best fit Nespor & 

Vogel'ss Phonological Phrase or Clitic Group. 

Att this point in the hierarchy, there seem to be some cross-linguistic differences: the 

needd for Nespor & Vogel's Clitic Group seems obvious in Romance languages such 
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ass Italian, but is not so clear in other languages such as Dutch (Booij, 1995; see also 
§1.3.2.22 below). The Accentual Phrase has been used to describe a unit in Japanese 
(Beekmann & Pierrehumbert, 1986) and Korean (Jun, 1993) which is equal in size to 
orr larger than a word in which no more than one pitch accent occurs, yet this unit 
mightt be specific to tone languages. Gussenhoven (1990) introduces the term 
Associationn Domain for a highly similar unit in English, i.e., a unit over which the 
toness of a pitch accent are distributed, yet he claims that this unit is determinedd by die 
structuree of other prosodie units, and not itself part of prosodie structure (see also 
Gussenhovenn & Rietveld, 1992). Existing cross-linguistic differences may be part of 
thee reason for the lack of agreement concerning the prosodie units at these levels. 
Still,, most theories concur in having two levels between the (Full) Intonational Phrase 
andd the Prosodie Word. 

Thee theories seem to come together again at the level of the Prosodie Word (PW), 
althoughh definitions have differed somewhat (cf. Nespor & Vogel, 1986; Hayes, 
1989;; Selkirk, 1996). Definitions differ especially in the way or extent to which 
functionn words are parsed into Prosodie Words, an issue related to the type of 
constituentt that is posited as the next higher level. There is also disagreement as to 
howw different types of morphemes should be parsed. Nespor & Vogel (1986) allow 
forr languages to differ in this respect. 

Beloww the level of the Prosodie Word, we find the Foot (F) and the Syllable (o). 
Syllabless consist of a vocalic nucleus (or syllabic sonorant) along with associated 
consonantss to the left (onset consonants) and right (coda consonants) of this nucleus 
(cf.. Kahn, 1976; Clements & Keyser, 1983; Harris, 1983). Syllables are combined 
intoo Feet, which contain at most one lexically stressed syllable, followed or preceded 
byy zero, one or in some formulations two weak syllables (Liberman & Prince, 1977; 
Kiparsky,, 1979; Hayes, 1981). The importance of the Foot in describing the prosodie 
structuree of an utterance lies mainly in determining lexical (primary and secondary) 
stresss positions in the word (Nespor & Vogel, 1986). Its definition, which allows for 
reducedd syllables to occur on only one side of the stressed syllable within a particular 
language,, ensures a rhythmical pattern which is typical of many, if not all stress-
accentt languages. 

Finally,, the phonological weight of a syllable, essential for the determination of 
stresss placement in many languages, may be expressed in terms of the number of 
morass within the syllable. The existence of the mora is uncontroversial in languages 
suchh as Japanese, which is even called a moraic language, but may not be needed in 
thee description of other (weight-insensitive) languages. 

Inn all, we arrive at a prosodie hierarchy consisting of the following constituents (see 
Shattuck-Hufnagell  & Turk, 1996 for a similar comparison): 
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(Utterance) ) 
I I 

(Full)) International Phrase 
I I 

Intermediatee IP / Phonological Phrase / 
II  I 

Accentuall  Phrase / Clitic Group / 
I I 

Prosodiee Word 
I I 

Foot t 
I I 

Syllable e 
I I 

(Mora) ) 

1.3.2.. Some prosodie constituents in Dutch 

Inn this section, we will elaborate on the definition of some prosodie constituents 

specificallyy for Dutch. We will adopt the terminology of Nespor & Vogel (1986) and 

discusss the Phonological Phrase, the Clitic Group, the Prosodie Word and the Foot in 

moree detail; these four constituents require a language-specific definition, and/or are 

problematicc for Dutch. In the case of unsettled problems, we will specify how these 

aree dealt with in other parts of this thesis. Although the Intonational Phrase and the 

Utterancee are also highly relevant in the chapters that follow, they are not discussed in 

thiss section, since they are neither language-specific nor problematic (at least for our 

purposes). . 

13.2.1.. The Phonological Phrase 

Thee Phonological Phrase is the constituent directly below the Intonational Phrase, and 
groupss together a number of words into phrases. In Nespor & Vogel (1986), the 
Phonologicall  Phrase is defined in syntactic terms as follows («^Phonological Phrase, 
C=Cliticc group): 

(6)) Phonological Phrase Formation 
^-domain ^-domain 

Thee domain of <b consists of a C which contains a lexical head (X) and all Cs 
onn its nonrecursive side up to the C that contains another head outside of the 
maximall  projection of X. 

Majorr Phrase 
I I 

Minorr Phrase 
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Inn Nespor & Vogel (1986), Dutch is noted as a problematic case for which the 

definitionn might be more complex. The problem is that it is not clear for Dutch what 

thee recursive side of a head is: in Dutch, a node can expand either to the left or to the 

rightt of the head of a phrase, as illustrated in (7) (from Nespor & Vogel 1986, p. 186, 

footnotee 2): 

(7)) a. Het nog te lezen boek ligt op tafel, 

thee yet to read book lies on table 

'Thee book that is still to be read is on the table'. 

b.. Ik denk dat ik een boek zal lezen. 

II  think that I a book shall read 

'II  think I wil l read a book'. 

Inn (7a), the complement (underlined) stands to the left of the phrasal head boek 

'book',, while in (7b) the complement stands to the right of the phrasal head denk 

'think'.. The relative freedom of the head-complement ordering depends partly on the 

typee of syntactic phrase. NPs are said to be uniformly right recursive (despite the 

counterexamplee in (7a)!), while VP's regularly have complements on either side 

(Benniss & Hoekstra, 1989; Nespor, Guasti & Christophe, 1996). 

Too solve the problem, we could point out that despite the existence of recursivity in 

bothh directions, Dutch has been assumed to have an unmarked direction of recursion, 

namelyy rightward. Both Neijt (1984) and Berendsen (1986), on the basis of Dutch 

stresss phenomena and Dutch cliticization, respectively, consider Dutch to be a right 

recursivee language with left recursive structures as a marked option. Nespor & Vogel 

(1986)) suggest that 'the nonrecursive side' should be interpreted as the unmarked 

nonrecursivee side; should a complement stand to this side in a marked case, it is still 

joinedd into the phonological phrase with the head. Hence, Dutch may also follow this 

optionn if it has an unmarked recursive side, although this may be a position more 

defendablee for some syntactic phrase types (e.g. NP's) than others (e.g. VP's). The 

abovee solution is employed by Menert (1994). Alternatively, Nespor, Guasti & Chris-

tophee (1996) suggest that what is the (non-)recursive side of the head need not be 

establishedd for the whole language, but can be determined for specific phrases. On the 

basiss of Dutch data, they argue that such an analysis per phrase type is supported by 

thee location of the main prominence inside 4> So, the main prominence within a noun 

phrasee (right recursive) falls on the rightmost element, while the position of the main 

prominencee within a verb phrase varies according to the direction of expansion. 

Thee phonological phrase is the smallest prosodie constituent that may undergo 
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restructuring.. According to Nespor & Vogel, (^-restructuring is allowed in certain 

languagess and in certain circumstances, and they describe this restructuring rule as 

follows: : 

(8)) (^-restructuring (optional) 

AA nonbranching <J> which is the first complement of X on its recursive side is 

joinedd into the <J> that contains X. 

Withh this restructuring rule, short, non-branching <f>s are avoided. Others have 

proposedd that the possibility of restructuring depends not so much on branchingness, 

butt simply on the length of the constituents involved (e.g. Ghini, 1993). In many 

cases,, this leads to the same predictions. Again, the use of the notion 'recursive side' 

makess the definition in (8) problematic for Dutch, especially in the case of VPs. 

Forr our purposes, we need to make sure that no restructuring can apply at the 

positionn where we posit a phonological phrase boundary. Also, we should make as 

feww assumptions as possible about what the recursive side is in Dutch, for the 

languagee in general or for a particular phrase type; only the right recursiveness of 

nounn phrases seems an acceptable assumption. We constructed our material such that 

aa branching noun phrase (with a determiner, an adjective and a noun) is followed by a 

verb,, and each is outside of the maximal projection of the other. Regardless of 

whetherr we assume that Dutch is right recursive in the unmarked case and hence wil l 

onlyy join material to the left of any head into a phonological phrase, or if we assume 

thatt this direction is determined per phrase type, a noun can be assumed to form one 

phonologicall  phrase with material to its left within its maximal projection (i.e. with 

thee determiner and adjective). The length and branchingness of this phonological 

phrasee then excludes restructuring with the verb into one phonological phrase, 

regardlesss of whether the noun phrase is on the recursive side of the verb or not. In 

thiss way, there is a phonological phrase break between the noun and the verb under 

anyy analysis. 

13.2.2.. The Cliti c Group 

Thee Clitic Group is a constituent which groups together a content word with any 

neighbouringg function words. It was first proposed by Hayes (1989) for English, and 

adoptedd by Nespor & Vogel (1986), whose definition is given in (9): 
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(9)) Clitic Group Formation 
CC domain 

Thee domain of C consists of a prosodie word containing an independent (i.e. 

nonclitic)) word plus any adjacent prosodie words containing 

a.. a directional clitic, or 

b.. a clitic such that there is no possible host with which it shares more 

categoryy memberships. 

Thee Clitic Group has proved especially useful for the description of phenomena in 

Romancee languages such as Italian and Greek. These languages have distinct stressed 

andd unstressed forms for many of their function words, particularly for personal 

pronouns,, and the unstressed forms are not just reduced forms of their stressed 

counterpartss (as in many Germanic languages), but are quite different. In Italian, their 

cliti cc nature is often reflected in spelling: a sequence of two unstressed pronouns is 

oftenn merged into one orthographic word, and when pronouns follow the verb they 

aree written as one word with the verb (except for loro 'them', the only disyllabic 

personall  pronoun). These properties of Italian function words are illustrated in the 

followingg example (the underlined clitic in (10a) corresponds to the underlined 

stressedd pronoun in (10b)): 

(10)) a. indicaglielo b. indicaloaluj 

indicate-him-itt indicate-it to him 

'indicatee it to him* 'indicate it to him' 

So,, cliticized (unstressed) function words are quite easily distinguished from their 

non-cliticizedd (stressed) counterparts in Italian. In Dutch and English, however, it is 

muchh harder to establish whether cliticization takes place or not. While many function 

wordss do have a strong and a weak form (Booij, 1995), the relation between these 

formss and their clitic status is not as straightforward as in languages such as Italian. 

Booijj  (1995) states that all unstressed and/or weak forms should be qualified as 

clitics,, yet this terminology leads to 'clitics that are not cliticized'; the weak forms do 

nott necessarily cliticize, since quite a number of rules applying within host+clitic 

combinationss are not obligatory (see also Gussenhoven, 1985). Furthermore, the 

strongg forms of Dutch function words may also be used in unstressed positions 

(Booij,, 1995), so there is no clear correspondence between strong-weak forms on the 

onee hand and stressed-unstressed position on the other. What can complicate matters 

furtherr is that nearly all weak forms are reduced forms of their strong counterparts, 

withh the vowel reduced to a schwa or deleted altogether, and sometimes with deletion 
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off  the initial consonant (especially /h/). This resemblance between the weak and 

strongg forms, the occurrence of both in unstressed positions, and the existence of 

'intermediate'' reduced forms (e.g. het 'the, it' can be realized as [het], [hat], [at] or 

[t]) ,, can make it hard to distinguish between strong and weak forms in actual speech. 

Dutchh not only has a problem in classifying function words a priori as a clitic or a 

non-clitic,, but also has a problem assigning them the status of a prosodie word, as 

Nesporr & Vogel (1986) do for Italian clitics in order to join them into a Clitic Group 

withh a content word while satisfying the Strict Layer Hypothesis (see §1.3.3 below). 

Duee to the reduced shape of Dutch weak forms, all except ie ('he') and ik ('I') have 

schwaa as their only vowel (or no vowel at all), which means that they cannot be a 

separatee prosodie word (see §1.3.2.3 below). Booij (1995) argues that Dutch procli-

ticss are "Chomsky-adjoined" to the prosodie word, and enclitics are "Chomsky-

adjoined""  to the foot, as illustrated in (11): 

(11)) a. PW b. PW 

// I I 

oo PW F 

(proclitic)) I I \ 

FF F o 

II  I (enclitic) 

oo a 

Suchh constructions violate the Strict Layer Hypothesis, but in a restricted type of way 

(seee §1.3.3 below). Under such an analysis, the Clitic Group has no role in the Dutch 

prosodiee hierarchy, since clitics are not integrated into prosodie structure by forming 

aa separate constituent above the prosodie word.' 

Summarizing,, Dutch function words optionally form one unit with a preceding or 

followingg host, and if they do, they are integrated into prosodie structure within or 

beloww the level of the prosodie word. The Clitic Group is therefore not included as a 

boundaryy type in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the durational behaviour of function words 

iss examined, precisely to see if they are incorporated into a following or preceding 

wordd where the spreading of accentual lengthening is concerned. 

Helsloott  (1995), in a metrical framework, even precludes the cliti c group as a separate level for 
Italian ,, based on the finding that the cliti c group has no rhythmi c properties of its own. She states that 
"phonologicall  phenomena which are argued to provide positive evidence in favor  of the cliti c group, 
alloww also for  an analysis in terms of prosodie words and/or  phonological phrases"  (Helsloot 1995, p. 15, 
footnotee 3). 
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13.23.13.23. The Prosodie Word 
Beloww the level of the Clitic Group, we find the prosodie word. The prosodie word 

mayy correspond to the terminal elements of the syntactic tree in some languages, yet 

inn Nespor & Vogel (1986), Dutch is used as an example of a language in which the 

prosodiee word is smaller than the syntactic word. On the basis of the claim that the 

prosodiee word is the domain of syllabification, coordination reduction and r-colou-

ringring in Dutch, Nespor & Vogel conclude that each member of a compound must form 

aa separate prosodie word. For example, a stem-final consonant which becomes 

intervocalicc due to compounding (e.g. straat-arm 'very poor') is not resyllabified, 

indicatingg that there is an intervening prosodie word boundary which blocks the 

applicationn of ^syllabification. Furthermore, some types of suffixes behave as if they 

weree independent prosodie words too, in that they do not participate in resyllabifi-

cation.. These are assumed to be marked in the lexicon with a diacritic feature. Nespor 

&&  Vogel's definition of the prosodie word domain is specifically refined to accom-

modatee the case of Dutch. The option for prosodie word formation found in Dutch is 

givenn in (12): 

(12)) Prosodie Word Formation 

ww domain 

Thee domain of w consists of 

a.. a stem; 

b.. any element identified by specific phonological and/or morphological 

criteria; ; 

c.. any element marked with a diacritic [+W]. 

Booijj  (1995) notes that a prosodie word in Dutch needs to contain at least one 

syllablee wim a full vowel, since otherwise there is no syllable available for die 

locationn of die main stress. Words with a schwa as their only vowel, i.e. many of the 

reducedd forms of function words, can therefore not form a prosodie word by themsel-

ves.. When a function word is in focus, it wil l generally appear in its strong form, with 

aa full vowel, so that it can form a legitimate prosodie word (provided that there is 

suchh a strong form; in the case of focus on the determiner de 'die', which has no such 

strongg form, the pitch accent will have to be realized on a schwa). 

1.3.2.4.. The Foot 
Accordingg to Hayes (1981), languages may be classified as having either binary feet, 

consistingg of two syllables each, or unbounded feet, consisting of any number of 

syllables,, and as being sensitive to syllable weight (quantity-sensitive) or not 
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(quantity-insensitive).. According to work on Dutch phonology, Dutch has binary, 
trochaicc (i.e. left-dominant) feet and they are quantity-sensitive (van der Hulst, 1984). 
Dutchh syllables can be ordered along a weight scale according to the segments in their 
rhyme,, as is proposed in van der Hulst (1984): 

(13)) I 1 

schwaa W VC VCC WC 

increasingg weight —

Onlyy the lightest of these may occur in the weak position of a foot. In Kager*  s (1989) 
metricall  analysis (see §1.3.4 below) of stress in Dutch, the following quantity-
sensitivee rule is formulated: 

(14)) Inherent stress by syllable weight (Kager, 1989): 
AA heavy (closed, diphthongal) syllable is aligned with a line 1 grid element. 

Similarly,, Booij (1995) defines the essential part of the Main Stress Rule for Dutch as 
inn (15): 

(15)) Main Stress Rule, part (a) (Booij, 1995): 
Createe a left-dominant foot (*_) in the domain of the prosodie word, from 
rightt to left, in which the trough Q does not dominate closed syllables or 
diphthongs.. Otherwise, create a monosyllabic foot (*). 

Thesee (stress-based) rules specify that syllables which are closed (i.e. end in a con-
sonant)) or end in a diphthong form a foot by themselves, while word-final syllables 
endingg in a schwa or a long vowel lead to the creation of a disyllabic final foot. 
However,, the foot structure of words with a final VC-rhyme is somewhat problema-
tic.. In order to derive the dominant pattern of Dutch main stress, stress-based analyses 
suchh as the above (Kager, 1989 and Booij, 1995) need to mark a word-final syllable 
withh a VC-rhyme as extrametrical, so that it does not receive primary stress. Gussen-
hovenn (1993), on the other hand, gives an analysis of Dutch feet based on segmental 
andd intonational facts, in which all words with penultimate lexical stress are said to 
havee a final disyllabic foot, including those with a final closed (VC) syllable. 

Inn Chapter 2, some test words are needed that have a final disyllabic foot. Only 
wordss with a word-final schwa or a word-final long vowel (and penultimate stress) 
havee a final disyllabic foot according to both of the above analyses (Kager/Booij, and 
Gussenhoven).. There is one other syllable type in Dutch, however, that has not been 
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mentionedd in the above discussion: Dutch may have syllables with a schwa and a 

codaa consonant (e.g. bezem /be:zam/, 'broom'). In Gussenhoven's (1993) analysis, 

thiss word forms one foot. Although the Ival in this example makes the final syllable 

closed,, this syllable should not be parsed into a separate foot in Booij's (1995) 

analysiss either: a syllable with a schwa as nucleus cannot be the head of a foot, since 

itit  is always unstressed (van der Hulst, 1984; Booij, 1995). It must therefore be in the 

weakk position of the foot, and not form a foot by itself. A word-final disyllabic foot 

cann therefore also end with a schwa plus coda consonant in Dutch. 

13.3.13.3. The hierarchical structuring of prosodie constituents 

Inn contrast to syntactic structure, where a constituent may be parsed into constituents 

off  many different types at the next level down, including constituents of its own type, 

prosodiee structure is hierarchically organised such that a constituent at one level in the 

hierarchyy is composed exclusively of one or more constituents from the next level 

downn in the hierarchy, i.e., they are all of the same type (Nespor & Vogel, 1986). 

Thiss generalization has been formalized as the Strict Layer Hypothesis. It prevents 

nestingg of phrases, such as a Phonological Phrase embedded in another Phonological 

Phrase,, and it rules out e.g. having a Phonological Phrase dominated directly by U, 

withoutt an intervening Intonational Phrase. Nespor & Vogel's formulation is given in 

(16): : 

(16)) The Strict Layer Hypothesis (SLH) 
1.. A given nonterminal unit of the prosodie hierarchy, Xp, is composed of 

onee or more units of the immediately lower category, X^.,. 

2.. A unit of a given level of the hierarchy is exhaustively contained in the 

superordinatee unit of which it is a part. 

However,, according to several researchers, this generalization is too strict. Ladd 

(1986),, for example, sees no principled reason to restrict the number of levels in the 

prosodiee hierarchy, and proposes to allow for a recursive prosodie structure. Ladd & 

Campbelll  (1991) argue for so-called Compound Prosodie Domains, which allow 

prosodiee boundaries of the same type to be realized with different strengths. In the 

samee vein, Dresher (1994) claims that the further levels of structure he encountered in 

thee Tiberian Hebrew system of accents should not be considered new levels of the 

prosodiee hierarchy, since they do not form domains for phonological rules. Rather, he 

arguess that further hierarchical distinctions, relevant for phonetic effects but not for 
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phonology,, are nested within the existing levels of the prosodie hierarchy (as consti-
tuentss of the X  ̂type). 

Thee Strict Layer Hypothesis is also violated in Booij's analysis of clitics (see (11) 
above).. In (1 la), a syllable is directly dominated by a prosodie word, i.e., the level of 
thee foot is skipped. Furthermore, a prosodie word dominates another prosodie word. 
Otherss have also proposed structures in which a syllable is not parsed into a foot, but 
iss immediately dominated by a prosodie word (e.g. Hayes, 1995; Kager, 1993; 
McCarthyy & Prince, 1993). In the configuration in (lib), no levels are skipped, but 
stilll  it constitutes a violation of the Strict Layer Hypothesis because a lower foot is 
nestedd within a higher foot. 

Inn order to allow for cases where certain aspects of the Strict Layer Hypothesis are 
violated,, the Strict Layer Hypothesis has been broken down into a set of four violable 
constraintss (Selkirk, 1996), in an Optimahty Theory framework (Itö & Mester, 1992; 
Princee & Smolenski, 1993). These constraints are: 

(I)) Layeredness: 
AA constituent of level Cj in the prosodie hierarchy may not dominate a 
constituentt of level C n̂ (i.e. of a higher level) 

(H)) Headedness: 
AA constituent of level Cj in the prosodie hierarchy must dominate a consti-
tuentt of level Cj., (i.e. of the next level down), if there is such a level 

(HI)) Exhaustivity: 
AA constituent of level C} in the prosodie hierarchy may not dominate a 
constituentt of level CK1+n) (i.e. of more than one level down) 

(IV)) Nonrecursivity: 
AA constituent of level Cj in the prosodie hierarchy may not dominate a 
constituentt of the same levell  Cj 

Whilee the first two are not known to be violated, both Exhaustivity and Nonrecur-
sivityy are violated in constructions as in (1 la), and Nonrecursivity is violated in (1 lb) 
andd in Ladd's (1986) proposal. 

13.4.. Prominences 

Terminologyy in me field of prosody has been notoriously inconsistent. Beside the fact 
thatt constituents such as *phrase\ 'word' and 'foot' have received so many different 
definitions,, terms such as 'metrical*, and in particular 'accent' and 'stress' have been 
usedd to mean many different things. I will limit the use of the term 'stress' to refer to 
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lexicall  stress. Where necessary, the terms 'primary stress*  and 'secondary stress' wil l 

bee employed, both referring to prominence at the word level. Prominence at the 

intonationall  phrase level will be called '(pitch) accent', referring to the conspicuous 

pitchh movement marking prominences of this type. Again, occasionally further 

distinctionss within this type of prominence may be made, such as the distinction 

betweenn nuclear and non-nuclear pitch accents. The term 'prominence' will be used 

too refer to a generic quality shared by all levels (i.e., it could be described as relative 

salience). salience). 

Inn the generative approach of the sixties, higher levels of prominence were assigned 

too the nuclear element of higher-level constituents, which, due to the unbounded 

naturee of syntactic structures, leads to a theoretically unbounded number of possible 

degreess of prominence. Perceptually, however, there is only a limited number of 

distinguishablee prominence levels (Lieberman, 1960). An alternative analysis and 

notationall  device for prominence distinctions is the metrical grid (Liberman & Prince, 

1977),, further developed by Hayes (1983), Prince (1983) and Selkirk (1984), in 

whichh there is one column for each syllable and one row for each level of prominence 

onn top of the string of syllables. The grid has proved especially useful in stating 

rhythmicall  principles and adjustments. 

Otherss have proposed a four-level prominence system (Bolinger, 1958, 1965; 

Vanderslicee & Ladefoged, 1972; Beekman & Edwards, 1994). These four levels can 

bee described as: 

(i)) Nuclear accented stressed syllable 

(ii )) Non-nuclear accented stressed syllable 

(iii )) Non-accented stressed syllable 

(iv)) Unstressed (reduced) syllable 

Inn Vanderslice & Ladefoged (1972) and Beekman & Edwards (1994), these levels are 

analyzedd not as four levels within one unitary dimension, but as three different types 

off  prominence ((iv) is not prominent). Such an analysis is able to account better for 

thee fact that prominence distinctions at one level are marked by different (sets of) 

cuess than at another level. 

Returningg to some early generative principles, the different kinds of prominence 

mayy be said to correspond to the heads of different constituents in the prosodie 

hierarchy.. In Beekman & Edwards (1994), the nuclear accented syllable is analyzed 

ass the head of the intonational phrase, and the stressed syllable (primary or seconda-

ry)) as the head of the foot. So far, the analysis of prominences as the head of a 

particularr constituent is not problematic, and it will be adopted here for these two 
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levels.. However, as Shattuck-Hufnagel (1994) notes, it is not clear what the non-
nuclearr accented syllable should be the head of in such an analysis, only that it must 
bee the head of a unit between the intonational phrase and the foot. Clearly, a one-to-
onee linking between prominence types and constituents of which they are the head 
requiress more than three types of prominence. In fact, a four-way distinction may also 
bee too restricted to describe all levels of prominence that are perceptually distinguis-
hed.. We may need to extend the analysis of prominences if it turns out that pitch 
accentss can signal more than the two different levels of prominence already included 
(nuclearr vs. non-nuclear), or if we want to include a distinction between primary and 
secondaryy word stress. In any case, prominence exists at several different types of 
levels,, but it is still unclear exactly how many levels should be distinguished, and how 
theyy can be most adequately described. 

Wee now return to the main topics of this thesis, with a discussion of some relevant 
literaturee on final and accentual lengthening. 

1.4.. Prior  research on lengthening effects 

1.4.1.. Final lengthening 

Inn the past, final lengthening was thought to coincide with syntactic boundaries (e.g. 
Klatt,, 1975). With the development of prosodie phonology, it turned out that the 
applicationn and patterns of what we now call 'prosodie features' are better described 
inn terms of prosodie constituents, rather than syntactic ones (Gee & Grosjean, 1983; 
Ferreira,, 1991). Final lengthening is a firmly established and widely attested pheno-
menonn at the intonational phrase or utterance level (Vaissiere, 1983; Maddieson, 
1997).. Early work establishing final lengthening in production was often part of more 
generall  studies investigating segment duration (e.g. Nooteboom, 1972; Oiler, 1973; 
Klatt,, 1975; Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Crystal & House, 1988). In Klatt's 
(1975)) work on American English vowel durations, the final vowel of a (syntactic) 
sentencee was found to be on average 30% (40 ms) longer than the median for that 
vowell  type. Beside a very clear effect at utterance boundaries, some degree of length-
eningg has also been observed at lower level boundaries. Just what type of constituents 
aree marked in this way is still a matter of debate, but the relationship between the 
amountt of final lengthening and the depth of the boundary involved is undeniable 
(cf.,, among others, Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Ladd, 1986; Wightman et al., 
1992). . 
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Perceptionn experiments have also shown a correspondence between perceived 

boundaryy strength and amount of final lengthening. Gussenhoven & Rietveld (1992) 

testedd whether English listeners require more final lengthening at deeper prosodie 

boundaries,, using speech in which the duration of the rhyme of the final syllable was 

syntheticallyy varied. Their material contained foot boundaries, prosodie word 

boundaries,, phonological phrase boundaries and intonational phrase boundaries. 

Theyy found that English listeners indeed prefer more final lengthening at deeper 

prosodiee boundaries, i.e., that the ideal duration of a final rhyme is longest at an 

intonationall  phrase boundary and shortest at a foot boundary. Thus, according to the 

listener,, a deeper boundary should be marked by more final lengthening, and this is 

indeedd what we find in production. 

Thee relationship between boundary depth and amount of final lengthening in 

productionn and perception is elegantly shown for Dutch by Nooteboom & Doodeman 

(1980).. They still describe their boundaries in syntactic terms, but these can easily be 

translatedd into prosodie ones. They constructed sentences which semantically and 

syntacticallyy allowed for either the word tak /tak/ 'branch' or the word taak /taik/ 

'task'' to occur in a certain position. This position was followed by syntactic bounda-

riess of various depths. In a production experiment, the duration of each of these 

vowelss was significantly affected by the type of boundary following the word. In a 

numberr of perception experiments, the length of the vowel in the target word was 

syntheticallyy varied, and listeners had to indicate whether they heard tak or taak in a 

binaryy forced-choice identification task. Their results show that the listener's internal 

criterionn for this short-long vowel distinction is adjusted according to the type of 

boundaryy that follows; the expected vowel durations are longer when followed by a 

deeperr boundary. 

Ass discussed earlier (§1.2), Edwards & Beekman (1988) showed that for final 

lengtheningg the longer acoustic durations are associated with a disproportionate 

lengtheningg of the second part of the final syllable. Other experiments have shown 

thatt final lengthening is a progressive effect, getting stronger as the distance from the 

boundaryy is smaller (Kohier, 1983; Berkovits, 1994; Hofhuis et al., 1995). 

Ann American English database study by Wightman et al. (1992) confirms that the 

amountt of final lengthening is related to boundary depth in production. Moreover, 

theirr results seem to indicate that the produced lengthening associated with a bounda-

ryy is confined to the rhyme of the final syllable, as is assumed in numerous perception 

studiess (e.g. Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1992) and also in English text-to-speech 

programs.. However, Wightman et al.'s (1992) analysis does not consider all possible 

domains,, but only four, namely the final coda consonants (if any), the vowel of the 

finall  syllable, any segments between the last stressed vowel and the vowel of the final 
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syllable,, and the last stressed vowel itself. This leaves open the possibility that in 
somee cases, e.g. before deep prosodie boundaries, more than the rhyme is lengthened 
(butt less than the larger domains they looked at; see description above), e.g. the whole 
finall  syllable or the final (disyllabic) foot. 

Anotherr problem with the study by Wightman et al., as often with database studies, 
iss that factors which may influence the effect under observation might have been 
overlooked.. For example, the structure of the final word may play a role. This would 
bee the case if the final foot is the domain of final lengthening for a certain type of 
prosodiee boundary, because the foot may consist of one or two syllables, depending 
mainlyy on the segmental structure of the last syllable. 

AA production experiment by Hofhuis (in prep.) in fact shows that the domain of 
finall  lengthening in Dutch may indeed exceed the final syllable at least under certain 
circumstances.. Her data consist of monosyllabic and disyllabic words, where the 
latterr differ from the former only in the addition of a word-final schwa (e.g. maat 
/ma:t// - mate /marts/), occurring at five different boundaries. In the disyllabic words, 

ann effect of boundary depth was found not only in the final syllable, but also in the 
penultimatee rhyme (a full vowel), and sometimes even in the penultimate onset (i.e. in 
thee whole word). However, using only schwa-final disyllabic words (forming one 
foot)) makes it impossible to differentiate between foot structure or vowel quality as 
thee factor allowing the domain of final lengthening to exceed the final syllable. 
Furthermore,, Hofhuis' results can be expressed as lengthening of the final two 
syllables,, the final foot, or the whole word, or as the last stressed syllable being the 
onsett of final lengthening. Thus, the question of what the domain of final lengthening 
iss and which factor(s) may influence the size of this domain still remains open to 
somee extent. It is these questions which will be addressed in Chapter 2. 

1.4.2.. Accentual lengthening 

AA lot of work has been done on the acoustic correlates of stress and accent, even 
thoughh they have not always been consistently distinguished from one another. Fry 
(1955,, 1958) studied the relative importance of accentual cues in English, and found 
thatt pitch is the primary cue for accent, followed by duration, intensity and vowel 
quality.. Sluijter (1995), studying stressed syllables with and without pitch accents in 
Englishh and Dutch, showed that pitch excursions are absent from unaccented words, 
i.e.,, stressed syllables are not marked by pitch when they are unaccented. Duration, 
onn the other hand, has proved to be a reliable correlate of both stress and accent, i.e. 
forr prominence at the word level and at the intonational phrase level. In this thesis, 
however,, we will only be concerned with lengthening associated with a pitch accent, 
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i.e.. marking prominence at the phrasal level. In accordance with our terminology set 

outt in §1.3.4, we will use the term accentual lengthening to refer to lengthening as a 

(secondary)) cue to phrasal prominence (i.e. accent, primarily marked by a pitch 

movement). . 

Thiss definition of accentual lengthening entails that we will not be concerned with 

thee question of where (in what environment) this phenomenon occurs; as a secondary 

cuee to accent, it occurs in the vicinity of an accent-lending pitch movement. Since 

focuss distribution is the main factor influencing the position of phrasal prominence, it 

indirectlyy largely determines the occurrence of accentual lengthening as well. 

Lookingg at accentual lengthening within the syllable, Edwards & Beekman (1988) 

foundd that both the opening and the closing gesture of the syllable are affected (cf. 

§1.2).. Research by Eefting (1991) on Dutch confirms that all segments within the 

accentedd syllable are lengthened by a pitch accent. Outside the accented syllable, 

otherr syllables may be affected as well; several studies on Dutch have shown that all 

syllabless within the accented word are lengthened (Nooteboom, 1972; Eefting, 1991; 

Sluijter,, 1995). Accented words are generally lengthened by some 15-20%, and the 

lengtheningg is said to be distributed fairly evenly across all syllables in the word. This 

linearr expansion of the entire word does not interfere with the durational effect of 

wordd stress, but is independent of it; the effects are additive. 

Studiess on American English by Turk & Sawusch (1997) suggest that the domain 

off  accentual lengthening begins with the accented syllable and can include an 

unstressedd syllable following the accented syllable within the word. Unstressed 

syllabless preceding the accented syllable were not durationally affected by the accent, 

whichh led Turk & Sawusch (1997) to conclude that the domain of accentual lengthe-

ningg in English may be the foot. This conclusion is in contrast with what is claimed 

forr Dutch, where the domain of accentual lengthening is said to be the entire word, 

thuss including unstressed syllables to the left of the accent (Nooteboom, 1972; 

Eefting,, 1991; Sluijter, 1995). However, the type of material and the experimental 

conditionss in the Dutch and English experiments were not identical. Thus, whether 

thee different findings are experimental artifacts or involve a real difference is still at 

issue.. Subsequent research in Scottish English (Turk & White, 1999) in fact suggests 

thatt unstressed syllables to the left of the accented syllable are also lengthened when 

comparedd to an unaccented condition (for some subjects), although not as much as 

thosee to the right. In order to allow for a better cross-linguistic comparison, the 

experimentall  design employed for English (Turk & Sawusch, 1997) was applied to 

Dutchh in the experiments described in Chapter 3. In this chapter, prior to the report of 

ourr own experiments, the exact mismatches between the previous Dutch and English 

studiess wil l be expounded in more detail. 
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1.5.. Outline of the present study 

Thiss thesis contains the description of a series of experiments concerned with 
durationall  marking of accents and boundaries. 

Inn Chapter 2, we will discuss experiments involving final lengthening. These 
experimentss are on Dutch only. Our primary goal in this chapter is to specify what the 
domainn of final lengthening is, i.e., which segments are lengthened due to a following 
boundary.. More specifically, we aim to answer the following research questions: 

Whatt is the relationship between boundary depth and the domain of final 
lengthening? ? 

 Do stress and/or the structure of the final syllable/word have an effect on the 
domainn of final lengthening? 

Too answer these questions, two production experiments are carried out. The pilot 
studyy serves both to check whether the experimental task is appropriate for our 
purposes,, and to provide ideas for the materials needed in the main experiment. In the 
mainn experiment, we are in search of factors influencing the domain of final lengthe-
ning.. Both experiments will be described in turn. 

Followingg these production experiments, two perception experiments were run, 
usingg material obtained in the production experiments. These are designed to answer 
thee following research questions: 

 To what extent are the durational differences found in production used in 
boundaryy perception? 

 Are listeners sensitive to differences in the size of the domain over which a 
certainn amount of lengthening is spread? 

Thee results of these perception experiments will be related to the interpretation of the 
mainn findings in the production in the final section of Chapter 2. 

Inn Chapter 3 we will discuss work on the domain of accentual lengthening. The 
productionn experiments described in this chapter explicitly require an elaborate 
discussionn of previous work in this area, since they are based on the observation that 
thee experimental paradigms used for English and Dutch are different. These differen-
cess in design may or may not be the cause of the different conclusions which have 
beenn drawn for these two strongly related languages. Thus, although the actual 
experimentss are on Dutch, this chapter has a strong comparative nature: the general 
picturee on the domain and distribution of accentual lengthening in Dutch emerging 
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fromm these and prior experiments wil l be compared to the general picture on accentual 

lengtheningg in English obtained by Turk and her co-workers. The material was set up 

nott only to allow for better cross-linguistic comparison, but also to investigate in 

moree detail what the domain of accentual lengthening is, i.e., which type of boundary 

(orr boundaries) blocks or attenuates the spreading of accentual lengthening. Thus, the 

questionss addressed in Chapter 3 can be summarized as follows: 

 Do Dutch and English have different domains of accentual lengthening, as 

claimedd in the literature, or were the different conclusions for these two 

languagess due to differences in experimental design? 

 Which type of boundary/boundaries influence the spreading of accentual 

lengtheningg in Dutch? 

Duringg the studies on the domain of accentual lengthening in Dutch and English, we 

stumbledd across what appeared to be a language-specific interaction between final 

lengtheningg and accentual lengthening. In Dutch, the amount of accentual lengthe-

ningg on an accented syllable seemed to depend on its position within the phrase, in 

thatt it is much less when the syllable is in phrase-final position (i.e., where it is 

alreadyy subject to final lengthening). In English, we found no such effect, suggesting 

thatt in this language final lengthening and accentual lengthening are completely 

additive.. These observations needed independent evidence, which was obtained in a 

sett of production experiments run for both English and Dutch. These experiments 

wil ll  be reported on in Chapter 4, and address the following questions: 

 Is there an interaction between final lengthening and accentual lengthening in 

Dutch? ? 

 Is Dutch different from English with respect to the above? 

Thee study is concluded in Chapter 5 with a summary of the main findings and 

conclusions,, a discussion of the implications of our work in a wider scope, and some 

suggestionss for further research. 



2.. THE DOMAI N OF FINAL 
LENGTHENIN GG IN DUTCH1 

2.1.. Introduction 

Speakerss have numerous ways at their disposal to mark the prosodie structure of their 
speech.. One way for speakers to signal prosodie structure is by indicating the 
groupingg of words into higher level constituents, using a variety of prosodie features, 
soo that the structure within the typically continous speech flow is made clear to the 
listener.. From the literature it is clear that the prosodie features pause, pitch and/or 
lengtheningg of the preboundary segments are used to mark prosodie boundaries (e.g. 
Cooperr & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Nooteboom, Brokx & de Rooij, 1976; de Rooij, 
1979).. Which prosodie features are used to mark a certain boundary may depend on 
thee language and on the type of boundary involved (de Pijper & Sanderman, 1994), 
butt is also to some degree variable, e.g. across speakers and speech rates (Caspers, 
1994;; Sanderman, 1996). The lengthening of preboundary segments, which will be 
ourr main concern in this chapter, is referred to as final lengthening. 

Inn the past, final lengthening was thought to indicate syntactic boundaries (Klatt, 
1975).. With the development of prosodie phonology, final lengthening is now 
assumedd to occur at the edges of prosodie boundaries (just like other phonetic and 
phonologicall  processes; cf. §1.1). A final lengthening effect marking the end of an 
utterancee or intonational phrase has been firmly established by numerous phonetic 
studiess (e.g. Crystal & House, 1988). Other prosodie boundaries may be marked by 
lengtheningg of the preboundary segments) as well (Beekman & Edwards, 1990). 
Moreover,, the amount of final lengthening has been shown to be related to the depth 
off  the following boundary, both as produced by the speaker and as required by the 
listenerr (Nooteboom & Doodeman, 1980; Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1992; cf. 
§1.4.1).. Thus, a deeper prosodie boundary is, and should be, marked by more final 
lengthening. . 

Althoughh final lengthening is a well documented phenomenon, relatively little 
attentionn has been paid to the question of which segments are affected. In Cooper & 
Paccia-Cooperr (1980) it is said that most of the syllable lengthening before utterance 
boundariess in English is due to lengthening of the vowel, and that only sonorant and 

Partss of this chapter  have also been published as Cambier-Langeveld (1997) and Cambier-Lange-
veld.. Nespor  &  van Heuven (1997). 
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continuantt segments can be lengthened. This was questioned in a study on Dutch by 

Hofhuis,, Gussenhoven & Rietveld (1995), in which all types of consonants (liquids, 

nasals,, fricatives and stops) were found to be lengthened due to a following bounda-

ry.. Moreover, these consonants, which were in coda position, were lengthened more 

thann the preceding vowel, showing that final lengthening is strongest in the final 

segmentt (even if this is a consonant) and gets weaker as the segment is further to the 

left,, i.e. away from the boundary. This is in agreement with Berkovits (1993, 1994), 

whoo found that in Hebrew the final lengthening effect is progressively distributed 

fromm left to right across the segments of the final syllable. She notes that studies of 

finall  lengthening which focus only on the amount of lengthening in the final vowel or 

syllablee overlook a significant aspect of the lengthening effect. The same point was 

madee earlier in Edwards & Beekman (1988), where the sonority profile of English 

finall  syllables is shown to change as a result of a disproportionate lengthening of the 

secondd part of this syllable (in contrast to the sonority profile of an accented syllable, 

whichh remains unaffected; cf. §1.2). They note that for an adequate account of 

lengtheningg effects and rhythm, it is not sufficient to state the lengthening in terms of 

millisecondd values or durational ratios for acoustic segments; we also need a descrip-

tionn of its distribution. 

Thee studies discussed so far have only been concerned with lengthening within the 

finall  syllable, be it the final vowel (e.g. Nooteboom & Doodeman, 1980), the final 

rhymee (e.g. Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1992) or the whole final syllable (e.g. Edwards 

&&  Beekman, 1988; Berkovits, 1994). Only a few studies have investigated the 

possibilityy of an effect extending to the left beyond the final syllable. Some of these 

wil ll  be discussed below. As far as we are aware, there have been no perception 

experimentss on final lengthening in anything other than the final syllable, or on the 

importancee of the specific distribution of final lengthening over the preboundary 

segmentss for boundary perception. 

Onee study which is concerned with the domain of final lengthening in production is 

ann American English database study by Wightman et al. (1992). Their results seem to 

indicatee that in speech production final lengthening is confined to the rhyme of the 

finall  syllable, as is assumed in several other studies. However, as already mentioned 

inn Chapter 1 (§1.4.1), their analysis considers only four pre-boundary units: me final 

codaa consonants (if any), the final vowel, any segments between the last stressed 

vowell  and the final vowel, and the last stressed vowel. It is important to note that then-

definitionn of a stressed vowel implies mat any number of syllables may intervene 

betweenn the last stressed syllable and the relevant boundary: " [...] a vowel was 

markedd as stressed if two criteria were satisfied: (1) the vowel was marked in the 

lexiconn (dictionary) as receiving lexical stress, and (2) the match between the acoustic 
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waveformm and the stressed vowel model in the SRI recognizer was better than the 

matchh between the acoustic waveform and the unstressed vowel model." (Wightman 

ett al., 1992; p. 1713). The third increment (from 'final vowel' to 'any segments 

betweenn the last stressed vowel and the final vowel'), therefore, is a highly variable 

one,, and may be too crude to reveal small effects in more than the final rhyme, e.g. in 

thee final syllable, or in the final (disyllabic) foot. Moreover, factors which may 

influencee the effect under observation can be overlooked in database studies, because 

thee materials are not designed to find such effects. For example, word structure, 

(final)) syllable weight, word stress, etc. could influence the size of the domain of final 

lengthening,, as would be the case if the unit affected by final lengthening is the final 

foott (which can consist of one or two syllables, depending mainly on the segmental 

structuree of the final syllable; see §1.3.2.4). 

Theree is evidence that, at least in some languages, final lengthening can be found in 

moree than the final syllable. Kohier (1983), using the German words eine 'a (fern.)' 

andd einige 'some' (both with initial stress), found that the effect spreads across the 

wholee word, decreasing towards the beginning of the word. The largest effect is 

alwayss found in the final syllable. The results of a production experiment on Dutch 

byy Hofhuis (in prep.) indicate that under certain conditions final lengthening may 

spreadd across more than the final syllable in this language, too. To recall (cf. §1.4.1), 

herr data consist of monosyllabic and disyllabic words, where the latter differ from the 

formerr only in the addition of a word-final schwa, occurring at five different boun-

daries.. In the disyllabic words, an effect of boundary depth on segment duration was 

foundd not only in the final syllable, but also in the penultimate rhyme (a full vowel), 

andd sometimes even in the penultimate onset (i.e., in the whole word). If this larger 

domainn of lengthening is due to the final schwa, then apparently the segmental 

contentt of the final syllable influences the size of the lengthened unit in this language. 

However,, since Hofhuis' material contains only schwa-final disyllabic words, it is 

impossiblee to differentiate between foot/syllable structure, syllable weight or vowel 

qualityy as the relevant factor determining the domain of final lengthening. Further-

more,, the lengthening of the penultimate syllable in Hofhuis' disyllabic words can be 

expressedd as lengthening of the final foot, the whole word, or even some unit that has 

noo status in the standard prosodie hierarchy, e.g. a unit starting with the last primary 

stressedd syllable and including all following syllables up to the boundary (cf. the so-

calledd ' Abercrombian foot'; Abercrombie, 1965). 

InIn the next section, we will formulate the specific research questions for this 

chapter,, which follow in part from the discussion of previous work on final lengthen-

ingg above. 
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2.1.1.. Research questions 

Inn this chapter, we will report on a series of experiments on the production and 

perceptionn of the domain of final lengthening in Dutch. In §2.2, possible factors 

influencingg the domain of final lengthening in speech production are investigated. As 

discussedd above, most studies on final lengthening have focused on the lengthening 

effectt in the final syllable. In this syllable, the amount of lengthening has been shown 

too be related to the depth of the following boundary, yet very littl e is known about the 

effectt of boundary depth on the domain that is lengthened. One could imagine that a 

deeperr prosodie boundary not only triggers a larger amount of lengthening, but also 

increasess the size of the unit affected. 

Too recall, in a study on English by Wightman et al. (1992), a final lengthening 

effectt was found only in the final rhyme, yet evidence from a production experiment 

onn Dutch (Hofhuis, in prep.) suggests that penultimate syllables can also be affected. 

Thee conditions under which final lengthening may extend further back than the final 

syllablee are not quite clear, since in the latter study only disyllabic words with a final 

schwaa were used. Word stress, foot structure, vowel quality or syllable weight could 

alll  have played a role here. Prior to coming to a proper description of the domain(s) 

off  final lengthening, we need to understand the factors involved in determining the 

sizee of the lengthened unit and their exact influence. This leads us to the research 

questionss in (1): 

(la)) What is the relationship between boundary depth and the domain of final 

lengthening? ? 
(lb)) Do stress and/or the structure of the final syllable/word have an effect on the 

domainn of final lengthening? 

Followingg the production experiments, two perception experiments were run. The 

firstt was designed to check if the durational differences found in the production data 

sufficee for boundary perception at the phonological phrase and the intonational 

phrasee levels. This was done in the form of an identification experiment in which 

listenerss were asked to indicate which type of utterance they thought the speaker had 

intended.. The second was an acceptability experiment, in which listeners were 

presentedd with utterances and asked to judge the acceptability of the durational build-

upp of the test words. The perception experiments were designed to answer the 

followingg questions: 
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(2a)) To what extent are the durational differences found in production used in 

boundaryy perception? 

(2b)) Are listeners sensitive to differences in the size of the domain over which a 

certainn amount of lengthening is spread? 

Inn §2.2, the production experiments will be discussed. The perception experiments 
wil ll  be described in §2.3. 

2.2.. Production experiments 

2.2.1.. Approach 

Too answer the research question in (la), repeated below for convenience, material is 
neededd in which a certain string of segments is followed by prosodie boundaries of 
differentt depths. 

(la)) What is the relationship between boundary depth and the domain of final 
lengthening? ? 

Anyy other factors, i.e. apart from the following boundary, which influence the 

durationn of segments must be held as constant as possible. By constructing material 

suchh that the same string of segments is placed before the crucial boundary every 

time,, it is possible to abstract away from inherent differences in duration between 

segmentss and from the influence of adjacent segments. Furthermore, prominence 

relationss and overall speech rate must also be kept as constant as possible. In studies 

wheree one carrier phrase is used, only replacing one target word by another, it is 

likelyy that speakers will produce a consistent prominence pattern at a steady rate; 

however,, the sentences in the present study could very well have different default 

patterns,, which means that extra measures should be taken in order to ensure the 

elicitationn of a constant prominence pattern. Since such prosodie features are not 

representedd in spelling, one cannot make them 'given' when presenting the material 

too the speakers only on paper. It was therefore decided to present the material both 

visuallyy (i.e. printed on paper) and auditorily. The auditory stimuli to be repeated by 

thee speakers are meant to convey the desired (i.e. constant) intonation contour, 

prominencee relations, speech rate etc. to the speakers, in the hope that when speakers 

aree required to repeat an utterance they wil l copy these features. However, one should 

nott allow the prosodie feature under investigation, i.e. (final) lengthening, to be 

influencedd by the input which is given to the speakers. Rather, the input speech 
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shouldd contain no temporal markers at all, so that any temporal boundary markers in 

thee speakers' reproduction must have been 'implemented*  by the speakers themsel-

ves,, thus reflecting natural lengthening effects in speech. It should be noted that this 

approachh assumes that the correct prosodie features in the input speech will be 

copied,, whereas the incorrect temporal structure will be automatically corrected by 

thee speakers. 

Humann speech is not suitable as input for this experiment, since phonetic effects 

lik ee lengthening presumably occur naturally and cannot be 'turned off by a human 

speaker.. We are therefore obliged to use synthetic speech for the input, since that 

allowss us to produce speech without lengthening effects. 

Diphonee synthesis was chosen to be used for the input speech. A diphone consists 

off  a transition between two phonemes, with roughly half a phoneme on either side 

(Dixonn & Maxey, 1968). Thus, the Dutch word prosodie 'prosody' will be built up 

fromm the following diphones, where # indicates silence (at the beginning and end): 

#pp pr ro: o:s so: o:d di i# 

Thee idea behind diphone synthesis is that different realisations of one phoneme differ 

leastt at a point halfway through that phoneme. In a sequence of diphones, the first 

halff  of one phoneme is adjoined to the second half of that same phoneme. Any 

discrepanciess are then smaller and easier to adjust than those between two different 

phonemes.. Elsendoorn & 't Hart (1982) were the first to make a set of (-2000 

accented)) Dutch diphones; Drullman & Collier (1991) made a new set which - unlike 

itss predecessor - also included a set of (-1500) unaccented diphones. As each 

diphonee is excerpted from the same position in the same type of (nonsense) word, 

theree are no temporal effects in the original set Rules for lengthening have been 

addedd to the synthesis program (DS; Rijnsoever, 1988), but can be turned on or off as 

thee user of the program pleases. 

Thee choice for a repetition task using synthetic speech as input may be well 

motivated,, but also raises some new questions. Primarily, the assumption must be 

checkedd that speakers do indeed correct the temporal structure of the input speech, 

suchh that in their reproductions a final lengthening effect is found which they have 

implementedd themselves. Apart from questions concerning the validity of the 

assumptionss underlying the present approach, there are also a few practical issues 

whichh need to be resolved. The most important are: 
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-- What kinds of different structures are needed in preboundary position in order 

too answer research question (lb) in some detail? 

-- Do the speakers require another feature, e.g. a boundary-marking pitch move-

ment,, at the major (prosodie) boundaries in order to grasp the structure of the 

utterances?? In other words, what should be the intonation contour of the input? 

-- Does final lengthening interact in any way with lengthening due to prominence? 

Too answer these questions, a pilot study was carried out prior too the main experiment, 

whichh served both to check whether a repetition task is appropriate for the present 

research,, and to give us some ideas for the set-up of the main experiment. The latter 

wil ll  include more target words, which wil l have segmentary varying final syllables in 

orderr to investigate whether the prosodie structure of these syllables has any influence 

onn the domain of final lengthening. 

Inn §2.2.2, a report is given of the preliminary experiment forming the pilot study; in 

§2.2.33 the main experiment will be described. 

2.2.2.. Pilot study 

2.2.2.1.. Introductio n 
Thee preliminary experiment described in this section not only serves as a try-out for 

thee main experiment described in the following section, but is also necessary to 

answerr some specific questions concerning the required form of the input for the 

repetitionn task. 

Ass this research involves lengthening in speech production, one would like possible 

lengtheningg effects not to be influenced by the input utterances that speakers were 

askedd to repeat. Consequently, the prosodie boundaries in the input are not to be 

markedd by lengthening, so that if speakers do indeed produce speech with final 

lengtheningg when they are asked to repeat speech which does not contain any 

lengtheningg effects, such lengthening effects cannot have been copied, but are 

insertedd by the speakers, and can therefore be assumed to reflect general (natural) 

lengtheningg effects in human speech.2 

Onee question which will be answered in the present study is whether speakers need 

somee other prosodie feature to mark the major boundaries in the input speech. Two 

2 2 

Thiss methodology may have a restraining influence on the production of final lengthening, since 
speakerss may try to stay close to the temporal organisation of the input utterances. However, this does not 
enervatee the idea that whatever  lengthening is found reflects natural lengthening effects. We will come 
backk to this issue in Chapter  5. 
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possiblee candidates come to mind; pauses and boundary-marking pitch movements. 

Thee former, however, is also a temporal marker. Therefore, international marking is 

thee only option left when speech without temporal effects of any kind is preferred. 

Eachh stimulus sentence will be synthesized with three different intonation contours, 

whichh wil l be described below in §2.2.2.2. 

Anotherr variable in the pilot study is focus distribution. The target word is put 

eitherr in or out of focus using a precursor question, and the target word is realized 

withh or without a pitch accent on the primary stressed syllable accordingly. This 

variablee is added to see if final lengthening interacts in any way with accentual 

lengthening,, and to determine if in the main experiment the target words should be 

placedd in or out of focus (or both). 

2.2.2.2.. Materia] 

Thee one target word which is used for this experiment is a fairly long one, with four 

syllables:: rododendron /ro:do:'dendron/ 'rhododendron' (kind of plant). Such a long 

wordd allows us to distinguish between possible domains of final lengthening, such as 

thee whole word, the final syllable dron, or the syllables starting with the primary 

stressedd syllable, i.e. dendron. The results should give us some idea of the relevant 

domain(s),, and of how the target words for the main experiment should be varied in 

orderr to answer research question (lb) in detail. 

Fourr sentences containing the target word were composed such that they contained 

thee same number of syllables in total, as well as the same segmental material. Each 

sentencee consists of an intonational phrase plus a parenthetical, i.e. an additional 

remark.. The parenthetical was realized without a pitch accent, so that every utterance 

containedd only one pitch accent In the case where the target word is utterance-final, 

thee parenthetical precedes the intonational phrase that contains the target word. In the 

otherr cases the parenthetical follows the intonational phrase containing the target 

word.. The four sentences, given in (3), differ in the type of boundary that follows the 

targett word (underlined): 

(3)) PW-boundary: Piet wil die rare rododendronplanten. gek als hii is. 
'Piett wants those strange rhododendron plants, crazy as he is' 

PhP-boundary:: Piet wil die rare rododendron planten, gek als hij is. 
'Piett wants to plant that strange rhododendron, crazy as he is' 

IP-boundary:: Piet wil die rare rododendron, plantengek als hij is. 
'Piett wants that strange rhododendron, plantcrazy as he is' 

U-boundary:: Plantengek als bij is wil Piet die rare rododendron. 
'Plantcrazyy as he is, Piet wants that strange rhododendron' 
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Thee shallowest boundary is that between the two members of a compound; syntactic-

ally,, they form one word, but prosodically they form two words (cf. §1.3.2.3). This 

wil ll  be called the PW-boundary (prosodie word-boundary). In the second sentence, 

thee same elements that constitute the two members of a compound in the first senten-

cee now form two syntactic words, namely a noun (the target word itself) and a verb. 

Sincee the noun phrase of which the target word is the head also includes a determiner 

andd an adjective, it is branching and thus cannot be restructured with the verb into one 

phonologicall  phrase (cf. §1.3.2.1). Consequently, according to the phonological 

phrasee formation rules discussed in §1.3.2.1, there is a phonological phrase-boundary 

betweenn the target word and the verb; it will therefore be called the PhP-boundary 

(phonologicall  phrase-boundary). 

Inn the third sentence the intonational phrase-boundary (or IP-boundary), indicated 

byy an orthographic comma, is in a different place in the utterance, since it must now 

followw immediately after the target word. Segmentally, however, the target word is 

stilll  followed by the same word (sequence) as in the other two sentences. As the total 

lengthh of the utterance was kept constant, this implies that the intonational phrase in 

whichh the target word occurs is shorter in the IP-boundary condition than in the PW-

andd PhP-boundary condition (and the following parenthetical is longer, but this is not 

relevantt since lengthening effects in the target word only are studied). The length of 

ann IP may affect the rate of speech, in terms of syllables per second, in which it is 

uttered;; we wil l come back to this issue in §2.2.3.2. 

Thee final sentence places the parenthetical in front of the intonational phrase, so 

thatt the target word concludes die utterance. This also necessitates turning the order 

off  the subject (Piet) and the main verb (wil) around. This will be referred to as the U-

boundaryy (utterance-boundary). In all, the four prosodie boundaries are: PW, PhP, IP 

andU. . 

Too answer the question whether final lengthening interacts in any way with 

lengtheningg due to prominence, each of the above four sentences occurs with two 

differentt focus distributions. Using precursor questions, either the noun phrase of 

whichh the target word is the head or the proper name Piet is put in focus, so that the 

pitchh accent falls on the stressed syllable of rododendron or on Piet, as exemplified in 

(4)) (capitals indicate the location of the pitch accent): 
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(4)) Q: Wat wil Piet? 

'Whatt does Piet want?' 

A:: Piet wil die rare rodoDENdron, plantengek als hij is. 

Q:: Wie wil die rare rododendron? 

'Whoo wants that strange rhododendron?' 
A:: PIET wil die rare rododendron, plantengek als hij is. 

Thesee precursor questions were spoken by the author and recorded directly onto a 

computerr disk. (As only the answers, i.e. the test sentences, were to be repeated, the 

temporall  structure of die preceding questions is not relevant, so that human speech 

couldd be used; the questions serve only to determine the place of the accent) 

Inn accordance with the focus distribution imposed on the sentence by the preceding 

question,, an accent-lending pitch movement was realized either on the primary 

stressedd syllable of the target word (den) or on Piet. The IP-boundary in each 

sentencee was either not marked at all, marked by a single pitch movement (either a 

riserise or a fall) or by a double pitch movement (i.e. a rise-fall combination). The timing, 

sizee and excursion of these movements are determined by the synthesis program 

accompanyingg the diphone set used to generate the utterances. The diphone set used 

iss named bloem30_nostand.ind, which was made in Eindhoven by Drullman and 

Collier,, and spoken by the native Dutch professional speaker Bloemendal. This 

diphonee set was found to afford the highest intelligibilit y for Dutch by van Bezooijen 

&&  Pols (1993).3 The declination of the pitch contour was also implemented automati-

callyy by the diphone synthesis program. Only accented diphones were used, so that 

theree were no durational differences between diphones set in in accented and unac-

centedd syllables, and all temporal effects were turned off. 

Whenn me IP-boundary is not intonationally marked, die intonation contour consists 

onlyy of a 'pointed hat' on the accented syllable, i.e. an accent-lending early rise 

immediatelyy followed by a late fall in the same syllable. This contour wil l be referred 

too as l& A (cf. t Hart, Collier & Cohen, 1990; all following transcriptions of intonati-

onn wil l also be in me tradition of tiiis work. See also Appendix A). The double 

boundary-markingg pitch movement also consists of a rise immediately followed by a 

fall,, yet these are timed later in the syllable, and are referred to as 2&B. In this 

contour,, the accented syllable is still marked by me same pointed hat In the PW-, 

PhP-- and IP-boundary sentences, the accent precedes the IP boundary, so that die 

33 Superior  synthesis systems may have appeared more recently, but these were not available at the 
timetime the experiment was run. 
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totall  intonation contour is l& A 2&B. In the U-boundary sentence, the IP-boundary 

precedess the accent, so that the order in which die pitch movements occur is switched 

aroundd into 2&B l&A . 

Forr the last intonation contour, die rise of die first rise-fall combination of the 

previouss contour is joined to die fall of me second rise-fall combination to form a so-

calledd 'flat-hat' contour. When the accent precedes the IP-boundary, the result is a 

contourr called IB (with an accent-lending early rise, 1, followed by a boundary-

markingg fall, B, in another syllable). When the accent follows me IP-boundary, the 

risee is boundary-marking (2) and me fall is accent-lending (A). The total intonation 

contourr for the single movement boundary marker is merefore IB or 2A. 

Inn sum, me boundary between die intonational phrase and die parenthetical is 

melodicallyy marked in three ways, giving rise to three different intonation contours: 

(5)) (i) no melodic boundary marker (total intonation contour: l&A ) 
(ii )) light single-movement melodic boundary marker (total intonation contour: 

1B/2A) ) 
(iii )) heavy double-movement melodic boundary marker (total intonation 

contour:: l&A , 2&B) 

Examples: : 

PhP-boundarv v 

Melodic c 
markers: : 

(i) ) 

(ii ) ) 

(iii ) ) 

accent t 

1 1 

A A 
l& A A 

/ / 
1 1 

A A 

sentence e 

IP-boundary y 

i i 

\ \ 
B B 

_W_ _ 

U-boundarvv sentence 

IP-boundary y 

i i 

/ / 
2 2 

A A 

accent t 

i i 

A A 
l& A A 

~A A 
A A 

A A 
l& AA 2&B 2&B l& A 

Piett wil die rare rododendron planten, gek als hij is.Plantengek als hij is wil Piet die rare rododendron. 
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Finally,, every sentence was synthesized once with the target word rododendron in it, 

andd once again with the target word replaced by the nonsense word /parpai'pa^a,̂ i.e. 

aa rei ter ant version of the lexical target word. This word has the same number of 

syllabless and was made to have the same melodic structure as the target word. 

Reiterantt speech allows us to study prosodie phenomena while abstracting from 

segmentall  influences (Liberman & Streeter, 1978; Nakatani & Schaffer, 1978). 

Thee complete material for the pilot study thus comprizes 48 utterances: 1 target 

wordd x 4 boundary depths x 2 focus distributions x 3 intonation contours x 2 versions 

(lexicall  and reiterant) of the target word. 

2.2.2.3.. Subjects and procedure 

Threee male and two female speakers participated in the experiment. Three of them 

(twoo male and one female) may be called phonetically trained, while the other two 

hadd no experience in taking part in an experiment such as this and no phonetic 

background.. Both trained and untrained speakers are included because for the main 

experimentt it is important to know whether speakers should have some (phonetic) 

experiencee or not: the task could be quite difficult for non-trained speakers because 

thee synthesized stimulus sentences sound unnatural due to the lack of any temporal 

effects,, and due to the poor quality of diphone speech in general. 

Thee speakers were native speakers of standard Dutch, as judged by a two-member 

panell  of Dutch phoneticians. They varied in age from 36 to 55 years old. 

Thee experiment was run in individual sessions. The material was presented to the 

speakerss both auditorily using a Sony SS-E34 loudspeaker and visually on paper. 

Eachh precursor question was followed by two answers, first with the lexical target 

wordd in it, and then with the reiterant target word papapapa in i t There were 24 

questions,, which were randomized and presented to three speakers first in the order 1-

24;; after a 10 minute break they were presented again in the reversed order (24-1). 

Thee other two speakers started with the sentences in the order 24-1 and continued 

withh the order 1-24 after the break. 

Thee speakers were seated in a sound insulated booth and could take their time to 

readd the instructions carefully. They were instructed to repeat the answers only, with 

thee same melody as they had just heard. Both the questions (as recorded by the 

author)) and the two following answers (made by diphone synthesis) were played 

backk on-line by a computer, and the speech produced by the speakers was recorded 

on-linee (44.1 kHz, 16 bits). The computer was placed outside the recording booth, so 

thatt the speakers were in the booth only with the loudspeaker, the sheets of paper with 
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thee instructions and the written stimuli, and a Sennheiser MKH-416 directional 

condenserr microphone. 

Afterr the first answer to a given question was heard, i.e. the version with the lexical 

wordd rododendron in it, a warning tone indicated the beginning of the recording time 

inn which this answer was to be repeated. After five seconds, a second tone (different 

fromm the first) indicated the end of this recording time. One second after this end-

tone,, the second answer (with the reiterant target word in it) was presented, also 

followedd by a recording time of five seconds signalled by a beginning and end tone. 

Afterr another second the next question was heard, followed by two answers etc. This 

steadyy timing pattern enhances a constant speech rate. 

Beforee the experiment began, four practice examples were given. This was done so 

thatt the speakers could get used to the type of speech and contrasts involved in the 

experimentt and to the speed at which the material was presented. During the experi-

ment,, if either the experimenter or the speaker was dissatisfied with the speaker's 

performance,, the experiment could be interrupted at any time by the experimenter 

(thee author) who monitored the recording from outside the booth. The experiment 

wouldd then be continued starting from the preceding precursor question. 

2.2.2.4.. Results 

Everyy stimulus sentence was repeated twice by every speaker. Only the first recor-

dingss were segmented, while the second recording served as back-up in case a 

mistakee or other problem had been overheard during the experiment. In these cases (2 

outt of 240), the second recording replaced the first. The results are thus based on 24 

sentencess x 5 speakers = 120 measurements, both for the lexical and the reiterant 

versionn of the target word. The target words were segmented into phonemes accor-

dingg to the guidelines given for Dutch by van Zanten et al. (1991). 

Ann analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the data, with boundary type, 

focuss distribution and intonation contour as fixed factors, with repeated measures 

overr speakers and total word duration as the dependent variable. Separate ANOVA's 

weree run for the lexical version of the target word (rododendron) and for the reiterant 

(papapapd)(papapapd) version. The results for the lexical target word will be discussed first. 

Neitherr intonation contour nor focus distribution had any significant effect on the 

resultss (F[2,8]=1.49, n.s., and F[l,4]=2.08, n.s., respectively). Only the type of 

boundaryy at which the target word occurs has a significant effect on the duration of 

thee target word (F[3,12]=30.59; rx.001). On the basis of these findings, a series of 

onewayy ANOVA's were run with segment duration as the dependent variable, and 

onlyy boundary type as a fixed factor, to find out where the interaction lies between 

durationn and boundary type, i.e., which segments of the word are lengthened in 
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relationn to the boundary at which the word occurs. The results of this analysis form 

thee preliminary answer to our research question in (la) concerning the influence of 

boundaryy depth on the domain of final lengthening. 

200 0 

1500 -

§§ 100 

1 1 

segment t 
FigureFigure 2.1. Segment durations for each boundary depth, for the lexical target word 
'rododendron'. 'rododendron'. 

Inn Figure 2.1, the duration of each segment in the word rododendron (denoted on 

thee x-axis in conventional orthography) for each of the four prosodie boundaries is 

givenn (means and standard deviations are given in Appendix B). On the x-axis, the 

numberr next to the segment indicates the syllable in which this segment occurs; for 

instance,, o2 stands for the /o:/ in the second syllable. The silent interval between the 

targett word and the following word is indicated by 'si'; this interval is undefined for 

thee U-boundary, since no word follows the target word in that condition. 

Itt is clear from Figure 2.1 that there is no effect of final lengthening until the final 

syllablee of me word is reached; a difference between the boundary types is found 

onlyy in the final syllable. In o4 and n4, i.e. in the rhyme of the final syllable, there is a 

significantt effect of boundary type on segment duration (F[3,12]=16.20, p<.001 for 

o4;; F[3,12]=33.60, p<.001 for n4). Not all die boundaries in the material are signalled 

byy different degrees of lengthening. Only the IP boundary is clearly and consistently 
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lengthenedd with respect to the next-shallower PhP boundary. In o4 as well as in n4, 
twoo homogeneous subsets are formed (Newman-Keuls procedure with <x=.05): PW 
andd PhP do not differ from each other, nor does IP differ from U. The silent interval 
afterr the IP-boundary is also significantly longer than after the shallower boundaries 
(F[2,8]=10.76,, p=.005, followed by Newman-Keuls post-hoc comparison). The effect 
off  boundary type in the onset of the last syllable is not significant (F[3,12]=1.80, 
p=.200 for d4; F[3,12]=2.34, p=.13 for r4). In Figure 2.1 we can see that the gap 
betweenn the boundaries of different depths gets larger as the target phoneme occurs 
closerr to the word edge. This indicates that final lengthening is indeed progressive, 
whichh agrees with the results of Berkovits (1994) and Hofhuis et al. (1995). In the 
finalfinal segment, there is also a small tendency for the PhP-boundary to be marked more 
byy final lengthening than the PW-boundary, and for the U-boundary to be marked 
moree than the IP-boundary, but this tendency does not reach significance. Still, the 
resultss agree with the observation by others in that there is more final lengthening at 
deeperr boundaries. 

-*--*- PW -*- PhP — IP  U 

g l O O - j ^ '' \ / \ / sc 

5 0 --

Q II  I I I  I I I I  I i 

p11 a1 p2 a2 p3 a3 p4 a4 si 

segment t 
FigureFigure 2.2. Segment durations for each boundary depth, for the reiterant target word 
'papapapa'. 'papapapa'. 
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Similarr results are obtained for the reiterant target word papapapa. An ANOVA 

withh boundary type, focus distribution and intonation contour as fixed factors, with 

repeatedd measures over speakers and total word duration as the dependent variable, 

showss that again only the type of boundary at which the target word occurs has a 

significantt effect on the duration of the target word (F[3,12]=10.44, p=.001). Figure 

2.22 shows the same information as Figure 2.1, but is based on the reiterant version of 

thee target word (means and standard deviations are given in Appendix B). Again, the 

IP-boundaryy has a clear lengthening effect on the preboundary segments. Only the 

segmentss in the final syllable and the silent interval following the word are affected 

(F[3,12]=11.95,, p=.001 for p4; F[3,12] =21.88, p<.001 for a4; F[2,8]=12.61, p=.003 

forr the silent interval). In p4, two homogeneous subsets are formed (Newman-Keuls 

proceduree with tx=.05). In a4, three subsets are formed: not only is there a significant 

amountt of lengthening at the IP-boundary, distinguishing it from the PW- and PhP-

boundary,, but there is also significantly more lengthening at the U-boundary than at 

thee IP-boundary. However, this effect is found only for some speakers, as Figure 2.3 

shows. . 

400 0 

speaker r 
FigureFigure 2.3. Final syllable duration per speaker and boundary depth, for the lexical 
targettarget word (left) and the reiterant target word (right). 
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Inn Figure 2.3, the durations of the final syllable in the lexical and the reiterant 
reproductionss are given, broken down by boundary depth and speaker. Speakers 1, 2 
andd 3 may be called phonetically trained. On the right, the results for the final syllable 
off  the reiterant target word are given; here we see that especially Speaker 1 distin-
guishess the utterance boundary from the IP-boundary as much as the IP-boundary is 
distinguishedd from the lower boundaries. This is a phonetically trained female 
speaker.. On the left, where the final syllable durations for the lexical target word are 
given,, we see again that this speaker distinguishes U from IP, but here the effect is 
smallerr and cancelled out by the durations of the other speakers. 

Inn general, the speakers differ in the extent to which they mark different prosodie 
boundariess by different degrees of final lengthening, but they all lengthen more at an 
IP-boundaryy than at a PhP- or PW-boundary. The phonetically naive speakers (4 and 
5)) do not differ in any systematic way from the phonetically trained speakers. 

2,2.2*5.. Discussion 
Ass for the general questions addressing the appropriateness of the present approach 
forr the type of experiments discussed here, one may conclude that the speakers were 
quitee capable of doing the task. Generally, no difference could be detected between 
phoneticallyy trained and phonetically naive speakers. Regardless of which intonation 
contourr accompanied the sentences, the speakers had no problem interpreting the 
structuree of the sentences and adding the temporal organisation appropriate for such a 
structure.. This is exactly what is required for the set-up of this experiment. 

AA four-syllable word with penultimate stress was used in the pilot study so that a 
distinctionn could be made between hypothetically possible domains of lengthening 
suchh as the final syllable (dron), the part starting with the primary stressed syllable 
(dendron),(dendron), and the whole word (rododendron). In the present study, the effect of final 
lengtheningg was restricted to the final syllable, and for the lexical target word it was 
onlyy significant in the final rhyme. This implies that neither the whole word nor the 
lastt stressed syllable are affected by final lengthening. As noted in §1.3.2.4 (p. 15), 
thee foot structure of words such as rododendron (with a final VC syllable) is some-
whatt problematic. In the main experiment, words will be included that undisputedly 
havee a final disyllabic foot, so that we can differentiate between the final syllable and 
thee final foot as the domain of final lengthening. The main experiment will also 
containn words which are longer than two syllables, since at this point we do not wish 
too exclude the possibility of final lengthening effects exceeding the final foot. 

Onlyy one of the prosodie boundaries used in the experiment is clearly marked by 
moree final lengthening than the next lower boundary. As soon as final lengthening 
starts,, there is a significant difference between an intonational phrase boundary and a 
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phonologicall  phrase boundary. Other levels are not consistently marked; in fact, the 

PhP-boundaryy never differed significantly from the PW-boundary, while the distinc-

tionn made between the international phrase and the utterance depends largely on the 

speaker.. If the following experiment yields similar results, the conclusion may be 

drawnn that only intonational phrase boundaries are obligatorily marked by final 

lengthening,, and that the choice for marking finer distinctions in boundary depth is 

upp to the speaker. 

Focuss did not have a significant effect on the absolute duration of the segments. 

Thiss is somewhat surprising, since [+focus] leads to accentuation, and accented words 

inn Dutch are normally lengthened by some 15% relative to unaccented words (Sluijter 

&&  van Heuven, 1995). However, our speakers did not pronounce the target word 

moree quickly in the [-focus] condition, even though in this condition it expresses 

informationn already given in the precursor question. In hindsight, the [-focus] 

conditionss are still quite likely to elicit some prominence on the target word due to 

rhythmicall  principles. Generally, when a certain minimal amount of material follows 

orr precedes the nuclear accent in an utterance, another word will be made prominent, 

eitherr by a non-nuclear accent and/or by other prosodie means (like duration). In the 

[-focus]]  sentences, rododendron is a very good candidate for a secondary phrasal 

prominence.. Informal listening to the material confirms that both the stressed syllable 

off  the target word and of the first word of the parenthetical were often realized with a 

certainn amount of prominence (in italics; nuclear accent in capitals): 

PIETT wil die rare Tododendron( )planten, gek als hij is. 

PEETT wil die rare rododendron, p/antengek als hij is. 

Ptontengekk als hij is wil PIET die rare rododendron. 

Thee difference in focus distribution, as determined by the precursor question, in this 

casee did not lead to the large difference in prominence we had anticipated, because 

duee to rhythmical factors the [-focus] condition also bears some prominence. Indeed, 

[-focus]]  does not necessarily imply [-accent], and even if the word is unaccented 

(i.e.,, not marked by an accent-lending pitch movement), prominence laid on by 

rhythmicall  principles may well be realized by means of other prosodie features, such 

ass lengthening. 

Thee lack of the expected effect of focus distribution on the duration of the word 

impliess that this experiment cannot answer the question whether final lengthening 

interactss with accentual lengthening, since no accentual lengthening was found. The 

issuee of the interaction between final lengthening and accentual lengthening wil l be 

takenn up again in Chapter 4. Focus will not be included as a variable in the main 
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experimentt described in the next section, since it is the same type of experiment and 
material,, so there is no reason to assume that this time an effect of accent will be 
found.. Instead, the target words will only occur in [+focus] condition. 

Despitee some complaints from the speakers concerning the unnaturalness of the 
stimuluss sentences, which can only be expected when diphone synthesis without 
temporall  effects is used, the speakers were still able to grasp the structure of the 
utterancess without any prosodie cues as to this structure in the input speech. Judging 
byy the speakers*  imitations, the punctuation in the written text together with die 
precursorr questions gave enough information to elicit speech with the required 
prosodiee structure from the speakers. Since it does not appear to make the repetition 
taskk any easier, it is not necessary to mark the major (IP-) boundaries in the material 
byy a boundary-marking pitch movement (if anything, the inclusion of three different 
intonationn contours made the task harder). As a result, the main experiment described 
inn the next section will only contain utterances with just a pitch movement combinati-
onn 1 &A on the word in focus. This contour is standardly produced by the diphone 
synthesiss program and, more importantly, was most accuratelyy and easily repeated by 
thee speakers. 

2.23.. Main production experiment 

2.23.1.. Introductio n 
Thee pilot study described in §2.2.2 has shown that a repetition task using diphone 
synthesiss without any temporal effects elicits speech that contains the desired tempo-
rall  effects. This means that the speakers did not copy the temporal structure of the 
inputt speech, but implemented their own temporal structure in their speech. This 
temporall  structure can thus be said to reflect natural temporal effects, which speakers 
alwayss display in their speech. 

Thee results of the pilot study indicate that the domain of final lengthening in the 
wordd rododendron is restricted to the final syllable. In the following production 
experiment,, a number of other target words will be included which differ in the 
structuree of their final two syllables. These materials will allow us to answer research 
questionn (lb), repeated below: 

(lb)) Do stress and/or the structure of the final syllable/word have an effect on the 
domainn of final lengthening? 
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2.13.2.. Material 
Fivee words are used in this experiment which have different types of final syllables, 

resultingg in different prosodie structures in the final two syllables. These words are 

givenn in (6) (primary word stress is marked with "): 

(6)) marathon harmónika yucca tandem mode 

/•mairaiton// /har'moaiüW AjukaV Aendamy /mo:da/ 

(id.)) 'concertina' (id.) (id.) 'fashion' 

Thesee words are used to answer the research question in (lb) concerning the role of 

finall syllable structure and/or stress on the domain of final lengthening. The word 

marathonmarathon is included to confirm the results obtained for the word rododendron, since 

bothh have a final closed (VC) syllable that does not bear primary stress. The word 

tandemtandem also has a closed final syllable, yet this syllable contains a schwa and is 

thereforee not a separate foot under any analysis (cf. §1.3.2.4). The words yucca, mode 

andd tandem have a final unstressed syllable, and each form one disyllabic foot. 

Thee word harmónika does not follow the dominant stress pattern for W-final 

wordss (stress on the penult if this does not contain schwa; Kager, 1989), but has 

antepenultimatee stress instead (as more W-final words do with only /i/ in the rhyme 

off the penult; Kager, 1989; Booij, 1995). In a stress-based foot structure theory, this 

patternn can be derived by marking the final syllable as extrametrical (harmóni<lca>), 

justt as in words with a final VC-syllable (mdra<thon>). However, a final extrametri

call VV-syllable differs from an extrametrical VC-syllable in that it is not heavy (cf. 

§1.3.2.4).. Rhythmically, though, they both receive secondary stress (marked with ): 

harmónika,harmónika, marathon. Crucially, the word harmónika makes a distinction possible 

betweenn effects of secondary stress on the final syllable (harmónika patterning with 

marathon)marathon) and final syllable structure or weight (harmónika patterning with yucca). 

Thee words also differ in final vowel quality (only mode and tandem do not have a 

finall full vowel). Finally, the word-final rhymes can be ordered along a weight scale 

fromm heavy to light. 

secondaryy vs. no stress (-disyllabic foot) 
finall syl. structure: VC vs. W vs. schwa 
finall vowel quality: full vs. reduced 
finall syl. weight: from heavy to light 

marathonn harmónika I mode tandem yucca 
marathonn tandem I harmónika yucca 1 mode 
marathonn harmónika yucca I tandem mode 

marathonn I harmónika yucca I tandem I mode 

Thee boundaries included in the present experiment are the same as those in the pilot 

studyy (PW, PhP, IP, U). The sentences for each word differ minimally in order to 
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formm grammatical sentences with the different boundary types immediately following 

thee target word. Each sentence consists of an intonational phrase and a parenthetical, 

ass in the pilot study. In the U-boundary conditions the parenthetical precedes the 

intonationall phrase that contains the target word. In the other cases the parenthetical 

followss the intonational phrase. 

Inn the pilot study, the test sentences were all equally long. The choice for an equal 

numberr of syllables in each utterance together with the other requirements on the 

(differencess between the) utterances implies that the number of syllables in the 

intonationall phrase in which the target word occurs is smaller in the IP-boundary and 

U-boundaryy conditions man in the PW-boundary and PhP-boundary conditions (cf. 

(3)).. The problem was already noted in §2.2.2.2. This difference between the PW-

andd PhP-boundary sentences on the one hand and the IP- and U-boundary sentences 

onn the other could have been the cause of at least some of the difference in the 

amountt of lengthening between these two groups; a long intonational phrase (PW and 

PhP)) is spoken at a faster speaking rate than a shorter intonational phrase (IP and U), 

thuss giving rise to shorter durations in die former case. Therefore the requirement of 

ann equal number of syllables in each utterance should perhaps be given up in favour 

off an equal number of syllables in the intonational phrase in which the target word 

occurs.. To make sure that the length of the intonational phrase does not jeopardize 

ourr conclusions, two versions of the IP- and U-boundary sentences were included in 

thee experiment, one constructed similarly to the way it was done in the pilot study 

(i.e.. with me same number of syllables in the utterance as in the PW- and PhP-

boundaries)) and one in which the utterance is lengthened to obtain the same number 

off syllables in the intonational phrase as in the PW- and PhP-boundary conditions. 

Ann example is given in (7), where the sentences adapted to the length of the intonatio

nall phrase in which the target word occurs are named IP* and LP (see Appendix C for 

thee complete set of sentences): 

(7) ) 
IPP [Zij zijn op weg met een snelle tandeml^ rijdend door de mooie duinen. 
IP** [Zij zijn vandaag op weg met een snelle tandemy rijdend door de mooie duinen. 

'Theyy are (today) away with a fast tandem, riding through the beautiful dunes.' 

UU Rijdend door de mooie duinen [zijn zij op weg met een snelle tandem]^ 

U** Rijdend door de mooie duinen [zijn zij vandaag op weg met een snelle tandemy 

'Ridingg through the beautiful dunes are they (today) away with a fast tandem.' 

cf.. PW [Zij gaat op weg met een snelle tandemrijderl,^ door de mooie duinen. 

'Shee goes away with a fast tandem rider, through die beautiful dunes.' 
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Alll sentences were synthesized using the same diphone set as in the pilot study (see 

§2.2.2.2).. Each utterance was realized with a 'pointed hat* (l&A) on the primary 

stressedd syllable of the target word, without any melodic boundary markers. The 

materiall for the present experiment thus consists of 30 utterances (5 target words x 6 

sentences). . 

2.23.3.. Subjects and procedure 

Threee male and three female speakers participated in the experiment. Four of these 

aree phonetically trained. Two of the speakers had also taken part in the pilot study. 

Alll of the speakers were native speakers of standard Dutch, as judged by two native 

Dutchh phoneticians. The speakers were between 34 and 55 years of age. 

Alll utterances were preceded by a precursor question, which put focus on the target 

word.. These 30 question-and-answer pairs were randomized and presented to half of 

thee speakers first in the order 1-30 and then in the order 30-1, while the other half 

begann with the order 30-1 followed by the order 1-30. Speakers could take a short 

breakk halfway through the experiment. 

Thee recording procedures and instructions for the present experiment were exactly 

thee same as those for the pilot study, except that the auditory stimuli were given over 

headphoness instead of using a loudspeaker. 

2.23.4.. Results 
Bothh recordings of each utterance by every speaker were segmented according to the 

guideliness given in van Zanten et al. (1991). To begin with, the two versions (non-

adaptedd and adapted) of the IP-boundary condition and the U-boundary condition 

weree compared. The IP and U conditions do not differ from the IF and U' conditions 

respectivelyy (F[l,l 18]<1 for both IP and U). As expected, the means for the adapted 

versionss are a little shorter than for the non-adapted versions, i.e. they come closer to 

thee PW- and PhP-durations (IP: 563 ms vs. 569 ms; U: 559 ms vs. 565 ms). In order 

nott to bias the results towards a large distinction between PW and PhP on the one 

handd and IP and U on the other, only the adapted versions will be used in the analy

ses.. The results are tiius based on 5 words x 4 boundaries x 6 speakers x 2 repetitions 

== 240 measurements. 

Ann analysis of variance (ANOVA) with total word duration as the dependent 

variable,, boundary type as fixed factor and random factors of Speakers and Words 

showw that boundary type has a significant effect on word duration (by Words: F[3,12] 

== 74.68; p<.001; by Speakers: F[3,15] = 43.15, p<.001). In order to find out which 
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segmentss are affected, analyses of variance were run as above, with the following 
dependentt variables: 

finall coda - marathon - tandem -

finall nucleus harmonika marathon mode, tandem yucca 

finall onset harmonika marathon mode tandem yucca 

penult,, rhyme harmonika marathon mo.de tandem yucca 

Takingg the five target words together, the effect of boundary type is significant in the 

wholee of the final syllable, i.e., in the final coda (by Words: F[3,3] - 32.75, p=.009; 

byy Speakers: F[3,15] = 20.13, p<.001), the final nucleus (by Words: F[3,12] = 12.07, 

p=.001;; by Speakers: F[3,15] = 25.92, p<.001) and the final onset (by Words: F[3,12] 

== 8.50, p=.003; by Speakers: F[3,15] = 18.81, p<.001). In each case, post-hoc 

comparisonss (Newman-Keuls, a=.05) indicate that two homogeneous subsets are 

formed:: {PW, PhP} and {IP, U}. Interestingly, the effect in the penultimate rhyme is 

significantt only by Speakers, but not by Words (by Words: F[3,12] = 2.69, p=.09; by 

Speakers:: F[3,15] = 10.70, p=.001). The fact that the effect of boundary depth on the 

durationn of the penultimate rhyme is not consistent across words could mean that 

finall lengthening reaches back into the penultimate rhyme only in some words, but 

nott in others, i.e., that some words have a larger lengthened domain than others. 

Inn order to investigate how far final lengthening reaches back into each of the target 

words,, ANOVA's were run with segment duration as the dependent variable, 

boundaryy type as fixed factor and repeated measures over speakers, separately for 

eachh target word. The results of these analyses are given in Table 2.1. The segment 

durationss for each of the five words are depicted in Figure 2.4. The segments of each 

wordd (denoted in conventional Dutch orthography) are used as labels on the x-axis 

(meanss and standard deviations are given in Appendix D). 

http://mo.de
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*PW*PhP-+-IP~U U 

t a n d e mm y 
segment t 

FigureFigure 2.4. Segment durations for each boundary type; one diagram f or each word. 

TableTable 2.1. Effect of boundary type on segment durations; F-ratios and significance 
(boldd face indicates a significant effect at the .01 level). 

m m 
F(3,12) ) 
P P 

F(3,12) ) 
P P 

F(3,12) ) 
P P 

F(3,12) ) 

P P 

F(3,12) ) 
P P 

1.29 9 
n.s. . 
m m 
3.58 8 
.04 4 
t t 
2.23 3 
n.s. . 
m m 
<1 1 

y y 
1.04 4 
n.s. . 

<1 1 

a a 
<1 1 

a a 
6.91 1 
.004 4 
o o 
15.32 15.32 
<.001 1 
u u 
<1 1 

<1 1 

r r 
<1 1 

n n 
<1 1 

d d 
<1 1 

cc c 
10.52 10.52 
.001 1 

2.35 5 
n.s. . 
a a 
<1 1 

d d 
10.24 4 
.001 1 
e e 
12.10 0 
<.001 1 
a a 
65.19 9 
<.001 1 

1.46 6 
n.s. . 
th h 
10.00 0 
.001 1 
e e 
6.66 6 
.004 4 

1.95 5 
n.s. . 
0 0 

6.00 0 
.007 7 
m m 
13.88 8 
<.001 1 

3.911 3.33 
.033 .05 
n n 
16.17 7 
<.001 1 

7.83 3 
.002 2 
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Ass can be expected, there is a significant effect of boundary type on the duration of 
att least the final rhyme of each word. Post-hoc analyses (Newman-Keuls, a=.05) 
showw that the PW and PhP boundaries are never significantly different, but form one 
homogeneouss subset for all words. The IP and U boundaries form a second homoge
neouss subset, except in the final rhyme of harmonika and yucca, where three subsets 
aree formed: {PW, PhP}, {IP} and {U}. 

Ass the distance to the right word edge increases, the effect of boundary depth 
becomess increasingly opaque. The two-way distinction in boundary depth consis
tentlyy made in the final rhyme is also found in the final onsets of marathon and yucca 
(ass can be seen in Figure 2.4, and by the results of post-hoc analyses), while in 
tandemtandem only the IP boundary differs from the rest. In harmonika, the effect in the 
penultimatee rhyme and the final onset is significant only at a .05 level, and is not very 
consistent:: in i, there is only lengthening for the IP boundary, while in k, there is only 
lengtheningg for the U boundary.4 

Ass for the penultimate rhyme, we see a very clear effect of boundary depth only in 
thee word made, where we find the same homogeneous subsets as in final rhymes. In 
thee word tandem too, we find a significant effect in the expected direction, yet here 
thee subsets given by a Newman-Keuls post-hoc procedure are {PhP, PW, IP} and 
{IP,, U}, i.e., only the U boundary differs significantly from the PW and PhP bounda
ries. ries. 

Thee data for the two final syllables of the target words are presented in a different 
wayy in Figure 2.5; the lengthening of the penultimate and of the final syllables is 
shownn for each target word, with the duration at the shallowest boundary (PW) taken 
ass 'zero duration'. Although there is no statistical difference between PW and PhP, 
thee final syllables consistently show a lengthening for PhP of some 8 ms («4%). On 
thee left of the figure, where the lengthening of the penultimate syllable is shown, it 
cann be seen that this syllable is lengthened by some 30 ms (~ 11%) in mode, and that 
tandemtandem lies somewhere in between mode and the other words. 

Notee thai in the initia l segment of marathon, theree is also a significant effect of boundary type at the 
.OSS level. However, this can have nothing to do with final lengthening, since a) it is too far  from the right 
wordd edge, b) the effect is not in the expected direction; the segment is shorter  for  U than for  the other 
boundaries.. We therefore hesitate to accept effects that are only significant at a .05 level, and concentrate 
onn those that are significant at a .01 level. 
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—— harmonika  marathon -*- mode * tandem  yucca 

PWW PhP IP U PW PhP IP U 

boundaryy depth 

FigureFigure 2.5. Lengthening (re. PW-boundary) of the final two syllables for the five 
targettarget words. 

Inn the reiterant data obtained in the pilot study, some speakers were found to dis

tinguishh U from IP, whereas others did not. In Figure 2.6, the durations of the final 

syllabless from the present data per boundary depth are given for each speaker, for all 

wordss taken together. Speakers 5 and 6 are phonetically naive. As was found in the 

pilott study, some speakers (particularly Speaker 4) lengthen more at a U boundary 

thann at an IP boundary, while others (particularly Speaker 5) seem to do the opposite. 

Thee variation between IP and U is larger than that between PW and PhP. The large 

lengtheningg effect at an IP boundary is found for every speaker. 
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400 0 

FigureFigure 2.6. Final syllable durations, broken down by speaker and boundary depth, 
forfor all words taken together. 

2.23.5.. Discussion 

Thee results of the main production experiment confirm the results of the pilot study. 
Bothh experiments converge in showing that, in Dutch: 

-- the amount of lengthening is largest in the final segment and decreases in the 
precedingg segments, 

-- a phonological phrase boundary is not marked by significantly more lengthe
ningg than a prosodie word boundary, 

-- the end of an intonational phrase and of an utterance are clearly lengthened, 

-- a deeper boundary does not lead to a larger domain of lengthening, and 

-- neither the whole word nor the last stressed syllable are necessarily affected by 
finalfinal lengthening. 

Thee results of the main experiment also give additional information. Words ending in 

aa long vowel do not behave any differently than words ending in a closed syllable, in 

thee sense that in both cases final lengthening is restricted to the final syllable (consis-
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tentlyy reaching significance in the final rhyme, and sometimes affecting the onset as 

well).. This implies that the domain of final lengthening is not the final foot, since a 

finall W-word like yucca forms one disyllabic foot yet is only partly lengthened. 

However,, words with a final schwa have a larger domain of lengthening than words 

withh a full vowel in the final syllable (be it open or closed); the effect in mode reaches 

backk into the penultimate syllable. The word tandem, having a final schwa + coda 

consonant,, seems to lie in between mode and the other words. This leads to the 

conclusionn that when the rhyme of the final syllable contains only a schwa (i.e., with 

finall ultra-light syllables), final lengthening begins in the penultimate syllable. This 

effectt can also be found, to a lesser extent, in words ending with a schwa plus a coda 

consonant,, i.e., in the second lightest type of rhyme. 

Onee could argue that these conclusions are based on data with very few words. 

Still,, they are strengthened by other data in the literature. In general, the bulk of the 

finall lengthening effect is found in the final rhyme, agreeing with the results of 

Wightmann et al. (1992). The finding that the penultimate syllable is lengthened when 

thee final e contains only a schwa is supported by Hofhuis' data (in prep.), which 

involvedd eight such schwa-final words. The finding that only schwa-final words have 

aa domain of final lengthening larger than the final syllable explains why this larger 

domainn is usually not found in more general final lengthening studies, which do not 

differentiatee between different types of final syllables; the relatively small effect in the 

penultimatee syllable (remember that final lengthening is progressively distributed) in 

onlyy a small subset of the total number of words will be obscured by other words. 

Thee effect of syllable weight on the domain of final lengthening may be explained 

byy the fact that in general, light syllables contain less segments, and are phonetically 

shorter,, than heavy syllables. Shorter and fewer segments result in a smaller expanda

bilityy of the syllable. A schwa in particular, which is by definition a reduced syllable 

(spectrallyy and temporally), may not be able to be lengthened to the degree that is 

requiredd by the boundary depth. Thus, in such cases, segments preceding a final 

schwaa will have to participate in the final lengthening, resulting in a larger domain 

whichh is lengthened. The domain of final lengthening is then determined by purely 

phoneticc considerations (such as inherent duration of segments and their expanda

bility;; cf. Klatt, 1976; Allen et al., 1987). This may also clarify the non-systematic 

behaviourr of the final onset; the variation in the absolute duration of the final rhyme 

(duee to factors such as segment identity, stress, speaking rate, etc.), together with 

(inherent)) differences in expandability, may result in a non-systematic effect in the 

finall onset. 
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23.23. Perception experiments 

23.1.. Identification experiment 

2.3.1.1.. Introductio n 

Thee previous section was concerned with the domain of final lengthening in speech 

production.. Following these production experiments, two perception experiments 

weree run: an identification experiment (this section) and an acceptability experiment 

(§2.3.2).. The experiment described in this section was devised to find out if listeners 

cann establish which boundary is intended by the speaker, when the sentence is 

structurallyy ambiguous. Thus, the present experiment should answer research 

questionn (2a), repeated below: 

(2a)) To what extent are the durational differences found in production used in 
boundaryy perception? 

Thee segments of the target words in the production experiments were significantly 

longerr only at the International Phrase (IP) boundary and the Utterance (U) boundary. 

Thee Prosodie Word (PW) and Phonological Phrase (PhP) boundaries were not 

significantlyy differentiated, nor was the U-boundary consistently differentiated from 

thee IP-boundary. However, other prosodie features may have been used to signal the 

differencee between these boundaries. From the literature it is clear that durational and 

melodicc cues may be used together as boundary markers (Sanderman, 1996, and 

referencess given therein). The present identification experiment was run with material 

obtainedd in the main production experiment (§2.2.3) to see if listeners can determine 

thee type of boundary intended by the speaker. Both the role of the durational structure 

andd of intonational cues on the recognition of boundary depth will be investigated. 

23.1.2.. Material 

Onlyy one set of sentences from the main production experiment has exactly the same 

sequencee of words for the PW, PhP and IP sentences.5 These are given in (8): 

Thee word order  in the U-sentences always differed radically from those in the other  sentences, since 
thee IP containing the target word, which precedes the parenthetical in the other  sentences, necessarily 
followss this parenthetical in the U-sentences. 
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(8)) PW Piet wil die rare yuccaplanten, gek als hij is. 

'Piett wants those strange yucca plants, crazy as he is.' 

PhPP Piet wil die rare yucca planten, gek als hij is. 

'Piett wants to plant that strange yucca, crazy as hee is.' 

IPP Piet wil die rare yucca, plantengek als hij is. 

'Piett wants that strange yucca, plant crazy as he is.' 

Alll sentences had been repeated twice by the speakers in the production experiment. 

Bothh recordings of the sentences in (8) of every speaker were used in the present 

study. . 

Too examine the role of intonation in the identification of the boundary types, two 

versionss of each utterance were used; one with the original intonation as realized by 

thee speakers, and one in which all melodic markers are removed, i.e. in which the 

intonationn consists only of a declination line (made with PSOLA6). This declination 

linee approximates the lower declination line in the original utterance. 

Alll versions of the utterances were presented twice to the listeners, giving 3 

intendedd boundaries x 6 speakers x 2 recordings x 2 intonation contours x 2 repetiti

onss = 144 utterances. 

23.13.. Subjects and procedure 
Sixteenn native Dutch listeners, aged 18 to 53, participated in the experiment. They 

hadd no known hearing impairments. 

Thee utterances were recorded on tape and presented to the listeners in group sessions 

overr high-quality headphones in quasi-random order. An utterance by one speaker 

wass never directly followed by an utterance of that same speaker. The listeners 

receivedd instructions which included an explanation of the different structures of the 

sentencess in (8). For each utterance, the three sentences were given on paper, and the 

listenerss had to indicate which of these three they thought was the one meant by the 

speakerr (a forced choice task). 

23.1.4.. Results 
Thee results are based on a total of 144 utterances x 16 listeners = 2304 judgments. As 

expected,, listeners recognized the IP boundary very well: the number of PW and PhP 

boundariess mistaken for an IP boundary and vice versa are very small. This can be 

PSOLAA (Pitch-Synchronous OverLap-Add) is a resynthesis technique which modulates pitch 
throughh a time domain manipulation; it does not affect spectral quality (Moulines &  Verhelst, 1995). 
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seenn in Table 2.2, where the responses for each intended boundary type are given (in 
totall number of responses and in percentages). The results for the utterances with 
intonationn and for those with only declination are given separately. Grey shading 
indicatess correct results. The percentages in each row add up to 100%. 

TableTable 2.2. Given responses per intended boundary and intonation condition. 

outputt  • 

inputt » 

with h 
intonation n 

declination n 
only y 

PW W 

PhP P 

IP P 

PW W 

PhP P 

IP P 

responses s 

PW W 

179 9 
(46.6%) ) 

132 2 
(34.4%) ) 

4 4 
(1.0% % 

209 9 
(54.4%) ) 

167 7 
(43.5%) ) 

5 5 
(1.3%) ) 

PhP P 

202 2 
(52.6%) ) 

243 3 
(63.3%) ) 

4 4 
(1.0% % 

164 4 
(42.7%) ) 

200 0 
(52.1%) ) 

4 4 
11.0%) ) 

IP P 

3 3 
(0.8%) ) 

9 9 
(2.3%) ) 

376 6 
(97.9%) ) 

11 1 
(2.9%) ) 

17 7 
(4.4%) ) 

375 5 
(97.7%) ) 

Whenn the speaker produces an IP boundary, it is recognized as such in nearly all 

casess (98%). The results for the other two boundary types are more evenly distribu

ted.. Only the PhP boundary with intonation seems to do fairly well (63%); however, 

thiss is partly due to a bias toward PhP responses when intonation is present (this 

interactionn between responses and intonation condition will be discussed below). 

Still,, this bias is stronger when it is indeed a PhP boundary, indicating a weak ability 

onn the part of the listeners to hear which boundary is intended. Even when the 

intendedd IP boundaries and IP responses are disregarded, a significant effect of 

intendedd boundary on the responses remains in the expected direction, both with 

intonationn (%2=10.8, df=l, p=.001) and in the absence of intonation (tf =8.2, df=l, p= 

.004):: an intended PW boundary indeed leads to more PW responses than PhP 

responses,, and an intended PhP boundary favours PhP responses. 

Thee absence of intonation does not lead to a large loss of information: the intonati

onn contour has no main effect on the percentage of correct responses (F[1,70]<1). 

Withinn the PW and PhP data, however, there is a significant interaction between 
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intonationn contour and given responses (x2=14.1, df=l, rx.001), in that PhP respon

sess prevail when intonation is present and more PW responses are given when 

intonationn is absent. This interaction is presumably the result of a strategy followed 

byy the listeners, rather than having any theoretical relevance. This strategy is likely to 

bee the result of the relatively poor ability to hear the difference between a PW and a 

PhPP boundary, in combination with the presence of one binary variable in the materi

all which is clearly audible, namely the presence or absence of the original intonation 

contour.. I assume that during the experiment, some listeners began to link this audible 

binaryy distinction to the binary choice which they had to make when the utterance 

wass clearly not the IP sentence. There are several observations which support this as

sumption.. First of all, some listeners explicitly declared that they had adopted such a 

strategy,, since they had little else to go by. Secondly, the correlation is stronger in the 

secondd half of the experiment, indicating that the strategy is developed in the course 

off the experiment. Finally, and most persuasively, the listeners differ in the way they 

connectedd the melodic variable to their response; some of them linked the presence of 

intonationn to a PhP response and the absence of intonation to a PW response, but 

otherss have done the exact opposite. In all, this indicates that the interaction has no 

theoreticall implications. 

TableTable 2.3. Given responses according to a strategy linking PW and PhP responses to 
thee presence or absence of intonation, per listener and per repetition. Grey shading 
indicatess the direction of the bias for two subsets of listeners. 

strategyy • 

listenerss » 

4 4 

7 7 

9 9 

11 1 

total l 

2 2 

8 8 

12 2 

14 4 

total l 

withh intonation=PW, 

onlyy declination=PhP 

1stt time 

99 (20%) 

177 (35%) 

88 (17%) 

100 (21%) 

444 (23%) 

322 (68%) 

255 (52%) 

2?? (51%) 

266 (55%) 

106(57*) ) 

2ndd time 

66 (13%) 

155 (36%) 

00 (0%) 

88 (17%) 

299 (16%) 

322 n 

333 (6 

333 (69%) 

333 (69%) 

1311 (69%) 

total l 

155 (16%) 

322 (36%) 

88 (8%) 

188 (19%) 

733 (20%) 

644 < 

588 (60%) 

566 (60%) 

599 (62%) 

2377 (63%) 

withh intonation=PhP, 

onlyy declination=PW 

1stt time 

377 (80%) 

311 (65%) 

400 (83%) 

377 (79%) 

1455 (77%) 

155 (32%) 

233 (48%) 

222 (49%) 

211 (45%) 

811 (43%) 

2ndd time 

422 (87%) 

277 (64%) 

477 (100%) 

388 (! 

1544 (84%) 

144 (30%) 

155 (31%) 

155 (31%) 

155 (31%) 

599 (31%) 

total l 

799 (84%) 

588 (64%) 

877 192%) 

755 i81%; 

2999 (80%) 

299 (31%) 

388 (40%) 

377 (40%) 

366 (38%) 

O400 (37%) 
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Dataa supporting the latter two arguments are given in Table 2.3. In this table, the 
numberr of responses according to the strategy linking the presence of intonation to 
PWW boundaries and the absence of intonation to PhP boundaries or vice versa is given 
perr repetition for the eight listeners responding in accordance with such a bias in 
moree than 60% of the cases (excluding IP responses). Listener 4, for example, has 
givenn a total of (15+79=) 94 non-IP responses. The number of PhP responses in 
reactionn to an input utterance with intonation plus the number of PW responses in 
reactionn to an input utterance with only declination equals 79 (=84% of 94). As the 
tablee shows, Listeners 4, 7, 9 and 11 have linked the presence of intonation to a PhP 
boundaryy and the absence of intonation to a PW boundary (grey shading).. Since their 
biass is stronger than that of the listeners doing the opposite (2, 8, 12 and 14; grey 
shading),, the overall results show an interaction in the same direction. 

Thee lack of an effect of intonation contour on the percentage of correct responses 
showss that the material did not contain any melodic markers that could help the 
listenerr in determining what kind of boundary the speakers had intended. Still, 
listenerss recognized even PW and PhP boundaries above chance. In order to investi
gatee whether the small durational differences in the input could have provided some 
cuee as to the intended boundary, we calculated the correlation between the percentage 
off PW responses and the duration of the final syllable of the target word, since this is 
thee syllable which is affected by final lengthening, and its duration may therefore be a 
cuee to boundary depth. Shorter final syllable durations are expected to elicit more PW 
responses,, and longer durations should elicit fewer PW responses, so we expect a 
negativee correlation. 

Inn Figure 2.7, the percentage of PW responses (collapsed over intonation contours) 
aree plotted against the final syllable durations. The figure does not explicitly differen
tiatee between the three possible intended boundaries, but at least the intended IP 
boundariess can be inferred; all data points with a final syllable duration of more than 
2200 ms (and eliciting close to 0% PW responses) are intended IP boundaries. 

Whenn all cases are included, a correlation of r=- .942 (p<.001) is found. When only 
thee intended PW and PhP boundaries are included, the correlation is still highly 
significantt (r=- .873, p<.001). This implies that the duration of the final syllable of the 
targett word, irrespective of the type of boundary actually intended by the speaker, 
greatlyy influences the listeners' responses. 

Figuree 2.7 also shows which data points are related to which speaker. Since some 
speakerss have long final syllable durations and others have shorter durations, and 
givenn the strong relationship between final syllable duration and responses of the 
listeners,, the responses also depend on the speaker. In Table 2.4, the percentage of 
correctt responses per intended boundary are given for each speaker. 
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FigureFigure 2.7. Percentage of PW responses plotted against the duration of the final 
syllablesyllable of the target word yucca, broken down by speakers. 

Sincee the errors involving IP boundaries are minimal, we can assume that a PW or 

PhPP boundary which is not correctly recognized will generally have been mistaken 

forr a PhP or PW boundary, respectively. Speaker 3 has a high percentage of correctly 

recognizedd PW boundaries, but a low percentage of correctly recognized PhP 

boundaries,, indicating a clear bias toward PW for this speaker. As we can see in 

Figuree 2.7, this speaker has the shortest final syllables durations (within the set of 

PW/PhPP boundaries). Similarly, Speaker 5 has the longest durations within this set, 

andd is indeed most often judged to produce a PhP boundary (low % correct for PW, 

highh % correct for PhP). Speakers 1 and 2 have the largest differences in their final 

syllablee durations, and their utterances also yield the best results in the identification 

task. . 
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TableTable 2.4. Percentage of correct responses per speaker and boundary type. 

%% correct 

PW W 

PhP P 

IP P 

total l 

Speakerr 1 

54.7 7 

75.0 0 

96.9 9 

75.5 5 

Speakerr 2 

50.8 8 

68.8 8 

100 0 

73.2 2 

Speakerr 3 

68.8 8 

31.3 3 

98.4 4 

66.2 2 

Speakerr 4 

42.2 2 

57.8 8 

96.9 9 

65.6 6 

Speakerr 5 

32.8 8 

66.4 4 

97.7 7 

65.6 6 

Speakerr 6 

53.9 9 

46.9 9 

96.9 9 

65.9 9 

2.3.1.5.. Discussion 
Thee extent to which listeners can establish what type of boundary was intended by the 
speakerr seems to be strongly related to the extent to which these boundaries are 
durationallyy marked. So, the IP boundary is easily distinguished from the two 
shallowerr boundaries, whereas the distinction between the PW and PhP boundaries is 
muchh harder to perceive. Although PW and PhP were internally differentiated above 
chance,, the fact that several of the listeners felt they had to fall back on the strategy 
describedd above, linking their PhP/PW responses to the only clearly audible binary 
variablee of intonation, shows that they were very uncertain in choosing between the 
two. . 

Thee loss of information contained in the intonation contour does not lead to system
aticallyy poorer results. In the case of IP boundaries, final lengthening is apparently a 
sufficientt cue for boundary perception, since even without intonation the IP bounda
riess were correctly recognized in 98% of the cases. With such a high score even 
withoutt intonation, the presence or absence of melodic markers in the intonation 
contourr can hardly make a difference. In the case of PhP boundaries, the data indicate 
thatt there were no melodic markers to distinguish this boundary from a PW bounda
ry;; if there were, the presence of intonation would have had a positive effect on the 
results.. Recall, however, that the speech material was obtained through a repetition 
task:: the speakers were asked to repeat utterances which contained only a pointed hat 
onn the accented syllable, and no melodic boundary markers. When speakers have 
moree freedom with respect to their intonation, they may well make more use of 
melodicc boundary markers. 

Evenn though the PhP boundary was not marked by significantly more final 
lengtheningg than the PW boundary in the production, still listeners seem to have 
basedd their decisions on the duration of the final syllable of the target word. Indeed, 
bothh PW and PhP boundaries were correctly recognized above chance, although the 
differencee between the two is quite hard to tell, judging by the listeners' uncertainty. 
Inn all, the data indicate that the durational differences found in production are quite 
efficientlyy used in boundary perception at all levels investigated. 
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23.2.. Acceptability experiment 

2.3.2.1.. Introductio n 
Perceptionn experiments have shown that the correlation between boundary depth and 

thee amount of final lengthening is perceptually relevant (Nooteboom & Doodeman, 

1980;; Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1992), but as yet, no attention has been paid to the 

desiredd distribution of this lengthening over the domain-final segments. In this 

section,, an acceptability experiment will be described investigating whether listeners 

aree sensitive to differences in the size of the domain that is lengthened. In the experi

ment,, some original aspects of the final lengthening in the production material, such 

ass its progressive distribution, are maintained. This experiment is therefore not 

designedd to see if progressiveness is a first requisite for the perception of final 

lengthening,, since all distributions used here are progressive. Rather, the objective of 

thee present experiment is to answer research question (2b), repeated below: 

(2b)) Are listeners sensitive to differences in the size of the domain over which a 

certainn amount of lengthening is spread? 

Iff listeners are sensitive to such differences, we would expect them to require a larger 

domainn of final lengthening when the final syllable has only a schwa in its rhyme, 

whichh is what we found in production. 

2.3.2.2.. Material 
Thee material was taken from the production experiment. To reduce the amount of 

material,, only the utterances produced by Speaker 1 were used. This speaker obtained 

thee best results in the identification experiment described in §2.3.1, implying that this 

speakerr made the clearest distinctions between the different boundaries. Only the PhP 

andd IP boundaries are included, since an IP boundary is most clearly marked by final 

lengtheningg and the PhP boundary counts as the baseline condition. The PhP rather 

thann the PW sentences were used because the PhP sentences structurally resemble the 

IPP sentences more closely. For the same reason, the IP versions not corrected for the 

lengthh of the IP in which the target word occurs were used (see §2.2.3.2). The 

sentencess used are given in (9), with the target words underlined (for translations, see 

Appendixx C): 
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(9)) PhP Jan heeft een mooie harmonika gehoord, hier ver vandaan. 
IPP Jan hoort een mooie harmonika. gespeeld hier ver vandaan. 

PhPP Jan kon een goede marathon lopen, in zijn jonge jaren. 
IPP Jan liep een goede marathon, lopend in zijn jonge jaren. 

PhPP Henk wil de laatste mode. volgen, zijn vrienden daarbij meeslepend. 
JPP Henk volgt de laatste mode, volgens zijn vrienden daar bij meetkunde. 

PhPP Zij gaan vandaag met een snelle tandem rijden, door de mooie duinen. 
IPP Zij zijn op weg met een snelle tandem, rijdend door de mooie duinen. 

PhPP Piet wil die rare yucca planten, gek als hij is. 
IPP Piet wil die rare yucca, plantengek als hij is. 

Forr each sentence, two versions spoken by Speaker 1 were available. For the PhP 

boundary,, the utterance was used in which the target word was shortest, and for the 

IPP boundary, the utterance with the longest target word was used, so that the dura

tionall distinction between the two versions of the target word is optimal. 

Inn order to test the acceptability of various duration distributions, the segment 

durationss were synthetically varied (using PSOLA, see footnote 6 on p. 54) so as to 

conformm to the outcome of the calculations given below. The durations meant to 

conveyy a PhP boundary are implemented in the original PhP utterance, while the 

longerr durations meant to indicate an IP boundary are implemented in the original IP 

utterance. . 

Ass a starting point, the mean segment duration was calculated from the two 

segmentt durations (PhP/IP) of the target words in the sentences used. These mean 

segmentt durations give the first temporal word structure presented both in the PhP 

andd the IP utterance: 

Example:: yucca /*juka^ 

originall PhP original IP 

jj 58 ms 64 ms 

uu 79ms 83 ms 

kk 88 ms 92 ms 

a:: 103 ms 196 ms 

meann segment durations 

(58+64)/22 = 61 ms 

(79+83)/22 = 81 ms 

(88+92)/22 = 90 ms 

(103+196)/22 = 149.5 ms 

Thus,, a segment which is lengthened at an IP boundary has a starting point which is 

longerr than its PhP-duration, whereas the starting point for a non-lengthened segment 

iss approximately its original duration, and the size of the lengthening effect determi-
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ness the deviation of the starting point from the actual durations. In this way, the 

progressivee distribution in the original data is incorporated in the determination of the 

segmentt durations for this experiment. 

Startingg from these mean segment durations, the target word in the original PhP 

utterancee is shortened and the target word in the original IP utterance is lengthened. 

Thee lengthening (for IP) or shortening (for PhP) is distributed over either the final 

rhyme,, the final syllable, or the penultimate rhyme plus the final syllable. The share 

thatt each segment within these domains receives depends on the share that segment's 

durationn has in the total duration of the domain over which the lengthening is spread 

(onn the basis of the mean segment durations): 

Example:: domain /uka^, i.e. penultimate rhyme plus final syllable. 

Durationn of domain /uka^ = 81ms + 90ms + 149.5 ms = 320.5 ms 

sharee for u = 8 1 / 320.5 = 25.27 % 

sharee fork =90/320.5 =28.08% 

sharee for a: =149.5/320.5 =46.65% 

Thus,, in absolute terms, a short segment is lengthened less than a long segment, but 

relativelyy speaking they are lengthened in equal proportions. 

Thee total word duration (with respect to the mean durations) was increased (for IP) 

orr decreased (for PhP) by either 50 ms or 100 ms, which corresponds roughly to the 

minimall and maximal amount of lengthening found in the production data. 

Example:: +/- 50 ms 

sharee for u = 50 ms * 25.27% = 12.64 ms 

sharee for k = 50 ms * 28.08% = 14.04 ms 

sharee for a; = 50 ms * 46.65% = 2332 ms 

+500 ms. for IP boundary: - 5Q ms. fpr PhP boundary; 

uu (81 + 12.64=) 93.64 ms (81-12.64=) 6836 ms 

kk (90+14.04=) 104.04 ms (90-14.04=) 75.96 ms 

a:: (149.5 + 23.32=) 172.82 ms (149.5-23.32=) 126.18 ms 

Thee durational structures for yucca are illustrated in Figure 2.8. The lines above the 

meann will be presented to the listeners in the IP boundary context; below the mean, 

thee durational structures for PhP are shown. The condition '100 ms, final rhyme 
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(/a:/)'' does not occur, since this would give unnaturally long or short durations. This 

conditionn is only included when the final rhyme consists of a vowel and a coda 

consonantt (in tandem and in marathon). In the case of mode, the whole final syllable 

wass not shortened by 100 ms either, since the result would be an unrecognizable /d/ 

off 13 ms. 

Alll utterances were presented twice to the listeners. In all, the total material consists 

off 126 utterances (marathon and tandem: 28 times each, yucca and harmonika: 24 

timess each, and mode: 22 times). 
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segment t 

FigureFigure 2.8. Durational structures for the word yucca as material for the acceptability 
experiment. experiment. 

2.3.2.3.. Subjects and procedure 

288 native Dutch listeners, aged 18 to 67, participated in the experiment. They had no 
knownn hearing impairments. 

Thee utterances were presented in group sessions in quasi-random order over good-

qualityy headphones. Two successive sentences never had the same target word. Each 

utterancee was presented on paper, with the target word underlined. Listeners were 

instructedd to pay close attention to the durational build-up of that word, and to the 
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positionn of that word in the sentence. They then had to indicate the acceptability of 

thiss durational structure on a scale from 1 (unacceptable) to 10 (perfect). 

2.3.2.4.. Results 
Ann ANOVA was run with acceptability scores as the dependent variable, fixed 

factorss of boundary type, total word duration and domain, with repeated measures 

overr words and the results collapsed over listeners and repetitions. Since the 'domain' 

variablee is not defined when the total word duration equals the starting point durati

ons,, this duration is excluded from this statistical analysis (leaving 2968 cases). 

Inn Figure 2.9, the mean acceptability for each durational structure are given at a 

PhPP boundary (left) and at an IP boundary (right). On the x-axis, the total word 

durationss are given (mean, -/+ 50 ms, -/+ 100 ms), while the three bars give the 

resultss for the three domains over which the 50 or 100 ms are spread (domain i = final 

rhyme,, domain ii = final syllable, domain iii - penultimate rhyme plus the final 

syllable). . 

8 8 

_co o 
'S. . 
CD D o o o o 
CO O 

II domain i ÜI domain ii  domain 

meann -50ms -100ms 

PhPP boundary 

meann +50ms ++ 100ms 

IPP boundary 

FigureFigure 2.9. Mean acceptability of each durational structure, for all words taken 
togethertogether (domain i = final rhyme, domain ii  - final syllable, domain iii  - penultimate 
rhymerhyme plus the final syllable). 
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Inn general, only the type of boundary (PhP or IP) and total word length (-/+ 50 ms, 

- /++ 100 ms) have an effect on the acceptability (F[l,4]=10.44, p=.03 and F[l,4]= 

9.78,, p=.03 respectively). These factors interact too, as shown in Figure 2.9. (F[l,4]= 

50.83,, p=.002). The domain over which the 50 or 100 ms is spread has not the least 

bitt of influence on the acceptability (F[2,8]<1). 

Ass can be concluded from Figure 2.9, the mean durations calculated from Speaker 

1'ss original durations were actually fairly long, thus giving a high score when imple

mentedd at an IP boundary, and lower scores when placed at a PhP boundary. In fact, 

anyy further lengthening at an IP boundary sounds worse than the mean duration, 

whilee shortening at a PhP boundary increases acceptability (giving an interaction 

betweenn boundary type and total word duration). Still, it is clear that only the total 

wordd length affects acceptability, but not the way this duration is built up; in fact, the 

differencee between any of the three domains is generally as little as 0.2 on a 10-point 

scale. . 

Too see if the acceptability of the spreading of final lengthening over the three 

domainss is different for each of the target words, the results are given per domain and 

boundaryy type for each word in Table 2.5. Crucially, for the words included in this 

experimentt (Words included in an ANOVA as a fixed factor), there is no interaction 

betweenn the lengthened domain and the specific words (F[8,2953]=l .6, n.s.). If 

anything,, we would expect that spreading across the penultimate rhyme and the final 

syllablee in the IP boundary condition would be more acceptable for mode than for 

otherr words. This does not seem to be the case; in fact, this combination has the 

lowestt acceptability score (5.6). Thus, the results are not even in the direction we 

wouldd expect them to be on the basis of the results of the production experiment 

(§2.2.3). . 

TableTable 2.5. Mean acceptability per word, boundary type and domain. 

wordd • 
distributionn » 

PhP P 

IP P 

domainn i 

domainn ii 

domainn iii 

domainn i 

domainn ii i 

domainn iii 

marathon n 

6.9 9 

7.0 0 

6.5 5 

6.8 8 

6.9 9 

6.7 7 

harmonika a 

7.3 3 

7.3 3 

6.9 9 

6.6 6 

5.7 7 

6.5 5 

yucca a 

6.8 8 

7.3 3 

7.2 2 

6.5 5 

6.5 5 

6.3 3 

tandem m 

7.2 2 

7.3 3 

7.5 5 

6.4 4 

6.4 4 

6.2 2 

mode e 

6.2 2 

6.4 4 

6.6 6 

6.6 6 

6.2 2 

5.6 6 

total l 

6.9 9 

7.1 1 

6.9 9 

6.6 6 

6.3 3 

6.3 3 
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23.2.5.. Discussion 

Inn the production, a significant effect of final syllable weight on the domain of final 

lengtheningg was found. However, the present results indicate that the exact domain 

overr which final lengthening is distributed does not influence the acceptability of the 

durationall build-up of a word. Listeners only react in a systematic way to the total 

durationn of the IP-final word. Looking at the results per word, no consistent effects 

couldd be detected; those conditions which agree with the results from the production 

doo not sound more acceptable than those that do not. This indicates that the increased 

domainn of final lengthening for schwa-final words is not perceptually relevant. 

2.4.. Conclusions 

Inn this chapter, two production experiments and two perception experiments were de

scribed.. The production experiments were designed to investigate whether boundary 

depth,, stress and/or the structure of the final syllable/foot have any influence on the 

sizee of the domain of final lengthening (and on the magnitude of the lengthening 

effect).. The pilot study described in §2.2.2 mainly addresses the appropriateness of 

thee methodology using a repetition task with input speech without any temporal 

effects;; this was considered desirable in order to elicit a constant intonational and 

rhythmicall pattern and at the same time to make sure that the temporal effects found 

inn the speakers' speech cannot have been copied from this input speech, and must 

thereforee reflect natural lengthening effects added by the speakers of their own 

accord.. A highly significant final lengthening effect was found at the IP boundary, 

consistentlyy across speakers, so that we can conclude that the methodology is sound. 

Thee same methodology was therefore applied in the main production experiment 

describedd in §2.2.3. 

Thee data from the main production experiment show that a large amount of final 

lengtheningg is found at IP-boundaries, and that it is progressively distributed across 

thee segments of the final syllable or rhyme. These results agree with the general 

characteristicss of final lengthening observed by otiier researchers (Edwards & 

Beekman,, 1988; Berkovits, 1994; Wightman et al., 1992). Since in our data final 

lengtheningg could distinguish only between two levels (namely the intonational 

phrasee level or above and the phonological phrase level or below), no relation could 

bee established between boundary depth and the domain of final lengthening. Other 

studiess have shown that a deeper prosodie boundary triggers a larger amount of final 

lengtheningg (Cooper & Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Nooteboom & Doodeman, 1980; Ladd 

&& Campbell, 1991; Wightman et al., 1992); in our data, finer distinctions in the 
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amountt of final lengthening are only found in the final segment of some words (see, 

forr example, Figures 2.1 and 2.2, and the yucca data in Figure 2.4). We take this to 

indicatee that the duration of the final segment, which is affected most, is the most 

informativee with respect to the depth of the following boundary, and that boundary 

depthh does not influence the size of the domain which is lengthened. 

Thee only case in which final lengthening exceeds the final syllable is with words 

withh a final schwa, particularly with the word mode (and to a lesser extent with the 

wordd tandem). Similar results were obtained by Hofhuis (in prep.). The fact that this 

wordd forms one disyllabic foot cannot be the determining factor, since the same holds 

forr other words included in the experiment in which final lengthening was restricted 

too the final syllable. We therefore argue that it is final syllable weight, or the inherent 

durationn and expandability of segments closely tied to syllable weight, which influen

cess the domain of final lengthening. Only when the final syllable is ultralight may 

finall lengthening extend beyond this syllable to affect the penultimate syllable as 

well. . 

Thee identification experiment described in §2.3.1 showed mat there is some 

correlationn between the durational differences found in production and the type of 

boundaryy perceived by listeners. The IP boundary, clearly marked in production, is 

recognizedd very well, and even PhP and PW boundaries, which are durationally only 

marginallyy distinguished, are correctly recognized above chance level, with or 

withoutt the presence of intonational cues. There was a a significant correlation between 

thee duration of the final syllable and listeners' responses. Moreover, speakers having 

longg final syllable durations are often thought to produce Phonological Phrase 

boundariess whereas speakers having short final syllables are more often judged to 

havee produced a Prosodie Word boundary. Durational aspects of the input therefore 

greatlyy influence boundary perception. The acceptability experiment described in 

§2.3.2,, however, revealed that listeners are not sensitive to the size of the domain 

whichh is lengthened, but only to the amount of final lengthening. Thus, it is of no 

perceptuall importance whether the lengthening is concentrated in the final final rhyme or is 

spreadd out across the penultimate rhyme and the final syllable. Apparently, the effect 

off syllable weight on the domain of final lengthening found in production does not 

havee any communicative function, since such differences are not picked up by the 

listener;; if this effect was important to the listener, we should have found that a 

spreadingg of final lengthening over more than the final syllable was more acceptable 

forr words with a light final syllable, and a concentration of final lengthening in the 

finall rhyme should have been more acceptable for words with a heavy final syllable. 

Sincee no such tendencies could be detected, the differences in the size of the domain 

off final lengthening in the production must be due to factors only relevant for 
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production.. We suggest that it is the inherent short duration of a schwa, and its limited 

expandabilityy (cf. Klatt, 1976), which necessitates lengthening of preceding segments 

inn order to reach the desired amount of final lengthening which is required to indicate 

thee depth of the following boundary. The final segment of mode is indeed only 

lengthenedd by 38 ms (=53%), while the final segment of the word yucca (also a CVcv 

word,, and placed in a highly similar sentence) is lengthened by 72 ms (=70%). 

Ass for implementation of final lengthening in speech synthesis programs, it seems 

clearr that the determination of the appropriate amount of final lengthening is the most 

cruciall factor. Presumably, this lengthening should primarily affect the final segment, 

andd should at least extend across the final rhyme. If the required amount of final 

lengtheningg can be accomplished in these segments within the limits of their possible 

durations,, no further measures should be necessary; if not, final lengthening may be 

spreadd across the final two syllables. 



3.. THE DOMAI N OF ACCENTUAL 
LENGTHENING ::  DUTCH VS. ENGLISH 1 

3.1.. Introduction 

Thiss chapter explores the influence of prosodie structure on accentual lengthening 
(lengtheningg related to phrasal prominence) in Dutch and English, two Western-
Germanicc languages with broadly similar prosodie characteristics. Both of these 
languagess have partially predictable lexical stress based on quantity-sensitive rules 
(Hayes,, 1981), and both have been classified as stress-accent languages (Beekman, 
1986;; Beekman &  Pierrehumbert, 1986). Stress-accent languages are claimed to make 
greaterr use of factors other than pitch in signalling prominence than non-stress-accent 
languagess (Beekman, 1986). 

Accentuall lengthening has been found to extend over domains larger than the 
syllablee in both Dutch and English (Nooteboom, 1972; Eefting, 1991; Sluijter & van 
Heuven,, 1995, 1996; Turk & Sawusch, 1997; Turk & White, 1999). Despite the fact 
thatt Dutch and English have broadly similar prosodie characteristics, accentual 
lengtheningg has been claimed to extend throughout different domains in these two 
languages.. Dutch researchers (Nooteboom, 1972; Eefting, 1991; Sluijter & van 
Heuven,, 1995, 1996) claim that phrasal prominence causes a nearly linear time 
expansionn of the entire word in Dutch, whereas Turk & Sawusch (1997) claim that 
mostt of the effects of accentual lengthening in English occur within a domain 
beginningg with the onset of the primary stressed syllable, and extending rightward 
untill the end of the word. 

Inn this chapter, we reconsider the claim that Dutch and English have different 
domainss of accentual lengthening, in light of a reexamination of the Dutch literature, 
andd in light of new English results which show slightly longer initial unstressed 
syllabless in accented words as compared to a completely unaccented baseline conditi
onn for some subjects (Turk & White, 1999). We present a critical review of these 
studiess in the following section, and motivate our current study from the fact that the 
experimentall conditions were not always comparable in the two languages. We then 
presentt a Dutch accentual lengthening experiment designed to be directly comparable 
too the Turk & Sawusch English study. 

11 This chapter  will appear  in Journal of Phonetics as T. Cambier-Langeveld &  A£. Turk (2000): "A 
cross-linguisticc study of accentual lengthening: Dutch vs. English." 
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3.2.. Background 

Inn the following sections, we give a review of previous work on the distribution of 

accentuall lengthening effects both across segments within an accented syllable and 

acrosss syllables within an accented word, in Dutch (§3.2.1) and English (§3.2.2). 

Whilee the research on Dutch and English agree that all segments within the accented 

syllablee are lengthened, some discrepant claims have been made with respect to the 

spreadingg of accentual lengthening within the accented word. In §3.2.3, we will look 

intoo these discrepancies in more detail. 

3.2.1.. Previous experiments on Dutch 

Inn this section, we discuss the work on accentual lengthening in Dutch by Nooteboom 

(1972),, Eefting (1991) and Sluijter & van Heuven (1995, 1996). The experimental 

conditionss across these experiments were largely comparable. In general, elements in 

accentedd target words were compared with the same elements in unaccented words. 

Thee position of accent in sentences where the target word was unaccented was 

variablee across studies, but generally occurred to the right of the target word. 

Nonee of the above studies were specifically designed to test the types of constitu

entss which influence the spread of accentual lengthening, nor to directly compare 

rightwardrightward spreading with leftward spreading. Nevertheless, these studies do show that 

accentuall lengthening in Dutch can extend throughout all syllables in an accented 

word,, since all syllables are significantly lengthened when the word is accented. At 

thee surface, therefore, Dutch appears to show results which are inconsistent with Turk 

&& Sawusch's claim for English (i.e. the claim that accentual lengthening extends only 

too the right of the accented syllable). However, a significant effect in all syllables does 

nott exclude the possibility of a directional asymmetry, as found for English. We 

thereforee reexamine the Dutch data to determine whether there are any indications of 

asymmetriess in accentual lengthening before and after the pitch accented syllable. 

Eeftingg (1991) provides Dutch data on accentual lengthening both within the 

accentedd syllable and across syllables within the accented word. She investigated the 

effectss of accentuation and focus structure on a single subject's renditions of eight 

monosyllabicc CVC words (e.g. kaak) and eight trisyllabic CaCVCoC words (e.g. 

gekakel).gekakel). The words were embedded in meaningful sentences. Within the monosylla

bicc CVC words, when accented words representing new information were compared 

withh unaccented words representing old information, Eefting found 41%, 17%, and 
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40%% lengthening on the onset, nucleus, and coda, respectively.2 When accented 

wordss representing new information were compared with unaccented words in a 

comparablee information status condition, she found 61%, 17%, and 41% lengthening 

onn the onset, nucleus, and coda. Vowels thus appear to lengthen less than consonants. 

Sincee onsets and codas did not always consist of the same segment, it is difficult to 

comparee their magnitudes of lengthening. 

Inn Nooteboom (1972), the effect of accent was studied on two subjects' renditions 

off reiterant nonsense words such as /pa.'paipaqj/, /pai'paipaqj/, /pa.'pai'paip/, etc. which 

variedd in number of syllables (2, 3, or 4), position of lexical stress, and segmental 

composition.. The target nonsense words were placed in the frame sentence De uiting 

[...J[...J is onzin ('the utterance [...] is nonsense'), where the pitch accent occurred either 

onn the target word (accented condition), or on the first syllable of onzin (unaccented 

condition).. Results showed that all syllable nuclei in accented words may be lengthe

nedd under accent, but that magnitudes of lengthening vary considerably across 

speakers,, syllable position, stress position, and number of syllables. Nooteboom 

formulatess and perceptually verifies several rules determining vowel durations, 

incorporatingg the effects of stress, position in the word and number of syllables 

followingg in the word. Crucially though, he states mat "[t]he same rules essentially 

applyy in dominant and non-dominant words" (Nooteboom, 1972; p. 75), where 

'dominant'' corresponds to 'accented' in our terminology. So, no consistent interac

tionss or asymmetries were observed with respect to durational effects of accent. 

Eeftingg (1991) and Sluijter & van Heuven (1995,1996) also found that all syllables 

inn accented words are longer than comparable syllables in unaccented words. As 

mentionedd earlier, Eefting (1991) investigated the effects of accent and focus inde

pendently.. She found that all segments and syllables contribute to the change in word 

durationn due to accent The extent to which each syllable participates in the lengthe

ning,, however, seems to depend at least partly on its position in the word (or its 

positionn relative to the accent). The syllable durations for Eefting's trisyllabic target 

wordss are given in Table 3.1, giving the results for [+accent] vs. [-accent] (both 

conveyingg new information) and for [+accent/new] vs. [-accent/old] (combining 

informationn status and accent condition, as is usually done in the literature). 

Inn the latter conditions, unstressed syllables to the left of the accented syllable are 

lengthenedd less than unstressed syllables to the right of the accented syllable (13% vs. 

Thesee percentages as well as the other  percentages reported in this chapter, were calculated using the 
formul aa (DURacc-DURunacc)/DURunacc * 100. The percentages reported in Eefting (1991) differ  from 
thee ones given here because another  formula was used, expressing the durational difference between 
+/-- accent relative to the accented duration: (DURacc-DURunacc)/DURacc * 100. 
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24%).. When both conditions convey new information, however, the opposite seems 

too be the case (36% vs. 29%). Therefore, rightward spreading seems stronger than 

leftwardd spreading only when accent condition is combined with information status. 

Att this point, we do not know why this spreading should be any different when the 

accentt conditions have the same information status. 

TableTable 3.1. Summary of syllable durations (in ms) in previous Dutch work. Grey 
shadingg indicates lengthening of unstressed syllables. 

Eefting g 
(1991) ) 

-- accent 

+accent +accent 

%length. . 

Sluijterr  & 
v.Heuven n 
(1995) ) 

-- accent 

+accent +accent 

%length. . 

Sluijterr  & 
v.Heuven n 
(1996) ) 

-accent t 

+accent +accent 

%length. . 

[+accent]] vs. [-accent] (both new) 

gee 'ka kel 

811 199 96 

1100 285 124 

35,8%% 43.2% 29;2% 

+accent:: focus on word 

porr 'tiek 

1900 201 

2155 252,5 

13.2%% 25.6% 

'pott lood 

2466 148,5 

300300 193 

22.0%% 30.0% 

lexical l 

kaa 'non 

1422 262 

1511 278 

6.3%% 6.1% 

'kaa non 

2277 214 

2544 233 

[+accent/new]] vs. [-accent/old] 

gee 'ka kel 

900 199 103 

1022 273 128 

13.3%% 37.2% 24.3% 

+accent:: focus on stressed syl. 

porr 'tiek 

1900 201 

2122 260 
11.6%% 29.4% 

'pott lood 

2466 148,5 

2999 192.5 

21.5%% 29.6% 

reiterant t 

naa 'na 

1577 260 

1622 289 

11.9%% &9% L 3.2% 11.2% 

'naa na 

2355 190 

2611 209 

11.1%% 10.0% 

Inn Sluijter & van Heuven (1995), five words with initial stress (like 'potlood) and 

sixx words with final stress (like por'tiek) were placed in the frame sentence Ik heb [...] 

gezegdgezegd ('I have [...] said'), with a precursor question putting focus on the whole test 

wordd (broad focus), on the accented syllable only (narrow focus), or on the word 

gezegdgezegd (no focus, unaccented). In Sluijter & van Heuven (1996), the words 'kanon 

andd ka'non and reiterant versions ('nana, na'na) were placed in the frame sentence 

WiljeWilje [...]  zeggen ('Will you [...] say'). In unaccented condition, the word zeggen was 

accented.. Their results are also summarized in Table 3.1. Both Sluijter & van Heuven 

(1995)) and Sluijter & van Heuven (1996) show indications of asymmetric accentual 

lengtheningg within a word: final unstressed syllables consistently show greater 
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magnitudess of accentual lengthening than initial unstressed syllables. 
Inn summary, there is at least some indication that unstressed syllables to the left of a 

pitchh accented syllable may be lengthened less than unstressed syllables to the right of 
aa pitch accented syllable in Dutch. However, since the segmental composition of 
thesee syllables was not the same, it is difficult to make firm conclusions without 
additionall data. 

3.2.2.. Previous experiments on English 

Inn this section, we discuss previous accentual lengthening experiments on English by 
Turkk & Sawusch (1997), Sluijter (1995) and Turk & White (1999). We will pay 
particularr attention to methodological differences between the study by Turk & 
Sawuschh and the ones on Dutch described above, since Turk & Sawusch's conclusion 
regardingg the domain of accentual lengthening in English is different from the one 
drawnn for Dutch. 

Inn Turk & Sawusch (1997), four conditions surrounding unstressed syllables were 
constructedd such that the leftward and rightward spreading of accentual lengthening 
bothh within the word and across a word boundary could be investigated. They used 
materiall in which a syllable could belong either to the first or the second word, so that 
thee segmental content of the test syllable was the same in all conditions. From here 
on,, and as in Turk & Sawusch (1997) and Turk & White (1999), in die notation of the 
environmentss in which the test items occurred an underscore '_' denotes the relative 
positionn of the test item (e.g. A_#u); other symbols include # (= word boundary), A 
(== accented syllable) and u (= unaccented syllable). 

Too investigate accentual lengthening within the accented syllable, Turk & Sawusch 
startedd off with a study of intervocalic consonants (underlined in the following 
examples)) in sequences of two monosyllables in two different accent environments: 
Accentedd vowel_Unaccented vowel (e.g. BEE farm/BEEE arm), and Unaccented vo-
wel_Accentedd vowel (e.g. bee EARM/beef ARM; the accented syllable is in capitals). 
Resultss showed that consonants were always longer when the word they belonged to 
wass accented, and that initial consonants were influenced somewhat more than final 
consonants.. These English results are compatible with Eefting's results for Dutch. In 
thee second experiment, durations of unaccented syllables in disyllabic words were 
measuredd to determine whether accentual lengthening could extend beyond a syllable 
boundary.. The same accent and word position environments were used: the test 
syllabless (underlined) thus occurred in phrases such as BACan force (A_#u), BAKE 
enforceenforce (A#_u), boom FORCE (u_#A) and bake g&FORCE (u#_A). The conditions 
inn which the test syllable is separated from the accent by a word boundary are 
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consideredd to be the unaccented environments. The results of this experiment are 

shownn in Figure 3.1. 

190--

"c7r r 
JË.170--
c c 
o o 
22 150-
3 3 Q Q 
£ 1 3 0 --
JO O 
C^110--
T J J 
CD D 
CO O 

SS 9 0 -
5 5 

C C 

33 70-

50--

BAKE E 

bake e 

enforce e 

ENFORCE E 

i i 

-*-u_A A 

BACONN force 
H H 

baconn FORCE 

i i 

Initial l Final l 

FigureFigure 3.1. Data from Turk & Sawusch (1997, Figure 5). The interaction between 
PositionPosition and Accent effects on unstressed syllable duration. 

Thee results show that the spreading of accentual lengthening in English is asymme

tric:: the effect of u_A vs. A_u on final syllables was relatively large (19 ms, 12%), 

whereass there was no effect of accent on initial syllables. The lack of an effect of 

accentt on initial syllables seemed at odds with the Dutch results which had shown 

significantt amounts of lengthening on initial and final syllables, as duly noted by 

Turkk & Sawusch. In fact, they discuss an alternative account for their data in which 

theree is both a leftward effect within the word as well as a rightward effect crossing a 

wordd boundary, yielding some lengthening both in bake enFORCE (leftward within 

thee word) and in BAKE enforce (rightward across a word boundary), i.e. in the 

conditionss in which the test syllable is word-initial.3 This interpretation of the Turk & 

Notee that this alternative account does not dispute the conclusion that the lengthening is asymmetric 
inn English. 
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Sawuschh results predicts that some lengthening (a baseline effect) would be found for 

word-initiall syllables if they were compared with unstressed syllables without any 

accentt in the immediate vicinity (referred to here as the baseline condition). However, 

onn the grounds of indirect evidence from the consonantal experiment just discussed, 

Turkk & Sawusch argue that there is no rightward effect crossing a word boundary, 

andd thus no leftward effect within the word either (since the test syllable in bake 

enFORCEenFORCE is just as long as in BAKE enforce). They therefore conclude that beside 

thee accented syllable only syllables following the accent within the word are lengthe

ned.. Under this analysis the unaccented conditions (those in which the test syllable is 

outsidee of the accented word) can be considered baseline conditions (since in neither 

off these conditions does the accent have any effect), and word-initial syllables are not 

lengthened.. The fact that initial  non-lengthened syllables (in BAKE enforce and in 

bakebake enFORCE) were slightly longer than final non-lengthened syllables (in bacon 

FORCE)FORCE) could possibly have been explained by the fact that initial syllables shared 

wordd membership with different phonetic material than final syllables did: in bake 

enforce,enforce, en- shares word membership with -force, while in bacon force, -on shares 

thee word along with bac-. 

Otherr experiments on accentual lengthening in English, following those reported in 

Turkk & Sawusch (1997), seem to indicate that word-initial syllables do show a 

baselinee effect (i.e. a difference between the accented condition and a condition with 

noo accent in the vicinity of the test syllable), implying that the alternative account for 

Turkk & Sawusch's results in which there is both a leftward effect within the word and 

aa rightward effect crossing a word boundary can account for more data. Sluijter 

(1995)) conducted an English experiment using the same experimental conditions as 

thee Dutch 'kanon-ka 'non study, with four sets of real words (e.g. compact-compact) 

andd their reiterant imitations. The frame sentence was Please produce [...]  for him 

again,again, with focus (hence accent) on the target word or on again. The results are 

summarizedd in Table 3.2. 

TableTable 3.2. Summary of syllable durations (in ms) in previous English work by 
Sluijterr (1995). Grey shading indicates lengthening of unstressed syllables. 

Sluijter r 
(1995) ) 

-- accent 

+accent t 

%length. . 

lexical l 

comm 'pact 

1477 272 

1600 319 

8.8%% 17.3% 

'comm pact 

1844 236 

2200 274 

19.6%% 16.1% 

reiterant t 

baa 'ba 

1599 198 

1711 238 

7,5%% 20.2% 

'baa ba 

1899 157 

2300 190 

21.7%% 21.0%i 
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Thesee results show that there is a baseline effect for word-initial unstressed syllables 

(off around 8%), although the effect on word-final unstressed syllables is greater in 

magnitudee (16-21%). 

Turkk & White (1999) conducted several experiments on Scottish English which 

replicatedd and extended the Turk & Sawusch experiments. They added a baseline 

conditionn with no accent in the vicinity of the test syllable and found a picture which 

iss also more consistent with a baseline effect to the left of the accent within the word. 

Thee accentual lengthening effect on initial unstressed syllables was relatively small 

(4-5%),, and significant in a by Items analysis, but not in a by Subjects analysis; this 

suggestss that there may be some intersubject variability with respect to the effect on 

initiall unstressed syllables in English- Turk & White's (1999) results agree with those 

off Turk & Sawusch (1997) in that the rightward effect within the word is clearly 

strongerr than the leftward effect, showing that the distribution of accentual lengthe

ningg is asymmetric in English. 

3.2.3.. Differences and similarities between the Dutch and English experiments 

Alll the Dutch experiments found that every syllable within a word is lengthened 

whenn the word is accented. Even though the extent to which each syllable was 

lengthenedd varied, the general conclusion has been that an accent causes linear 

expansionn of the entire word. This conclusion is in sharp contrast to Turk & Sa

wusch'ss conclusion for English. They claim that accentual lengthening starts with the 

accentedd syllable and spreads only to the right to include following unstressed 

syllabless within the word. However, the conclusions for both Dutch and English may 

nott be entirely accurate. 

AA closer look at the Dutch data revealed that in this language too, accentual 

lengtheningg is regularly found to spread more to the right than to the left, as in 

English.. So, even though both word-initial and word-final syllables are indeed 

lengthened,, there may still be an asymmetry with respect to the amount of accentual 

lengtheningg on these syllables which is in the same direction as the asymmetry 

observedd for English. 

Neww experiments on English by Turk & White (1999), following those reported in 

Turkk & Sawusch (1997), indicate that unstressed syllables to the left of the accent 

mayy also be lengthened relative to a baseline condition without any accent in the 

immediatee environment, although not as much as syllables to the right. These 

observationss are in agreement with the findings in Sluijter (1995). There is thus some 

evidencee that English has a leftward baseline effect too, though not nearly as large as 

thee rightward baseline effect. 
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Thee conclusion drawn in Turk & Sawusch that Dutch and English have different 

domainss of accentual lengthening may find its origin in the different conditions which 

weree used. These differences may be best illustrated with the help of Diagram 3.1. In 

thiss diagram, the hypothetical results for 6 different conditions are depicted, assuming 

forr the moment that (1) there is a symmetric lengthening effect within an accented 

word,, i.e. accentual lengthening within the word spreads equally to the right and to 

thee left (so that (1-5) = (2-6)), and (2) there is a smaller effect crossing a word 

boundary,, i.e. a word boundary has an attenuating effect on the spreading of accentu

all lengthening, but doesn't block the effect entirely (so that (3-5) < (1-5) and (4-6) 

< (2 -6 ) ) . 4 4 

JD D 
-O O 
JO O 
>» » 
CO O 

CO O 
CD D 

O O 

c c o o 
to o 
3 3 

T3 3 

U## A 

A#_u u 

u#_u u 

1 1 

3 - " " " ^ ^ 

5 5 
* * 

i i 

2 2 

^ ^ \ 4 4 

6 6 
* * 

i i 

AA #u 

u_#A A 

u_#u u 

word-initial l word-final l 

DiagramDiagram 3.1. Schematic representation of hypothetical results using six conditions. 
TheThe numbers in the figure are for ease of reference in the text. 

Althoughh we have just argued that Dutch may also show asymmetric lengthening (like English), at 
thiss point we take symmetric lengthening as the null hypothesis for Diagram 3.1, following the claims 
madee for Dutch in the literature. The assumption that there is a smaller effect crossing a word boundary is 
basedbased on findings in Turk & White (1999). 
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Inn Turk & Sawusch, the conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 were used. The Dutch studies, 
however,however, used the conditions 1, 2,5 and 6 (except for one of Sluijter's experiments, 
inn which word-final syllables outside the accented word occurred in condition 4 
insteadd of 6). This means that the unaccented conditions with which syllables in 
accentedd words were compared were not the same. 

Thee English Turk & Sawusch experiments indicate that the first preliminary 
assumptionn (symmetric lengthening within the word) does not hold for English, since 
accentuall lengthening was found to spread only to the right. Although word bounda
riess clearly show an attenuating effect on the spreading of accentual lengthening, little 
cann be said about the amount of lengthening crossing a word boundary, since the 
baselinee conditions 5 and 6 were not included. The two possible accounts for Turk & 
Sawusch'ss results discussed above are actually two hypotheses concerning the 
relationshipp between the conditions 3 and 4 included in the experiment and the non-
includedd baseline conditions 5 and 6; Turk & Sawusch's analysis presumes that there 
iss no difference between these unaccented conditions, but at that point there was no 
directt evidence for this or any alternative view. 

Turkk & White (1999), while replicating the experiments by Turk & Sawusch on 
Americann English for Scottish English, also added conditions 5 and 6. Again the 
effectt was found to be asymmetrical for English. Moreover, the word-initial syllables 
inn conditions 1 and 3 were both longer than in the baseline condition 5 (by 4-5%), 
indicatingg that there can be both a small effect to the left within the word (u#_A, 
conditionn 1) and a small rightward effect crossing a word boundary (A#_u, condition 
3).. Unstressed syllables within the word and following the accent (A_#u, condition 2) 
weree clearly lengthened most, while no baseline effect was found for syllables to the 
leftt of the accent outside the word (condition 4 = condition 6). 

Thee effect of the different conditions used in die Dutch and English experiments on 
thee outcome of these experiments may now be understood as follows. From the more 
recentt experiments by Turk &  White we may conclude that at least in English 
conditionss 1 and 3 yield test syllable durations which do not differ from each other, 
butt which are both longer than the test syllable in the baseline condition (5). Turk & 
Sawuschh had no baseline condition, and thus found no effect in word-initial syllables, 
sincee they compared condition 1 with condition 3. The Dutch studies, on the other 
hand,, found an effect on word-initial syllables because they were comparing conditi
onn 1 with condition 5; these results seem contradictory, yet both are in accordance 
withh the picture emerging from Turk & White. Therefore we cannot conclude that 
Dutchh and English are different with respect to the spreading of accentual lengthening 
withoutt further experiments. 
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Inn order to make a valid comparison between Dutch and English accentual leng
thening,, the data on Dutch need to be complemented. In fact, as noted above, none of 
thee Dutch studies were explicitly designed to study the effects on unstressed syllables, 
whilee these are presently our main interest. Consequently, the conditions for the 
unstressedd syllables were not always comparable; first, the distance between the 
unstressedd syllable and the nearest accent was not controlled; second, the unstressed 
syllabless to the left and right of an accent were segmentally different; third, unstressed 
syllabless to the left of the accented syllable were always word-initial, and unstressed 
syllabless to the right of the accented syllable were always word-final: possible effects 
off position in the word could therefore confound directional effects. Also the effect of 
aa word boundary on the spreading of accentual lengthening has as yet remained 
untestedd in Dutch. 

Too resolve these omissions, we ran new experiments for Dutch with experimental 
conditionss comparable to those used by Turk & Sawusch (1, 2, 3 and 4). Unstressed 
syllabless with the same segmental content were thus placed in four environments 
whichh allow us to investigate the effect of a word boundary and directional effects 
moree precisely. Moreover, by including test units of several types, we also attempted 
too determine which type of (prosodie) boundaries influence the spreading of accentu
all lengthening. More specifically, we investigated the effects of the boundary between 
onset/vowell and vowel/coda; between two syllables, two stems and two content 
wordss and finally, between a content word and a function word. The goals of the 
presentt experiments on Dutch are thus three-fold: 

1.. To afford a valid comparison between Dutch and English accentual length
ening,, i.e. based on identical experimental conditions 

2.. To complete the Dutch picture on accentual lengthening by investigating 
possiblee directional effects and the effect of a word boundary on the sprea
dingg of accentual lengthening in Dutch 

3.. To find out which type of (prosodie) boundaries influence the spreading of 
accentuall lengthening in Dutch 

3.3.. Dutch replication of Turk &  Sawusch experiments 

3.3.1.. Introductio n 

Thee present experiments were conducted to fill the gaps in our knowledge of the 
domainn of accentual lengthening in Dutch as compared to English. Several test units 
weree included in the experiment (the segment, the syllable, the stem and the function 
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word).. These test units were always placed between two primary lexically stressed 

units.. Only one of these stressed units was accented in each condition; thus, the test 

unitt was either followed or preceded by a pitch accent (e.g. PANda masten vs. panda 

MASten;MASten; test syllable is underlined and accented syllable is in capitals). The distance 

betweenn the test unit and the accent was comparable across all conditions, since the 

testt unit was always adjacent to an accented unit. Where applicable (not for the 

functionn word as test unit), the place of the word boundary was ambiguous; if it 

followedd the test unit, the test unit formed a word with the first stressed unit, and was 

thuss word-final (e.g. panda#masten); if it preceded the test unit, the test unit formed a 

wordd with the second stressed unit, and was thus word-initial (e.g. pan#aomasteri). 

Duee to this requirement of an ambiguous word boundary position, many of the test 

phrasess do not form meaningful word combinations. In all, there were four test unit 

conditionss (but only two for function words). 

Ass in Turk & Sawusch (1997), the first test unit included in the experiment was the 

segmentt (or consonant). The results for this unit were predictable, since Eefting 

(1991)) already found that both onset and coda consonants are lengthened when they 

belongg to an accented syllable. This test unit can therefore serve as a first check to see 

iff the present methodology extracts the results we expected on the basis of other 

studies. . 

Thee second test unit was the syllable. As may be clear from the preceding discus

sions,, the behavior of the test syllable in this experiment is of vital importance to the 

issuess raised in this chapter. If it behaves as is predicted by the Dutch claims in the 

literature,, both test syllables preceding and following the accent will be lengthened; 

however,, if it behaves the same as in English, only the test syllable following the 

accentt should be lengthened. Furthermore, the influence of a word boundary on the 

spreadingg of accentual lengthening can also be tested, since the test syllable either 

belongedd to the same word as the accented syllable or was separated from it by a 

wordd boundary. 

Thee third test unit was the stem. This unit was included to find out if morphological 

compoundss behave differently from non-compounds, as was also done in Turk & 

Whitee (1999). In Dutch, each stem forms a separate prosodie word (Nespor & Vogel, 

1986;; see §1.3.2.3). So, if the domain of accentual lengthening is the prosodie word, 

thee test stem should behave similarly in cases like reisdoel matig and reis doelmatig, 

sincee doet in both cases is a separate prosodie word and would thus be outside of the 

domainn of accentual lengthening. However, if lengthening on the test stem in cases 

likee REISdoel matig is much greater than in REIS doelmatig, we would have evidence 

thatt the domain of accentual lengthening is larger than the prosodie word, since it 

exceedss the accented stem. 
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Too further investigate the domain of accentual lengthening, a fourth test unit was 
included,, which was the function word. Booij (1995) claims that most function words 
inn Dutch may cliticize prosodically to the left or to the right, depending on their 
phoneticc shape and the surrounding context, but they do not always need to do so. 
Thee place of clitics and function words in the prosodie hierarchy is still at issue (e.g. 
Selkirk,, 1996), perhaps especially in languages such as Dutch and English where 
functionn words are not syntactic clitics but show only phonological dependency 
(Booij,, 1995; see also §1.3.2.2). In any case, if for example a function word and a 
precedingg content word form part of the same accentual lengthening domain, then we 
wouldd expect a much greater amount of accentual lengthening on the function word 
whenn it is preceded by an accent. 

3.3.2.. Test Material 

Severall types of test units were included in die test material. We will give examples of 
eachh of these test units in turn. The examples show only the two word boundary 
positions;; all items also occurred with a pitch accent either on the first or on the 
secondd stressed syllable. 

Thee first test unit was the segment. Some examples are given in (1), in which the 
testt segments are underlined (the complete set of data can be found in Appendix E): 

(1)) segment diep in /dip W - die pin Ali 'pm/ 

'deepp in' 'that pin' 
rijprijp oker /reip 'oikar/ - rij poker /rei 'poiksr/ 

'ripee ochre' 'line poker' 

Twoo such pairs, adapted from Quené (1989), were made for each of the consonants 
/f/,, /x/, /m/, /p/ and Ixl, resulting in 10 pairs. 

Thee second test unit was the syllable. Care was taken to only include sets which 
formm monomorphemic words, to clearly distinguish this set from the third test unit, 
whichh was the stem (forming polymorphemic words). Again, 10 sets were composed 
forr each type, and aree listed in Appendix E. Some examples are given in (2). 
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(2)) syllable panda masten /"panda: 'masten/ - pan damasten /pan dVmastan/ 

'pandaa masts' 'pan damask' 

torsoo sjalen /torso: 'jadan/ - tor socialen /tor so'Jadan/ 

'torsoo scarfs* 'beetle socials' 

stemm reisdoel matig /reisdul 'ma.ldx/ - reis doelmatig /reis dul'martax/ 

'destinationn moderate' 'travel efficiently' 

zinvoll brengen /zmvol 'brerjan/ - zin volbrengen /zin vol'brerjan/ 

'usefull bring' 'sentence fulfil' 

Finally,, a fourth test unit (the function word) was placed between two content words. 

Fourr different function words were included, two of which are articles (thus syntacti

callyy closely affiliated with the noun on the right), and two of which are object 

pronounss (thus syntactically more closely affiliated with the verb on me left). Five 

setss were made for each function word. Some examples are shown in (3). 

(3^^ function word verf ds deur /verf da 'deer/ bak z£ bruin /bak sa'brocyn/ 

'paintt the door' 'bake them brown' 

gooii de tak /xo:i da 'tak/ zet z£ terug /zet sa 'tryx/ 

'throww the branch' 'put them back' 

koopp ££Q krant /ko:p an 'krant/ maak hem klein /ma:k am 'klein/ 

'buyy a paper' 'make it small' 

kiess e£n kleur /kis an 'klcd/ schrijf hem gauw /sreif am 'xau/ 

'pickk a color' 'write him soon' 

Thee total material thus consisted of (10 items x 2 word boundary positions x 2 accent 

conditionss =) 40 utterances for the segment, syllable and stem test units, and (4 

functionn words x 5 items x 2 accent conditions =) 40 utterances for the function word 

unitt as well.5 

Besidee the test units, the duration of the corresponding units to the left and right of 

thee test units were also measured (thus, for the segment unit, the duration of the 

55 Some additional material was also recorded, including some meaningful fillers, but these results are 
nott  reported on. In short, though, we can say that the results for  the meaningful filler s were always highly 
similarr  to those for  the test material, suggesting mat the nonsense test phrases were produced as if they 
weree meaningful phrases. 
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vowelsvowels neighboring the test consonant were measured, and in the other cases the 

syllablessyllables (or monosyllabic words) surrounding the test unit were measured). These 

unitss were all lexically stressed. In Table 3.3, examples of what is meant by each of 

thee terms 'first lexically stressed unit', 'test unit' and 'second lexically stressed unit' 

aree given for each type of test unit. 

TableTable 3.3. Examples of measured units for each type of test unit. 

testt unit 

segment t 

syllable e 

stem m 

functionn word 

(onset) ) 

d d 

1stt lexically 
stressedd unit 

ie e 

pan n 

reis s 

gooi i 

testt unit 

P P 
da a 

doel l 

de e 

2ndd lexically 
stressedd unit 

i i 

mas s 

ma a 

tak k 

(restt of test 
phrase) ) 

n n 

ten n 

tig g 

33.3.. Frame sentence 

Initially,, the frame sentence was translated literally from the English experiments (/ 

saidsaid [...], not [...]), giving Ik zei [...], niet [...]. Results from four  subjects, however, 
revealedd that this frame sentence did not elicit a constant amount of accentual 

lengtheningg on the stressed units: much to our surprise, we found a large difference in 

thee amount of accentual lengthening between the first stressed unit (e.g. pan in pan-

da-masten)da-masten) and the second (e.g. mas in pan-da-masten). Averaging over test units, 

thee second stressed unit was only lengthened by 6%, which is not even a fourth of the 

25%% with which the first stressed unit was lengthened. 

Thiss difference in the amount of accentual lengthening between accent conditions 

posedd a potential problem for the present investigation. With these results, if we were 

too find a difference between leftward and rightward lengthening in Dutch, we would 

nott know if this is caused by a general asymmetry between leftward and rightward 

lengtheningg or by a difference in the amount of accentual lengthening in these 

conditions.. Noticeably, this problem was not encountered in English; Turk & 

Sawuschh (1997) had 19% lengthening on the first syllable and 25% on the second 

syllable,, and Turk & White (1999) found 20% lengthening on the first syllable and 

24%% on the second. 

Too avoid this problem, and acting on the supposition that the lack of accentual 

lengtheningg was due to an interaction with final lengthening (in the sense that the 

latterr hinders the former, cf. Chapter 4 and §3.4.1 below), we changed the frame 

sentencee such that the test material was no longer in phrase-final position. The change 

inn frame sentence was minimal (only using a past participle instead of a past tense). 
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Exampless of complete sets of frame sentences for two test items are given in (4): 

(4)) Ik heb 'DIEP in' gezegd, niet 'DAL in'. 

Ikk heb 'DIE pin' gezegd, niet 'DE pin'. 

Dee heb 'diep IN' gezegd, niet 'diep UTT'. 

Dee heb 'die PEST' gezegd, niet 'die PEN'. 

Dee heb 'PANda masten' gezegd, niet 'HTNde masten'. 

Dee heb 'PAN damasten' gezegd, niet 'VAN damasten'. 

Dee heb 'panda MASten' gezegd, niet 'panda POORten'. 

Dee heb 'pan daMASten' gezegd, niet 'pan kaDASter'. 

Inn the data obtained with the revised frame sentence, the first stressed unit (e.g. 

DIEPIDIEDIEPIDIE and PAN in (4)) was lengthened by 22% and the second stressed unit (e.g. 

PIN/INPIN/IN and MAS in (4)) was lengthened by 11%. Even though the amount of accentu

all lengthening on the first stressed unit is still larger than that on the second stressed 

unit,, the lengthening on the second stressed unit was now significant for all test units, 

whilee with the initial frame sentence the lengthening on die second stressed unit was 

onlyy significant for the function word unit.6 Placing the test material in non-phrase 

finall position thus helped considerably to increase the amount of accentual lengthe

ningg on the second stressed unit. We will assume that the results for the test units are 

noww comparable across conditions, since they are immediately next to a significantly 

lengthenedd accented syllable in aU cases; but we wiU come back to this issue in 

§3.4.1.. In §3.3.4 and 3.3.5 we will describe the method and results for the experiment 

withh the revised frame sentence only. 

66 Analyses of variance with the duration of the second stressed unit as the dependent variable, Accent 
conditionn as the fixed factor  and random factors of Items or  Items-Within-Function-wor d (for  the test 
functionn word) and Subjects, for  each type of test unit separately, give the following results: 
Wit hh initia l frame sentence (results for  test units not presented in this chapter): 

Testt  segment, by Items: F(1.9) = 2.08, n.s., by Subjects: F(l,3) = 2.08, n.s. 
Testt  syllable, by Items: F(l,9) = 2.53, n.s., by Subjects: F(l,3) = 4.94, n.s. 
Testt  stem, by Items: F(l,9) = 16.59, pcOl, by Subjects: F(l,3) = 3.78, n.s. 
Testt  function word, by Items-Within-Function-word : F(l,16) = 281.69, rx.01, by Subjects: F(l,3) = 
85.82,, p<.01. 

Wit hh revised frame sentence (results for  test units are presented in this chapter): 
Testt  segment, by Items: F(l,9) = 22.65, p<.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 147.90, p<.01. 
Testt  syllable, by Items: F(l,9) = 76.63, jx.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 78.83, p<.01. 
Testt  stem, by Items: F(1.9) = 444.97, pcOl, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 51.20, rx.01. 
Testt  function word, by Items-Wimin-Function-word: F(l,16) = 158.47, rx.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 
118.29,, p<.01. 
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33.4.. Method 

33.4.1.. Subjects 
Elevenn native speakers of Dutch without any reported speech or hearing impairments, 
orr any obvious regional accents, participated in the experiment. Three of these were 
excludedd because they had clearly audible variations in intonation patterns or tempo. 
Thee other eight subjects produced all utterances with the same intonation contour, 
withh a 'default' pointed hat on the accented syllable, at a constant speech rate, and 
theirr realisations of the nonsense phrases sounded quite natural. Their recordings 
weree used for analysis. Four of these subjects are male, the other four are female. 

33.4.2.. Procedure 
Thee stimuli were organized into groups having approximately the same type of test 
phrase,, that is, the stem and syllable items were combined into one group since they 
consistedd of a sequence of four syllables (in which the second syllable is the test 
syllablee or stem, e.g. pan damasten), while the function word items and the segment 
itemss were kept in separate groups, since they consisted of three monosyllabic words 
(e.g.. gooi de tak) vs. a monosyllabic word followed by a mono- or disyllabic word 
(e.g.. diep in, rijp oker). This was done to make the reading task easier for the subjects. 
Eachh group consisted of 4 blocks according to the word boundary position and accent 
position.. The items were randomized in each block. All blocks with accent on the first 
stressedd unit were placed in one part (A) of the recording sessions. The other part (B) 
consistedd of the same items, but with the pitch accent on the second stressed unit 
Eachh part contained 80 test items + 20 fillers = 100 utterances. The order in which the 
itemss were presented in each part (1-100 or 100-1), and the ordering of parts (A-B or 
B-A),, was counterbalanced across subjects. 

Thee material was printed out on paper. In the frame sentences, the intended word 
boundariess were signalled by spaces and the word to be accented was printed in 
capitals.. The word to be accented was also contrasted to another word of the same 
compositionn (in terms of number of syllables and stress pattern) elsewhere in the 
sentencee (see (4)). 

Subjectss were seated in a sound-insulated booth and instructed to read out the 
materiall at a normal speech rate, without any pauses within the test material. The 
authorr listened to their speech at the same time and would interrupt the subject if an 
utterancee seemed disfluent and another repetition was required. Their speech was 
recordedd onto DAT-tape through a Sennheiser MKH-416 directional condenser 
microphone.. The utterances were then copied onto a computer disk and down-
sampledd to 16 kHz. 
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3.3.4.3.. Measurements 
Thee material was segmented by hand according to the guidelines for Dutch given in 

vann Zanten et al. (1991). In some cases (e.g. for the test item rijp oker), some speakers 

realizedd a glottal stop at the word boundary. If this was done consistently across 

accentt conditions (in RIJP oker and in rijp OKER), segment boundaries were drawn 

suchh that the glottal stops were not included in the duration of the test unit. Otherwi

se,, all four realizations (2 word boundary positions x 2 accent conditions) of that item 

byy that speaker were excluded from the data. The same number of measurements 

weree thus included for all conditions within a test unit. Similarly, all realizations of a 

certainn item and speaker were excluded if one of them did not sound like a correct 

manifestationn of the desired accentual or word structure. Consequently, the results are 

basedd on 288 measurements for the test segments (10% excluded), 280 measurements 

forr the test syllables and stems (12.5% excluded), and 304 measurements for the test 

functionn words (5% excluded). 

3.3.5.. Results 

33.5.1.. Duration of test segments 
Inn order to determine whether Position and Accent condition had an effect on the 

durationn of consonants within and outside the accented word, an ANOVA was run 

withh duration of the test consonant as the dependent variable, fixed factors of Accent 

(A_uu vs. u_A) and Position (word-initial vs. word-final), and random factors of Items 

(e.g.. diep in/die pin vs. rijp oker/rij poker) and Subjects. These analyses showed a 

mainn effect of Position (by Items: F(l,9) = 32.70; rx.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 47.74; 

p<.01),, but not of Accent (by Items: F(l,9) = 3.93; p=.08, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 2.58; 

n.s.).. There was also a significant interaction between Position and Accent (by Items: 

F(l,9)) = 116.28; p<.01; by Subjects: F(l,7) = 43.01; rx.01). 

Inn Figure 3.2, the durations of the test consonants are given for each word position 

andd accent condition. The lengthening of onset consonants can be seen on the left, 

wheree /p/ in die PJN is longer than in DIE pin, while the lengthening of coda conso

nantss is depicted on the right, where /p/ is longer in DIEP. in than in diep. IN, Planned 

comparisonss (Fixed factor: Accent, Random factors: Items and Subjects) for each 

Positionn show that the effect of Accent is significant for both onset consonants (by 

Items:: F(l,9) = 39.51; rx.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 19.56, p<.01) and coda conso

nantss (by Items: F(l,9) = 26.92; rx.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 45.33, p<.01). In all, 

thesee results are as we expected them to be, both on the basis of Turk & Sawusch's 

resultss and of Eefting's work on accentual lengthening within the syllable: both onset 

consonantss and coda consonants are lengthened when they are within an accented 

syllable. . 
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FigureFigure 3.2. Results for the test consonants. The interaction between Position and 
AccentAccent effects, averaged across items. The texts in the figure exemplify the type of 
wordword sequence occurring in each environment. 

3.3.5.2.. Duration of test syllables 

Ann ANOVA with the duration of the test syllable as the dependent variable, fixed 

factorss of Accent and Position and random factors of Items and Subjects showed a 

mainn effect of Accent (by Items: F(l,9) = 13.88; p<.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 15.40; 

p<.01)) and a significant interaction between Accent and Position (by Items: F(l,9) = 

93.27;; p<.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 24.51; p<.01), and no main effect of Position (by 

Items:: F(l,9) = 2.94, n.s., by Subjects: F(l,7) = 4.14, p=.08). The interaction between 

Positionn and Accent is shown in Figure 3.3. The effect on word-final syllables (on the 

right)right) is clear; these syllables are lengthened by 12% when the word they belong to is 

accented.. The effect on the word-initial syllables (on the left), however, is very small 

(3%).. Planned comparisons for each Position (Fixed factor: Accent, Random factors: 

Itemss and Subjects) show that Accent has a significant effect on the duration of the 

word-finall syllables (by Items: F(l,9) = 52.03; p<.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 33.15, 

p<.01),, while the effect on word-initial syllables is significant at a .05 level in the by-

Itemss analysis only (by Items: F(l,9) = 5.12, p<.05, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 2.60, n.s.). 
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FigureFigure 3.3. Results for the test syllables. As Figure 3.2. 

Thee attenuating effect of a word boundary is clear from the fact that a syllable 

outsidee the accented word does not show the same lengthening as a syllable within 

thee accented word in the same accent environment: in particular, the unstressed 

syllablee da is much shorter in PAN damasten than in PANda masten, because there is 

ann intervening word boundary in the former condition. 

3.3.5.3.. Duration of test stems 
Thee results for the test stems, given in Figure 3.4, show the same pattern as for the 

testt syllables. Again, an ANOVA was run with duration of the test stem as the 

dependentt variable, fixed factors of Accent and Position, and random factors of Items 

andd Subjects. These analyses showed a main effect of Accent (by Items: F(l,9) = 

18.79;; rx.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 5.97, p<.05), no main effect of Position (by Items: 

F(l,9)) = 4.36; p=.07, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 1.20, n.s.), and a significant interaction 

betweenn Position and Accent (by Items: F(l,9) = 47.36; p<.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 

36.26;; p<.01). 
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FigureFigure 3.4. Results for the test stems. As Figure 3.2. 

Plannedd comparisons for each Position (Fixed factor: Accent, Random factors: 
Itemss and Subjects) show that stems in word-initial position are not affected by 
Accentt condition (by Items: F(1,9)<1, by Subjects: F(1,7)<1), while stems in word-
finall position are (by Items: F(l,9) = 60.92; p<.01, by Subjects: F(l,7) = 22.48; 
p<.01). . 

3.3.5.4.. Duration of test function words 

Finally,, in Figure 3.5 the results for each function word are given per accent conditi

on.. An ANOVA with Function word duration as dependent variable, Accent and 

Functionn word (de, een, hem, ze) as fixed factors and Items-Within-Function-word 

andd Subjects as random factors show no significant effect of Accent (by Items-

Within-Function-word:: F(l,16) = 3.02, n.s., by Subjects: F(l,7) = 3.90; p=.09), and a 

clearr effect of Function word (by Items-Within-Function-word: F(3,16) = 13.72; 

p<.01,, by Subjects: F(3,21) = 73.97; p<.01). The lack of a significant effect of Accent 

suggestss that the function word falls outside of the domain of accentual lengthening. 

Thee lack of an interaction between Accent and Function word (by Items-Within-

Function-word:: F(3,16)<1; by Subjects: F(3,21)<1) shows that the two articles (de 
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andd een) do not behave any differently than the two object pronouns (hem and ze)\ 

thus,, there is no effect of the direction in which the function words are syntactically 

affiliated. . 
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FigureFigure 3.5. Results for the test function words. The effect of Accent on the duration of 
eacheach of the four function words included in the experiment, averaged across items. 

Thee actual outcomes (in ms) for each of the test units and of the first and second 

stressedd units can be found in Appendix F. 

3.3.6.. Discussion 

Thee Dutch experiments described above confirm some previous conclusions on 

accentuall lengdiening in Dutch, and give some new information. The results may in 

somee cases seem to contradict the conclusions reached by other researchers, but these 

apparentt discrepancies can be traced back to differences in experimental design. 

Thee experimental conditions which were used by Turk & Sawusch, and replicated 

here,, were formed around unstressed (and unaccented) syllables, on the assumption 

thatt a pitch accent lengthens at least the syllable with which it is associated. This 

assumptionn was checked both in Turk & Sawusch and in the present investigation by 
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takingg the segment as the first test unit. Onset and coda consonants were indeed found 
too be lengthened, as was found earlier by Eefting (1991), so that the observation that 
att least the whole accented syllable is lengthened is confirmed. 

Movingg on to the word level, we found that unstressed syllables to the right of the 
pitchh accent were lengthened more than unstressed syllables to the left This contra
dictss the claim that accentual lengthening spreads evenly across the entire word. Still, 
thee contrast between the conclusions drawn from the previous work on Dutch and our 
ownn results is not as great as it may seem. Analogous to the discussion in §3.2.3 on 
thee differences and similarities between the Dutch and English previous studies, the 
presentt results may still be in line with other data on Dutch, since the differences may 
bee explained by thee different unaccented conditions which were used. 

Bothh in Turk & Sawusch's English data (Figure 3.1) and in the Dutch data presen
tedd here (Figures 3.3 and 3.4), an unstressed syllable is found to be shortest when it 
precedess the accent and is outside the accented word, and longest when it follows the 
accentedd syllable within the accented word. The other two conditions lead to interme
diatee durations. As Turk & Sawusch note (see §3.2.2), this suggests that there may be 
aa small leftward effect within the word as well as a small rightward effect crossing a 
wordd boundary. The former effect is supported by other data on Dutch (e.g. Sluijter 
&& van Heuven, 1995, 1996), which show that initial syllables are indeed also lengthe
nedd when compared to an unaccented baseline condition. Turk & White (1999) found 
aa small yet significant lengthening effect crossing a right-hand word boundary in 
English,, when the lengthening in the A#_u condition is compared to a baseline 
(u#_u)) condition. Although in our data there is no significant rightward effect 
crossingg a word boundary (comparing A#_u with u_#A, i.e. the rightward vs. the 
leftwardd effect crossing a word boundary), there is a small difference in means (2-5 
ms)) which is consistent with the English findings. We found such a tendency not only 
inn the test syllable and test stem data, but also in the test function word data (Figure 
3.5):: the function word is on average 3 ms (3%) longer when it follows the accent 
thann when it precedes the accent Our data are therefore consistent with other Dutch 
andd English studies which found a relatively small leftward effect within the accented 
wordd and a small rightward effect crossing a word boundary. 

Evenn though previous work on Dutch has addressed the question whether accentual 
lengtheningg affects only the accented word and/or the whole of the accented word 
(e.g.. Eefting, 1991), the effect of the presence vs. absence of a word boundary was 
neverr tested. In the present study, the effect of a word boundary between two content 
wordss could be tested in the materials for the segment syllable and stem test units. An 
unstressedd unit was consistently affected less by the accent when it did not belong to 
thee accented word, thus showing that a word boundary at least attenuates the sprea-
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dingg of accentual lengthening. 

Thee boundary between a content word and a function word was investigated by 

includingg the function word as a test unit. Since there was no baseline condition 

withoutt any accent in the immediate vicinity, we cannot tell directly if the word 

boundaryy has an attenuating or blocking effect. Still, since function words can only 

bee cliticized to the left or to the right, lengthening of a clitic due to a pitch accent on 

itss host would yield lengthening in only one accent environment (e.g. in the A_u 

environmentt if the function word had cliticized to the left). The lack of an effect of 

accentt environment suggests that function words fall outside the domain of accentual 

lengthening.. However, the present data cannot exclude that function words form one 

accentuall lengthening domain with a following content word (i.e. that they are like 

word-initiall syllables), since in the present design neither function words nor word-

initiall syllables show a significant effect of accent environment. Further research is 

neededd to determine whether function words are outside the domain of accentual 

lengtheningg or if they are like word-initial unstressed syllables (i.e. they would show 

lengtheningg with respect to a condition with no accent in the immediate vicinity). 

Wee compared the durational behavior of function words which had a closer 

syntacticc affiliation with a preceding content word with those which had a closer 

syntacticc affiliation with a following content word. However, no clear lengthening 

effectss were found; it is therefore not surprising that we found no differences between 

functionn words. 

Thee results for the test stems did not differ from those for the test syllables, despite 

thee prosodie word boundary which occurs between two stems in a compound. This 

typee of boundary apparently has no influence on the spreading of accentual lengthe

ning.. We will elaborate on this topic in the next section. 

3.4.. General discussion and conclusions 

3.4.1.. Comparing accentual lengthening in Dutch and English 

Thee present investigation emphasizes the importance of taking heed when making 

cross-linguisticc claims based on different studies. Especially when there are different 

researchh questions involved, the experimental conditions may differ in ways which 

cann be hard to pin down, yet lead to other results than identical conditions would have 

done.. In fact, even when a study is explicitly carried out to allow for cross-linguistic 

comparison,, the languages under investigation may differ in other aspects which can 

complicatee the comparison. Accentual lengthening within the accented word has 

provedd to be a good example of a case in which these difficulties occur. 
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AA close look at the previous Dutch and English experiments led us to believe that 

furtherr experiments were needed to confirm or refute the claim that Dutch and 

Englishh have different domains of accentual lengthening, a claim made explicit in 

Turkk & Sawusch (1997). Their design was therefore applied to Dutch in the experi

mentss described in this chapter. This study has shown that identical experimental 

designss lead to highly similar results in Dutch and English concerning the distribution 

off accentual lengthening. Taking all the data on accentual lengthening in Dutch and 

Englishh into account, we come to a description of the distribution of accentual 

lengtheningg which requires more than just a definition of the domain of accentual 

lengthening.. There is not just one domain within which the lengthening is spread out 

evenlyy and outside of which no lengthening can be found. Besides the accented 

syllable,, within which all segments are lengthened, a relatively large amount of 

lengtheningg is also found on syllables to the right of the accented syllable within the 

word.. Some lengthening may also be found on syllables to the left of the accented 

syllablee within the word, but not nearly as much as on syllables to the right Some of 

thee rightward lengthening may cross a word boundary to the initial syllable of a 

followingg word, although the size of this effect may be negligible. Crucially, the 

availableavailable Dutch and English data are in line with this description, suggesting that 

thesee languages do not have different domains of accentual lengthening. 

Onee objective of the current investigation was to complete the Dutch picture on 

accentuall lengthening by investigating the leftward and rightward spreading more 

precisely.. In previous work on Dutch, possible directional effects were confounded 

withh positional effects, since syllables to the left of the accented syllable were always 

word-initial,, while syllables to the right of me accented syllable were always word-

final.. In the Turk & Sawusch design applied here, the test syllable is placed between 

twoo stressed syllables, one of which is accented, and the test syllable shares word 

membershipp with either the preceding stressed syllable (making it word-final) or the 

followingg one (making it word-initial). Consequently, directional effects can be 

separatedd from effects of position in the word, yet another confounding is introduced: 

'leftward'' lengthening always coincides with accent on the second stressed syllable, 

andd 'rightward' lengthening coincides with accent on the first stressed syllable. 

Too begin with, we did not expect problems with this confounding of leftward/-

rightwardd spreading and position of the accented word in the phrase, and the Turk & 

Sawuschh design has as additional advantage that it compares unstressed syllables with 

thee same segmental content, as opposed to the previous Dutch studies. However, in 

thee course of the experiments described in this chapter, we stumbled across what 

seemss to be an effect of position in the phrase on the amount of accentual lengthening 

onn the accented syllable. Subsequent research confirms that there is an interaction 
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betweenn position in the phrase and the amount of accentual lengthening in Dutch, but 

nott in English (see Chapter 4). Importantly for our study, the different amounts of 

accentuall lengthening found in the two positions in the present investigation are in the 

directionn which could account for the effects observed on the test syllables: little 

lengtheningg on word-initial test syllables (in pan#daMASten\ with 11% lengthening 

onn MAS, and a large effect on word-final syllables (in PANda#masteri), with 22% 

lengtheningg on PAN. Still, we believe that the different amounts of accentual lengthe

ningg on the stressed syllables cannot fully account for the directional asymmetry. First 

off all, there is still an asymmetry when we abstract away from absolute amounts by 

lookingg at the share that initial and final syllables receive, relative to the total amount 

off lengthening found on the accented syllable plus the target syllable: of the lengthe

ningg found in daMAS and doelMA, only 12-15% goes to the unstressed syllable, 

whilee 38-42% of the lengthening found in PANda and RElSdoel goes to the final 

unstressedd syllable: 

totall amount first syllable second syllable 

da.UASda.UAS 27.4 ms 4.1ms = 15% of total 23.3 ms 

doelMAdoelMA 21.0 ms 2.5 ms = 12% of total 18.5 ms 

PANdaPANda 48.9 ms 30.5 ms 18.4 ms = 38% of total 

KELS.doelKELS.doel 59.1ms 34.2 ms 24.9 ms = 42% oftotal 

Secondly,, when the results obtained with the literally translated frame sentence 

(resultss not discussed in this chapter, see §3.3.3) are compared to those presented in 

§3.3.5,, we note that despite the increased amount of accentual lengthening on the 

secondd stressed unit, the lengthening on word-initial syllables is not increased.7 Also, 

whilee MAS is not lengthened quite as much as PAN even with the revised frame 

sentence,, the difference does not seem to stand in relation to the difference found 

77 The results obtained with the initial frame sentence and the revised frame sentence for  the test 
syllablee and stem give the following lengthening percentages (crucially, the revision changes the results 
forr  the second stressed unit but not for  the test syllable in initial  position): 

Revisedd frame sentence 
testt  first stressed unit: 
syllablee second stressed unit: 

testt  syllable in initia l position: 
testt  syllable in final position: 

testt  first stressed unit: 
stemm second stressed unit: 

testt  stem in initia l position: 
testt  stem in final position: 

17%%  (sign.) 
4%%  (n.s.) 
1%%  (n.s.) 
7%%  (sign.) 

17%%  (sign.) 
6%%  (n.s.) 
1%%  (n.s.) 
9%%  (sign.) 

18%%  (sign.) 
10%%  (sign.) 
3%%  (n.s.) 
12%%  (sign.) 

16%%  (sign.) 
9%%  (sign.) 
1%%  (n.s.) 
13%%  (sign.) 
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betweenn initial and final syllables, which is far more distinct. Furthermore, a close 

lookk at all available Dutch data does not suggest that a small amount of accentual 

lengtheningg on the stressed syllable leads to less lengthening on neighboring sylla

bles;; the lengthening of the unstressed syllables does not seem to bear any relation to 

thee amount of lengthening on the stressed syllable, that is, unstressed syllables can be 

foundd to lengthen substantially while the stressed syllable is hardly lengthened and 

vicee versa (cf. Nooteboom, 1972: Appendix A). Finally, the fact that word-initial 

syllabless were found to be lengthened less than word-final syllables in other Dutch 

studiess as well supports our view that the asymmetry between the leftward and right-

wardd lengthening effect is real. However, the possibility that at least part of the 

directionall asymmetry found in the present investigation is due to differences in the 

amountt of accentual lengthening across positions cannot be discarded altogether. The 

unforeseenn difference between Dutch and English in the extent to which accentual 

lengtheningg is sensitive to position within the phrase is thus an example of a 

language-specificc property which may complicate cross-linguistic comparisons even 

whenn studies are comparable. 

AA more subtle difference between English and Dutch may be that the leftward 

effectt within the word is stronger in Dutch. The effect on word-initial syllables as 

comparedd to a baseline condition was always clear in the Dutch studies, but in the 

Englishh studies it was not always found to be significant. In Turk & White (1999), 

theree is evidence of some inter-speaker variability in this respect. If the leftward effect 

withinn the word is indeed stronger in Dutch, this could perhaps explain why the 

asymmetryy between leftward and rightward lengthening was not noticed in this 

languagee before. 

3.4.2.. Structural influences on the distributio n of accentual lengthening 

Thee present experiment included several types of test units in order to investigate 

whichh (prosodie) units affect the distribution of accentual lengthening. Word bounda

riess were found to have a clear attenuating effect, as can be seen in the data for all 

fourr test units. Function words did not behave like word-final unaccented syllables, 

sincee they were not lengthened by a preceding pitch accented word. We can thus 

concludee that function words (even object pronouns) do not belong to the same 

accentuall lengthening domain as the content word that precedes them. We currently 

doo not have enough evidence to know whether function words belong to the accentu

alal lengthening domain of the following content word, although this is not the prefer

redd direction of cliticization in Dutch (Booij, 1995). In any case, the domain of 

accentuall lengthening is larger than a single stem, and must include both morphemes 
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inn a compound word (as was also found for English by Turk &  White, 1999). The 

(lower)) prosodie word (Nespor & Vogel, 1986; Selkirk, 1978) is thus too small a 

unit.. At this point, it seems to be the morphological compound (which forms one 

morphosyntactic/orthographicc word) whose edges attenuate accentual lengthening. 

Sincee a compound is not one prosodie word, nor necessarily constitutes a Minor 

phrasee (Selkirk, 1980) or Phonological phrase (Nespor & Vogel, 1986) (i.e., the next 

higherr constituent) by itself, the current Dutch prosodie hierarchy does not seem to 

providee us with a prosodie constituent which properly describes the unit (or one of 

thee units) affecting the distribution of accentual lengthening. 

Anotherr unit which appears to be relevant in the description of the distribution of 

accentuall lengthening is the syllable. Instead of saying that there is a directional 

asymmetryy which lengthens syllables to the right of the accented syllable more than 

thosee to the left of the accented syllable, one could just as easily interpret the weaker 

leftwardd effect as an attenuating effect of the left edge of a pitch accented syllable (as 

iss done in Turk & White, 1999). In any case, it seems hard to describe the distribution 

off accentual lengthening without using the notion 'syllable'. Also, the accented 

syllablee is generally lengthened most. Finally, within the syllable the rightward effect 

iss not stronger than the leftward effect; coda consonants were even found to be 

lengthenedd less than onset consonants, especially in English. Position within the 

accentedd syllable thus has different effects on the amount of accentual lengthening on 

aa particular unit than position within the word. 

Iff the rhyme were a unit relevant for the distribution of accentual lengthening, we 

wouldd expect consonants within the accented rhyme (coda consonants) to be lengthe

nedd more than consonants outside the accented rhyme (onset consonants). However, 

wee found the opposite to be the case: coda consonants are lengthened less than onset 

consonants.. The boundary between onset and rhyme therefore has no attenuating 

effectt Accentual lengthening thus appears to be influenced only by syllable structure 

andd morphosyntactic word structure, while other types of boundaries (onset/rhyme, 

stem/stem)) are completely transparent in this respect 

3.4.3.. Further  issues 

Inn Turk & White (1999), the possibility is raised that the bulk of lengthening found 

betweenn the left edge of the accented syllable and the end of the word is not due to 

accentuall lengthening per se, but rather to a combination of accentual lengthening and 

word-finall lengthening on an accented word. The reader is referred to Turk & White 

(1999)) for a discussion of this matter. Clearly, more research concerning relative 

magnitudess of lengthening in the syllables and segments of polysyllabic words is 
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needed. . 

AA factor which may influence the effects under investigation, yet has not been 

includedd in the analysis, is pitch excursion. Although all pitch accents were of the 

samee type, the default 'pointed hat' or H*L (Gussenhoven, 1988), their size was not 

controlled.. The relationship between the pitch excursion of a pitch accent and the 

magnitudee of other prosodie cues to accent has remained virtually unaddressed, here 

andd in the literature, yet the various cues to accent are likely to interact with one 

anotherr in a number of possible ways. An investigation of pitch excursion in relation 

too durational effects of accent may prove especially enlightening now that different 

amountss of accentual lengthening have been found in different positions in Dutch, 

sincee these differences may or may not be directly related to differences in pitch 

excursionn (see also Chapter 4). 

Finally,, it should be noted that we have looked at lengthening related to contrastive 

nuclearr accents only. It is still unclear whether these lengthening patterns also apply 

too non-nuclear prominences. In fact, results from Eefting (1991), where + and -

accentt conditions did not always convey new and old information respectively, did 

nott always display the pattern described here (see Table 3.1, §3.2.1). This may 

indicatee that our results are not generalizable without further investigation. 
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4.. THE INTERACTIO N BETWEEN FINAL 
ANDD ACCENTUAL LENGTHENING : 

DUTCHH VS. ENGLISH 1 

4.1.. Introductio n 

Lengtheningg is used to mark both the heads and the edges of international phrases; 
finall lengthening is an important cue to intonational phrase boundaries, and accentual 
lengtheningg is one of a set of cues to phrasal prominence (accent). Lengthening may 
alsoo mark the heads and/or edges of constituents smaller than the intonational phrase. 
AA lexically stressed syllable, for instance, is longer than an unstressed syllable (other 
thingss being equal; see e.g. Sluijter & van Heuven, 1996), which can be interpreted as 
lengtheningg of the head of the word. Beekman & Edwards (1990) found some evi
dencee for a word-final lengthening effect, although this effect is much smaller than 
thee phrase-final effect and also not consistent across speakers and speech rates. In this 
chapter,, we will be concerned with intonational phrase-final lengthening and its 
interactionn with accentual lengthening, i.e. lengthening due to a pitch accent 

Inn Chapter 2 (§2.2.2), an experiment was described in which we attempted to 
addresss the interaction between final lengthening and accentual lengthening by 
includingg focus distribution as a variable, while the effect of boundary type (hence, 
finall lengthening) was our main concern. However, focus did not have a significant 
effectt on the segment durations, suggesting that the [-focus] condition was not 
alwayss successful in eliciting a non-prominent realization of the target word. In 
§2.2.2.5,, we argued that the target word in [-focus] condition was likely to receive 
prominencee on the basis of rhythmical principles. In any case, since no accentual 
lengtheningg was found, we could not investigate its interaction with final lengthening 
either,, and it was decided not to include focus as a variable in the following producti
onn experiment (§2.2.3). 

Inn Chapter 3, we accidentally stumbled across what appears to be an effect of 
positionn in the phrase on the amount of accentual lengthening found in Dutch. In the 
firstt attempt to replicate the American English experiments by Turk & Sawusch 
(1997)) to investigate the domain of accentual lengthening in Dutch, sentences of the 

11 Pans of this chapter  have been published as Cambier-Langeveld (1999a) and Cambier-Langeveld 
(1999b). . 
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followingg type were recorded (with target material underlined): 

(1)) a. Ik zei 'PANda masten', niet 'HINde masten'. 

'II said panda masts, not hind masts' 

b.. De zei 'panda MASten'. niet 'panda POORten'. 

'II said panda masts, not panda gateways' 

Thee accentual lengthening effect on MASten (in (b)) was only 6%, as opposed to an 

effectt of 25% on PANda (in (a)). This asymmetry forced us to deviate from the literal 

translationn of the frame sentence used in the Turk & Sawusch (1997) study, and to 

constructt a revised frame sentence (see §3.3.3). Noticeably, Turk & Sawusch did not 

findd such different amounts of accentual lengthening, and neither did Turk & White 

(1999),, in a Scottish English experiment with similar material: in English, the 

accentuall lengthening effect was more or less consistent across positions (ranging 

fromm 19-25%). So, although these materials were not designed to investigate the 

lengtheningg of the accented syllables, and consequently have different sets of 

syllabless in the two accentable positions in these studies, still the results strongly 

suggestt that there is less accentual lengthening in final position than in non-final 

positionn in Dutch, but not in English. Together, this leads us to the following research 

questions: : 

(2)) a. Is there an interaction between final lengthening and accentual lengthening 

inn Dutch? 

b.. Is Dutch different from English with respect to the above? 

Manyy studies on final lengthening or accentual lengthening were concerned with 

eitherr one of these effects, but not both. Especially studies on cues to accent, one of 

whichh is accentual lengthening, have been careful to avoid phrase-final positions, in 

orderr to avoid any interaction effects. There are some exceptions to this generaliza

tion,, such as Cooper, Eady & Mueller (1985), Beekman, Edwards & Fletcher (1992) 

andd other papers by the same or a subset of these authors (e.g. Edwards & Beekman, 

1988;; see §1.2), and Cummins (1999). These studies are all on English, and will be 

discussedd below in §4.1.1. Following these reviews, we will elaborate on an often 

suggestedd explanation for interactions of lengthening and shortening effects in 

speech,, namely the existence of expandability and compressibility constraints. 
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4.1.1.. Previous work on final and accentual lengthening 

Inn Cooper, Eady & Mueller (1985), the effect of accent (contrastive focus) on the 
durationn and FO peak value of several target words in a number of test sentences was 
investigated.. The utterance-final word was always one of the target words, so that 
accentuall lengthening in final and non-final positions could be studied. A preceding 
questionn put narrow focus on only one target word at a time (e.g. "Did Chuck like die 
presentt mat Shirley sent to her sister or the one she sent to her brother?" Test senten
ce:: "Chuck liked the present that Shirley sent to her SISTER.")- Every target word (in 
thiss case, me words Chuck, present, Shirley and sister) occurs once in accented 
position,, and several times in unaccented position (i.e., when one of the other target 
wordss in the sentence is accented). 

Inn two experiments (differing primarily in test sentence length), target words 
occurringg at the end of the utterance were found to be lengthened less by a pitch 
accentt than words elsewhere in the utterance. Averaging across the two experiments, 
thee utterance-final words were lengthened by about 15% when accented, while 
utterance-initiall and utterance-medial words were lengthened by about 40%. Presu
mably,, it is the presence of final lengthening which interferes with accentual lengthe
ningg in utterance-final position. Also when expressed in absolute terms (ms), the two 
lengtheningg effects did not appear to be additive (i.e., their combined effect was not 
ass large as the simple addition of effects would predict; the presence of one inhibited 
thee realization of the other). Note, however, that the sets of words occurring in each 
positionn were not controlled; strictly speaking, the magnitude of effects found in each 
positionn are not directly comparable, since different words are involved. 

Somee results are summarized in Table 4.1. In Cooper et al. (1985), the mean 
unaccentedd duration and percent increase in duration due to accent were calculated 
forr each test sentence (averaged across six speakers). In Table 4.1, the average values 
acrosss test sentences are given for me two experiments. An example of a test sentence 
iss given in (3). The italicized target words were placed in focus by a preceding 
questionn one at a time. In the second experiment there were seven target words, but 
onlyy three of these (in italics) were placed in focus, i.e. occurred in accented environ
mentt as well as in unaccented environments. 

(3)) exp. 1 (10 sentences) Kate went to Kansas with Jack and Peter. 
exp.. 2 (4 sentences) My sister took the trolley from school to the store to buy 

fishh and chips on Tuesday. 
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TableTable 4.1. Mean unaccented duration (ms) and percent increase in duration due to 
accentt per target word in Cooper et al. (1985). The results for utterance-final target 
wordss are shaded. 

targett word • 

-- accent 

incr.. +acc 

experimentt 1 

1 22 3 4 

314.88 379.0 362.3 445,4 

42.9%% 40.8% 38.2% 16.7% ; 

experimentt 2 

11 4 7 

302.00 436.8 393.0 

36.9%% 41.0% 14.3% 

Ass far as the peak F0 values are concerned, a reduced effect on F0 for contrastive 

focuss in utterance-final position was found, which coincided with the results for 

duration:: perhaps the smaller durational effect of accent in final position even 

originatess from the smaller peak in that position. Together, these results suggested 

thatt in speech production, English speakers do not mark focus in utterance-final 

positionn nearly as distinctively as in other positions. 

Cumminss (1999) also investigated the combined effect of accent and final position 

inn English, at a range of speech rates. In this study, the words or word sequences 

painfulpainful BLOW, PAINfully. COUNTerpane and cancer PAIN (target syllable under

lined)) were placed in a short text which put focus on me capitalized syllable, e.g. 

Didn'tDidn't he say painful SHOT? The message was painful BLOW. Surely that's not what 

hehe said. Speakers were instructed to read these texts at a range of speech rates; the 

durationn of the fragment message was was used to quantify speech rate. 

Inn contrast to Cooper et al.'s (1985) findings, Cummins (1999) found that a simple 

additivee model provides a good fit for the durations found when final position and 

accentt are combined, at most rates (at a very high speech rate only found for one of 

thee four speakers, final lengthening and accentual lengthening disappeared altoge

ther).. In other words, within the range of speech rates produced by all speakers the 

lengtheningg effects of accent and final position were found to be additive. 

Anotherr study, reported on in various papers (Edwards & Beekman, 1988; Beck-

mann & Edwards, 1990; Edwards, Beekman & Fletcher, 1991; Beekman, Edwards & 

Fletcher,, 1992) provides data which can be used to study both final lengthening and 

accentuall lengthening in English (see §1.2 for a discussion of this work). None of 

thesee papers address the question whether there is an interaction between final 

lengtheningg and accentual lengthening, yet if there had been any such clear effect, it 

wouldd probably not have gone unnoticed. Probably, then, no results were found to 

supportt Cooper et al.'s (1985) finding of an interaction between final lengthening and 

accentuall lengthening in English. 
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Summarizing,, only Cooper et al. (1985) found evidence for an interaction between 

finall lengthening and accentual lengthening in English. No such data are available for 

Dutch. . 

4.1.2.. Compressibility and expandability constraints 

Klattt (1973b) examined the combined effect of two vowel-shortening factors in 

English:: voiceless versus voiced coda consonants and the addition of unstressed 

syllabless following the stressed syllable within the word. The results of this study led 

himm to the concept of incompressibility, incorporated into his duration model of 1976 

withh the help of an absolute minimum duration D ^ . Shortening rules can only affect 

thee duration exceeding this minimum duration (Klatt, 1976): 

Djj = k*(Dt- D ^ + D , ^ . Shortening rules: 0 < k < 1. Lengthening rules: k > 1. 

Withh respect to shortening rules, this model predicts that they will combine subadditi-

velyy (i.e., their combined effect is smaller than the simple addition of effects of each 

factorr alone). This approach to inherent segment durations, limits to phoneme 

shorteningg and combining factors has found practical application in speech-synthesis 

algorithmss (e.g. Allen, Hunnicutt & Klatt, 1987). For lengthening rules (k > 1), 

however,, the prediction is that they combine superadditively, since the duration 

(Dj-D^JJ that is affected by the lengthening rules gets larger as more lengthening 

ruless apply. It is this prediction which was tested and refuted by Cummins (1999, see 

above;; for a more extensive evaluation of duration models, see van Santen & Olive, 

1990,, and Gopal, 1996). In Cooper et al. (1985), on the other hand, final lengthening 

andd accentual lengthening were found to combine subadditively rather than superad

ditively,, which led them to suggest that there is an upper limit to the amount of 

lengtheningg a word can undergo, comparable to Klatt's (1976) limit on phoneme 

shortening:: "(•••) utterance-final lengthening of the last word yields a duration that 

limitss further elongation by focus assignment, constituting an expandability con

straint"" (Cooper et al. 1985, p. 2153). 

Berkovitss (1991) comes to a similar expandability constraint on the basis of a study 

off utterance-final lengthening (as compared to durations at a Phonological Phra

se/Majorr Phrase boundary) at two speech rates in Hebrew. In (5), a translation of one 

off her test sentences is given, with the target word in italics: 
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(5)) translations of an example set of sentences from Berkovits (1991) 

a.. Utterance-final: I've arranged to take a week's vacation. 

b.. Phrase-final: I've arranged to take a week's vacation starting next 

Monday. . 

Att a fast speech rate, the target word is significantly longer in (5a) than in (5b). This 

couldd be due to utterance-final lengthening, as Berkovits assumes, or to the fact that 

sentencee (5a) is shorter than (5b). Crucially, however, the durational difference found 

att a fast speech rate disappears at a slow speech rate. In other words, and in line with 

Berkovits'' own account, the amount of lengthening due to a slower speech rate is 

limitedd in utterance-final position because this position is already characterized by 

lengthening,, and this yields comparable durations across positions at a slow speech 

rate.. So, quite independently, Berkovits (1991) also makes use of an expandability 

constraintt to account for her data, similar to Cooper et al. (1985). 

Finally,, Elsendoorn (1984) found that English has a wider range of vowel durations 

thann Dutch, perhaps because it needs to accommodate not only a long-short distincti

onn (as Dutch does), but also a phonological rule lengthening vowels before voiced 

obstruents.. So, there is evidence for cross-linguistic differences in expandability at the 

phonemicc level. This is especially relevant should we find differences in expandabili

tyy between Dutch and English on the basis of lengthening effects at the intonational 

phrasee level. If we were to find that final lengthening and accentual lengthening 

interactt more or sooner in Dutch than in English, this would be evidence of a diffe

rencee in expandability at the phrasal level which is completely in line with die 

differencee at the phonemic level found by Elsendoorn (1984) (see §4.3 for more 

discussion). . 

4.2.. Production experiment 

4.2.1.. Introductio n 

Thee present investigation involves a comparative study on Dutch and English in order 

too answer the main research question in (2), repeated below: 

2.. a. Is there an interaction between final lengthening and accentual lengthening 

inn Dutch? 

b.. Is Dutch different from English with respect to the above? 

Basedd on results given in Chapter 3, we hypothesize that the answer to both of these 
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questionss is affirmative: we expect to find an interaction between final lengthening 

andd accentual lengthening in Dutch, but not in English, or at least not as strong in 

English.. The literature on the combination of these two effects is restricted to English, 

andd the various studies are not in agreement with one another. It is noteworthy that 

thee study which did find an interaction in English (Cooper et al., 1985) did not have 

comparablee material across positions. The data from Chapter 3 on which we base our 

hypothesiss suffers from the same drawback. 

Besidess the main research question in (2), other issues will also be addressed in this 

chapter.. In the experiment described in Chapter 3, the frame sentence was adjusted so 

thatt the test material was no longer in phrase-final position, acting on the assumption 

thatt the near lack of accentual lengthening on the final stressed syllable was due to an 

interactionn with final lengthening (see §3.3.3). However, there is another difference 

betweenn the final words (e.g. masten) and the non-final words (e.g. panda) in the 

Dutchh material used there, an example of which was given in (1), repeated below: 

(1)) Ik zei 'PANda masten', niet 'HINde masten'. 

'II said panda masts, not hind masts' 

Ikk zei 'panda MASten'. niet 'panda POORten'. 

'II said panda masts, not panda gateways' 

Inn unaccented condition, panda is prenuclear (it precedes the accent), whereas masten 

iss postnuclear (it follows the accent). These different positions relative to the pitch 

accentt may affect the unaccented durations of the target words, even though the effect 

off prenuclear vs. postnuclear position on segment durations (or speech rate) is far 

fromm clear. Still, if there is such a thing as a slower speech rate in postnuclear positi

on,, this could explain the smaller accentual lengthening effect on masten, since it 

wouldd have longer unaccented durations. In the material in (1), however, one cannot 

distinguishh between an effect of final position and an effect of unaccented postnuclear 

position,, because these positions coincide. Since final lengthening is a well-docu

mentedd phenomenon, we assume it is this effect (rather than an effect of prenuclear 

vs.. postnuclear position) that interacts with accentual lengthening in Dutch. Still, three 

positionss rather than two were included in the experiment so that we can see in medial 

positionn whether there is an effect of pre- vs. postnuclear position on the unaccented 

durations. . 

Monosyllabicc as well as disyllabic words were placed in these three positions. The 

distributionn of both types of lengthening in disyllabic words with initial stress will be 

anotherr issue addressed in this chapter. Previous research has shown that final 

lengtheningg is progressively distributed across the preboundary segments, and is 
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thereforee mainly found in the final syllable (Wightman et al., 1992, see also Chapter 

2).. Accentual lengthening, on the other hand, may be spread across the entire word 

(Sluijterr & van Heuven, 1995; see also Chapter 3). In Dutch in particular, where we 

expectt final lengthening to interfere with the realization of accentual lengthening, 

disyllabicc words may offer the room needed to implement both types of lengthening 

(whilee monosyllabic words do not), since accentual lengthening can be realized in the 

penultimatee (stressed) syllable while final lengthening is realized in the final syllable. 

Thiss predicts a weaker interaction effect in the disyllabic words than in the monosyl

labicc words, and a concentration of accentual lengthening in the first syllable of the 

disyllabicc words in final position. 

Cooperr et al. (1985), while finding an interaction between final lengthening and 

accentuall lengthening, also found a reduced effect on FO peak values in final position. 

Followingg the duration measurements necessary to address the issues above, a 

preliminaryy attempt was made to investigate whether position in the phrase has any 

effectt on pitch excursion size. To this end, two phoneticians marked the beginning 

andd end point of the rising part of the pitch movements of part of the data, so that the 

pitchh excursion in each position could be estimated. More details are given in §4.2.5. 

4.2.2.. Material 

Dutchh and English frame sentences were made up containing proper names in three 

positions,, as exemplified in (6): 

(6)) Dutch: 1 2 3 
Volgenss mij sprak Kornet Jan over Mie. 
'according-too me spoke Ko with Jan about Mie' 

English:: 1 2 3 

II think that Joe told John about May. 

Thee name positions will be referred to as 'initial' (1), 'medial' (2) and 'final' (3), 

evenn though position 1 is not really domain-initial; rather, the term 'initial' refers to 

itss sequential position within the phrase (relative to the other proper names). 

InIn each of these positions, four monosyllabic and four disyllabic names occurred in 

eachh language. Names were chosen such that the disyllabic names were extensions of 

thee monosyllabic names. The monosyllabic names were of the form CV(C), while the 

disyllabicc names were of the form CVcv(c) (with capitals indicating lexical stress). 
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monosyllabic c 
CVCC - CVcv Jan /jcuV 

CVC-CVcvcc Peet/pert/ -

CV-CVcvv Mie /mi/ -

CVV - CVcvc Ko fooi! 

disvllabic c 
Janniee /jani/ 

Peterr /pertor/ 

Minaa /mimu/ 

Kobuss /ko:bas/ 

monosyllabic c 

John n 

Mikee -

May y 

Joe e 

disyllabic c 
Johnny y 

Michael l 

Macy y 

Joseph h 

Alll these names occurred in each of the three target positions. The frame sentence 
containedd either three monosyllabic names or three disyllabic names, so that the total 
numberr of syllables in the phrase was the same forr each occurrence of any particular 
name. . 

AA preceding question put narrow focus on only one of the three names. The name 
whichh was consequently accented is given in capitals and bold face in (8), giving 
Englishh examples: 

(8)) a. Who told John about May? 
II think that JOE told John about May. 

b.. Who did Joe tell about May? 
II think that Joe told JOHN about May. 

c.. Who did Joe tell John about? 
II think that Joe told John about MAY. 

Anyy name in any position was thus once accented, and twice unaccented (i.e. when 
onee of the other two names was accented). When unaccented, the position relative to 
thee accented name will be expressed using the terms 'prenuclear' (preceding the 
accent)) and 'postnuclear' (following the accent), and 'close' (one word intervening) 
andd 'far' (three words intervening). This is exemplified in (9) for the name 'Joe' (in 
italics): : 

(9)) a. I think that Joe told JOHN about May. 
b.. I think that Joe told John about MAY. 
c.. I think that JOHN told Joe about May. 
d.. I think that John told Joe about MAY. 
e.. I think that JOHN told May about Joe. 
f.. I think that John told MAY about Joe. 

JoeJoe = prenuclear, close 
JoeJoe - prenuclear, far 
JoeJoe - postnuclear, close 
JoeJoe - prenuclear, close 
JoeJoe = postnuclear, far 
JoeJoe = postnuclear, close 
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Naturally,, an unaccented name in initial position is always prenuclear, and an 

unaccentedd name in final position is always postnuclear; similarly, an unaccented 

namee in medial position is always close to the accented name, whether preceding or 

followingg it. Only the unaccented durations in medial position can therefore be used 

too see if prenuclear versus postnuclear position has an effect on the name durations. 

Inn all, (8 names x 3 positions x 3 accent environments =) 72 items were included 

forr each language. Since every utterance contains three names, (72/3 =0 24 utterances 

weree required for each language to obtain a complete set of stimuli. 

4.23.. Subjects and procedure 

Threee male and three female native speakers of Dutch with no obvious regional 

accentss or speech impairments participated in the Dutch part of the experiment. Three 

malee and three female native speakers of RP-English participated in the English part 

off the experiment. 

Thee utterances were quasi-randomized such that two utterances in sequence never had 

thee same accent position. The test utterances were preceded and followed by a 

numberr of practice sentences, which were not analyzed. All utterances were preceded 

byy a question, putting focus on one of the proper names, so as to elicit a pitch accent 

onn this name (see (8)). The name which was to be accented was given in capitals. 

Subjectss were seated in a sound-insulated booth. The Dutch subjects' speech was 

recordedd onto DAT-tape, copied onto a computer disk and down-sampled to 16 kHz. 

Thee English subjects' speech was recorded directly to disk, after being amplified, 

low-passs filtered at 7.8 kHz and sampled at 16 kHz, with a 16 bit amplitude resoluti

on. . 

Afterr some practice utterances, subjects read the questions and the test sentences 

firstt in the order A-B, and then in the order B-A, with a short break in between. They 

weree instructed not to pause within utterances. The experiment was monitored by the 

author.. In case of speech errors, speakers were asked to repeat the whole question-

answerr pair. 

Mostt speakers produced the test utterances with a default 'pointed hat' (l&A, cf. 't 

Hart,, Collier and Cohen, 1990; or H*L, cf. Gussenhoven, 1988) on the accented 

name,, without being told to do so; if a speaker did not, (s)he was interrupted and told 

explicitlyy what the desired intonation contour was (but see also §4.2.5). 
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4.2.4.. Results 

Thee results for each language are based on (8 names x 3 positions x 3 accent environ

mentss x 6 speakers x 2 repetitions =) 864 measurements in total (108 per name). Seg

mentationn was done by hand. In the case of initial voiceless plosives (JPeet-Peter, Ko-

Kobus),Kobus), the onset of the burst was taken as the beginning point of the test word, thus 

excludingg the preceding silent interval. This was done because in some cases gemina

tionn took place (e.g. in Volgens mij sprakj&o •••), a process which lengthens the silent 

interval.. Also, burst onsets provide much more reliable measurements than the 

precedingg segments' offsets. 

Wee will first look at the effects of Accent and Position on the total name durations 

inn each language (§4.2.4.1), and then we will look into the distribution of accentual 

lengtheningg in final and non-final position across the two syllables of the disyllabic 

namess (§4.2.4.2). 

4.2.4.1.. Total name duration 

Inn each position, there are two unaccented conditions (cf. (9)) and one accented 

condition.. The mean total name durations in Dutch, broken down by Position and 

Accentt condition, are given in Figure 4.1. 
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FigureFigure 4.1. Total name durations in Dutch, broken down by position and accent 
condition. condition. 
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Plannedd comparisons (ANOVA's with Names and Speakers as random factors) 

showw that the two unaccented conditions in each position do not differ from one 

anotherr (Initial, by Names: F[l,7]=1.53, n.s.; by Speakers: F[l,5]=3.12, n.s. Medial, 

byy Names: F[l,7]=3.14, n.s.; by Speakers: F[1,5]<1. Final, by Names: F[1,7]<1; by 

Speakers:: F[l,5]=1.23, n.s.). This means that neither pre- versus postnuclear position 

norr being close versus far from the accent have any effect on the duration of the 

unaccentedd names. The two unaccented conditions in each position are therefore 

collapsedd in the following analyses, so that we are left with a design in which all cells 

aree filled (with n accented measurements and 2n unaccented measurements per 

position),, allowing us to check for interactions. 

Ann ANOVA was run with total name duration as the dependent variable, fixed 

factorss of Accent (accented/unaccented) and Position (initial/medial/final), and 

randomm factors of Names and Speakers. Position has a highly significant effect (by 

Names:: F[2,14]=78.74, p<.001; by Speakers: F[2,10]=70.88, p<.001): names in final 

positionn are much longer than in non-final position due to final lengthening. The 

effectt of Accent is also significant (by Names: F[l,7]=27.60, p=.001; by Speakers: 

F[l,5]=39.13,, p=.002). Crucially, the interaction between Position and Accent is 

highlyy significant (by Names: F[2,14]=47.45, p<.001; by Speakers: F[2,10]=146.44, 

p<.001).. This interaction is clearly visible in Figure 4.1: the amount of accentual 

lengtheningg (i.e. the distance between the dashed line and the solid line) is fairly large 

inn initial and medial position (a lengthening effect of 25% and 18% respectively), but 

stronglyy reduced in final position, where a lengthening effect of only 4% is found. 

Thee results of planned comparisons per position are given in (10). 

(10)) The effect of Accent in each Position in Dutch 

byy Names: by Speakers: 

initiall F(l,7)=44.64, pcOOl F(l,5)=66.30, p<.001 

mediall F(l,7)=27.05, p=.001 F(l,5)=46.21,p=.001 

finall F(l ,7)= 5.72, p=.048 F(l ,5)= 7.22, p=.043 

Whilee the effect of Accent is highly significant in initial and medial position, it is only 

significantt at a .05 level in final position. 

Inn Figure 4.2, the total name durations per accent condition and position are shown 

forr English. Again, no effects of pre- versus postnuclear position or close versus far 

fromm the accent were found, since none of the unaccented conditions within each 

positionn differ from one another (Initial, by Names: F[l,7]=sl.46, n.s.; by Speakers: 

F[1,5]<1.. Medial, by Names: F[1,7]<1; by Speakers: F[1,5]<1. Final, by Names: 

F[l,7]=1.44,, n.s.; by Speakers: F[lt5]=3.03, n.s.) 
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 accented 

 prenuclear, close 

 postnuclear, close 

^-prenuclear,, far 

 postnuclear, far 

initiall medial final 

positionn in phrase 

FigureFigure 4.2. Total name durations in English, broken down by position and accent 
condition. condition. 

Groupingg all unaccented conditions together as was done for Dutch, an ANOVA 

wass run with total name duration as the dependent variable, fixed factors of Accent 

andd Position, and random factors of Names and Speakers. Both Position and Accent 

weree found to have a significant effect on the results (Position, by Names: F[2,14]= 

130.26,, p<.001; by Speakers: F[2,10]=77.70, rx.001). Accent, by Names: F[l,7]= 

194.55,, p<.001; by Speakers: F[l,5]=57.41, p=.001). In contrast to the results for 

Dutch,, however, there is no interaction between the two (by Names: F[2,14]=1.12, 

n.s.;; by Speakers: F[2,10]<1). 

Whenn the effect of Accent is expressed in percentages, it seems as if in English, too, 

wee find less accentual lengthening in final position (a lengthening of 14%) than in the 

otherr two positions (26% in initial position, 22% in medial position); indeed, Figure 

4.22 clearly shows that the absolute amount of accentual lengthening is quite constant 

(approximatelyy 60 ms) across positions in English, but relatively speaking this 

amountt is smaller in final position, since final lengthening gives longer unaccented 

durations.. In any case, the effect of Position on the amount of accentual lengthening 

inn English is not nearly as strong as it is in Dutch. The results of planned comparisons 

perr position for the English data are given in (11). 
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(11)) The effect of Accent in each Position in English 

byy Names: 

initiall F(l,7)=111.72, pcOOl 

mediall F(l,7)= 75.32, p<.001 

finalfinal F(l,7)= 91.42, pcOOl 

byy Speakers: 

F(l,5)=24.15,p=.004 4 

F(l,5)=37.47,p=.002 2 

F(l,5)=323.40,p<.001 1 

Sincee durations in initial and medial (i.e. non-final) positions are comparable, and 

theree are no effects within the various unaccented conditions, the phrase positions can 

bee regrouped into +/- final, and the accent environments into +/- accent. This is done 

inn Figure 4.3, in which the total name durations are given for the monosyllabic and 

disyllabicc names separately. 
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FigureFigure 4.3. Total name durations in final vs. non-final position and in accented vs. 
unaccentedunaccented conditions in Dutch and English; monosyllabic vs. disyllabic names. 

Onn the left, the results for Dutch are given. The converging lines for Dutch show 

thee interaction between final lengthening and accentual lengthening. Separate 

ANOVA'ss for the monosyllabic and disyllabic words, with fixed factors of Accent 

(accented/unaccented)) and Position (final/non-final) and random factors of Names 
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andd Speakers, show that the interaction is significant for both groups of names 
(Monosyllabic,, by Names: F[l,3]=25.32, p=.015; by Speakers: F[l,5]=122.33, 
p<.001.. Disyllabic, by Names: F[l,3]=32.25, p=.011; by Speakers: F[l,5]=l28.54, 
p<.001).. Judging from these results, the interaction does not appear to be any weaker 
inn disyllabic names than it is in monosyllabic names. 

Onn the right, the results for English are shown. The lines run virtually parallel, 
implyingg that there is no interaction between final lengthening and accentual lengthe
ningg in either the monosyllabic words or the disyllabic words. This is confirmed by 
thee results of separate ANOVA's for each group of names (Monosyllabic, by Names: 
F[1,3]<1;; by Speakers: F[1,5]<1. Disyllabic, by Names: F[1,3]<1; by Speakers: 
F[l,5]=1.80,n.s.). . 

Thee results (in ms) per accent condition and position, for the monosyllabic and 
disyllabicc names and all names taken together, are given in Appendix G. 

4.2.4.2.. Syllable durations in disyllabic names 
Disyllabicc names were included in the material to see if speakers use the larger size of 
thee word to realize final lengthening and accentual lengthening in different syllables, 
i.e.,, to avoid an interaction by realizing accentual lengthening in the initial (accented) 
syllablee and final lengthening in the final syllable. This hypothesis predicts that 
accentuall lengthening is concentrated in the initial syllable of the disyllabic words in 
finall position. 

Inn Table 4.3, the syllable durations of the disyllabic words are given per accent 
conditionn and position in the phrase, as well as the standard deviations and the 
amountss of accentual lengthening on each syllable. Since durations in initial and 
mediall (i.e. non-final) positions are comparable, the phrase positions have been 
regroupedd into 4-/-final. On the left, the results for die Dutch disyllabic names are 
given;; on the right, the results are given for the English disyllabic names. 

Inn Dutch, the accentual lengthening effect in non-final position is larger than in 
finall position (14%-23% vs. 0%-6%), as was already observed in the previous section 
(Figuree 4.1). The accentual lengthening effect in final position is therefore small, and 
whatt is more, the lengthening we do find in final position is realized in me second 
(final)) syllable (6%). These results do not agree with the suggestion mat final lengthe
ningg will interfere with accentual lengthening primarily in the final syllable, since this 
iss where final lengthening occurs: if this were true, we would expect the accentual 
lengtheningg in final position to be realized on the first syllable, and not on the second 
syllable. . 
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TableTable 4.3. Syllable durations and standard deviations (in parentheses) in ms of the 
disyllabicc names in final and non-final positions, broken down by accent condition. 
Thee accentual lengthening found in each syllable in final and non-final position is 
givenn in ms and in percentages 

language e 

syllable e 
environment t 

DUTCH H ENGLISH H 

1stt  syllable 
durationn s.d. 

2ndd syllable 
durationn s.d. 

1stt  syllable 
durationn s.d. 

2ndd syllable 
durationn s.d. 

-final ,, unaccented 

-final ,, accented 

accentuall  lengthening: 

n=192 2 

n=96 6 

141.00 (25.2) 

160.99 (22.8) 

19.99 = 14% 

127.44 (28.8) 

156.88 (31.1) 

29.44 = 23% 

162.00 (33.5) 

196.00 (45.1) 

34.00 = 21% 

147.99 (33.0) 

179.55 (35.9) 

31.66 = 21% 

+final,, unaccented 

•fflnal,, accented 

accentuall lengthening: 

n=96 6 

n=48 8 

172.77 (28.2) 

172.33 (23.6) 

-0.44 = 0% 

238.00 (55.8) 

252.11 (56.7) 

14.11 = 6% 

181.44 (34.4) 

201.44 (41.3) 

20.0=11% % 

270.00 (56.2) 

301.00 (70.6) 

31.0=11% % 

Ass a matter of fact, the amount of accentual lengthening on the first syllable is 
smallerr than that on the second syllable in non-final position, too (14% vs. 23%). The 
smalll effect of accent on the first syllable may be (partly) due to the exclusion of the 
silentt interval of the onset plosives /p/ and /k/ from the measurements (in Kobus and 
Eeter),Eeter), because part of the accentual lengthening is probably realized in this interval.2 

Indeed,, the initial syllables of Mina and Jmnie show a mean lengthening of 30% and 
23%% respectively in non-final position, while the first syllables of Kubus and £gter 
weree each lengthened by only 4%. The silent interval of initial voiceless plosives was 
excludedd from the measurements in all cases, so that it does not interfere with 
comparisonss across conditions, but it does account for me seemingly small amount of 
accentuall lengthening on the first syllable (both in non-final and in final position). 

Thee English results, given on the right in Table 4.3, show that accentual lengthen
ingg is evenly distributed across the first and second syllables. In non-final position, 
bothh syllables are lengthened by 21%. In final position, both syllables are lengthened 
byy 11%. This shows that both the lexically stressed syllable and the following 
unstressedd syllable are equally lengthened by a pitch accent, whether in final position 
orr not. 

Notee thai this issue doesn't come up in English, since none of the English target names begin with a 
voicelesss stop. 
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4.2.5.. Pitch excursion 

Thee duration results given above show that the amount of accentual lengthening 
foundd in different positions is not constant in Dutch, but is reduced from 18-25% in 
non-finall positions to a mere 4% in final position. A pitch accent in final position is 
thereforee hardly cued by duration. Cooper et al. (1985), who found a reduced amount 
off accentual lengthening in final position in English, also found a reduction of FO 
peakk value in final position, suggesting that a smaller accentual lengthening effect 
mayy find its origin in smaller pitch excursion sizes. If the durational effects described 
abovee can be traced to effects on the size of the pitch movements, this would support 
thee notion that accentual lengthening is merely a consequence of the extra time 
neededd to realize an accent-lending pitch movement, making duration a secondary 
cuee to accent in a more literal sense. On the other hand, an accent in final position 
presumablyy needs to be as perceptible as any other accent, and so it must be cued in 
onee way or another. Following this reasoning, it is especially important for the 
perceptionn of a pitch accent in final position that it is marked by intonation, since it 
lackss a durational cue. Thus, we have two competing hypotheses concerning the 
relationshipp between pitch and duration as acoustic accent cues: they could arguably 
bee positively or negatively correlated. In this section, we will examine the pitch 
excursionss in part of our data to see if position in the phrase has any effect on the size 
off the pitch movements. 

4.2.5.1.. Method 
Onlyy part of the data from the duration experiment was used: the utterances with 
accentedd Mie and Mina (for Dutch) and the utterances with accented May and Macy 
(forr English) were selected, because they contain mostly voiced phonemes, and all 
beginn with the nasal consonant /m/, which makes it easy to measure FO. The 
fundamentall frequency was determined using the subharmonic summation method 
(Hermes,, 1988). 

Bothh the author and a phonetician working in the field of intonation marked the 
beginningg and end point of the rise (1) of the rise-fall (l&A) combinations realized 
onn the target names. The fall (A) was not measured, for several reasons: first, final 
loweringg would confound the measurements in utterance-final position, and second, 
thee fall was realized partly in the voiceless /s/ of the name Macy, so that FO could not 
bee measured. Third, the beginning and end points of a rise are easier to establish than 
thosee of a fall, because a rise goes against the overall declination, giving a kink in the 
FOO contour at its beginning point, while a fall may fade gradually into declination, 
hencee lacking a clear end point. 
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Closee examination of the intonation contours revealed that one of the Dutch 

speakerss regularly realized the pitch accent with a slow rise, starting well before the 

accentedd syllable (often starting from the pitch accent on mij in the sentence 'Volgens 

mijmij sprak . . . ' ) , giving a pitch accent of the type 4A instead of l&A ('t Hart et al., 

1990;; see also Appendix A). This speaker's utterances were excluded from the 

analysis,, because the beginning point of the rise could not be reliably determined.3 

Twoo utterances by another speaker were excluded for the same reason (4A instead of 

l&A).. For Dutch, this leaves (2 names x 3 positions x 5 speakers x 2 repetititions - 2 

=)) 58 utterances for analysis. 

Inn some English cases, no reliable measurements could be made (due to creaky 

voice,, unreliable pitch measurement and/or ambiguous beginning or end point of the 

rise).. Of the 72 available utterances (2 names x 3 positions x 6 speakers x 2 repeti

tions),, 5 were excluded in advance because the beginning or end point of the rise 

couldd not be established, leaving 67 utterances for analysis. 

4.2.5.2.. Results 
Thee agreement between the two labelers as to the points in time marked as the 

beginningg and end points of the rise was very high (r=l, rx.001 for the beginning 

pointss and r=.99, p<.001 for the end points), so that the measurements were accepted 

ass being reliable. The FO of the beginning and end points of the rise as indicated by 

thee labelers were extracted from the data in Hz, and the pitch excursions were 

calculatedd by subtracting the FO value at the beginning point from that of the end 

pointt (averaged across labelers). A transformation from Hz into ERB (Equivalent 

Rectangularr Bandwidth) was also made, since the latter is a psychophysical scale 

whichh is claimed to be the most appropriate scale for perceived prominence (Hermes 

&& van Gestel, 1991), at least in intonation languages. 

Inn Table 4.4, the pitch excursions found in each position in Dutch and English are 

given,, for the male and female speakers separately. At the bottom, the total mean for 

eachh language is given. 

33 Inspection of the duration data show that this speaker's durations do not deviate in any way from 
thosee of the other  speakers, so we did not feel inclined to exclude these data from the durational analyses. 
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TableTable 4.4. Pitch excursion of l&A pitch accents in Hz and ERB in Dutch and 
English,, broken down by position in the phrase and sex of speaker. 

languagee • 
sexx » position » 

male e 

female e 

initia l l 

medial l 

final l 

initia l l 

medial l 

final l 

totall  mean 

DUTCH H 

n n 

8 8 

8 8 

8 8 

12 2 

11 1 

11 1 

58 8 

Hz z 

80.4 4 

88.5 5 

58.4 4 

143.6 6 

132.1 1 

111.7 7 

107.3 3 

ERB B 

1.87 7 

2.07 7 

1.40 0 

2.64 4 

2.42 2 

2.13 3 

2.14 4 

ENGLISH H 

n n 

10 0 

12 2 

11 1 

11 1 

12 2 

11 1 

67 7 

Hz z 

25.2 2 

26.8 8 

20.6 6 

59.2 2 

50.0 0 

34.0 0 

36.2 2 

ERB B 

.64 4 

.69 9 

.55 5 

1.09 9 

.90 0 

.65 5 

.76 6 

Thee data in Table 4.4 indicate that the pitch excursions in English are on average 
nearlyy three times as small as in Dutch. This is surprising, since English is said to 
havee a pitch range that is generally twice as large as that of Dutch (de Pijper, 1983). 
TwoTwo factors that could possibly affect pitch excursion, speech rate and male-female 
speakerr ratio, were examined (a higher speech rate could reduce pitch excursion size, 
andd female speakers may make larger pitch movements than male speakers); howev
er,, the small differences between the two languages with respect to these factors were 
nott likely to be able to account for the considerable difference in pitch excursion size 
(averagee speech rate, Dutch: 5.2 syl/sec, English: 5.1 syl/sec; percentage of utterances 
spokenn by female speakers, Dutch: 59%, English: 51%). Instead, we think that the 
riserise may not have been the most appropriate measure for pitch range in English, since 
manyy English intonation contours start on the mid level and have only 'half a rise 
followedd by a full fall (cf. de Pijper, 1983; Sanders, 1990; 't Hart, Collier & Cohen, 
1990),, as shown schematically in (12): 

Visuall inspection of the English data confirms that the pitch level before the pitch 

accentt is very often higher than the pitch level after the pitch accent, i.e., the pitch 

accentt consists of a relatively small rise and a large fall. In such cases, measuring the 

risee does not do justice to the actual pitch range in English. Also, listening to each of 
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thee speakers gives the impression that the Dutch speakers made more of an effort to 

realizee a clear (contrastive) pitch accent than the English speakers, making the former 

soundd livelier than the latter. 

Sincee there were several reasons for measuring the rise rather than the fall (see 

Methodd section above), and since we are not interested in pitch excursion size per se, 

butt rather in the effect of position on pitch excursion size (particularly in Dutch), we 

continuedd the present preliminary investigation with these data, despite the fact that 

thee English measurements may not be very representative of the actual pitch range. In 

Figuree 4.4, the mean frequency at the beginning and end points in both languages are 

presented,, averaged over all speakers. The vertical distance between the two data 

pointss in each position represents the pitch excursion in that position. Note that we 

measuredd only one accent per utterance; the measurements for the different positions 

comee from different utterances, and hence do not necessarily show declination (as 

threee accents within one utterance would be expected to do). 

CD D 

LUU o 

I? ? c c 
CD D 

§-5 5 
P P 

—— begin point  end point 

DUTCH H ENGLISH H 

initiall medial final initial medial final 

positionn in phrase 

FigureFigure 4.4. Frequency (in ERB) of the beginning and end points of the rise in l&A 
pitchpitch accents per language, broken down by position in the phrase. 

Inn English, the pitch excursion becomes slowly smaller as the accent occurs later in 

thee phrase. In Dutch, the pitch excursion also becomes smaller with later position in 

thee phrase, and the reduction in size is only slightly stronger in final position than in 
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mediall position. 

Separatee ANOVA's for each language with mean excursion size (averaged across 

labelers)) as the dependent variable, Position as a fixed factor and Speakers as a 

randomm factor show mat Position has a significant effect (at a .05 level) on pitch 

excursionn in both languages, even with this small data set (Dutch, by speakers: 

F[2,8]=6.42,, p=.02; English, by Speakers: F[2,10]=4.44, p=.04). Apparently, the 

effectt is consistent across speakers. Post-hoc analyses (Newman-Keuls) place the 

pitchh excursions in initial and medial position in Dutch in one homogeneous subset, 

whilee final position forms the second subset, i.e. the pitch excursion in final position 

iss statistically smaller than in the other two positions. In English, the pitch excursion 

inn final position only differs statistically from that in initial position, i.e. the homoge

neouss subsets that are formed are {initial, medial} and {medial, final}. 

4.2.6.. Discussion 

Thee total name duration results given in §4.2.4.1 confirm the hypothesis based on 

previouss results that the amount of accentual lengthening depends on the position of 

thee accented word in the phrase in Dutch. We considered two possible positional 

factorss that might have an effect on the amount of accentual lengthening: final versus 

non-finall position and prenuclear versus postnuclear position (when unaccented). 

Positionn relative to the nuclear accent turns out to be inconsequential, while final 

versuss non-final position has a strong effect on the amount of accentual lengthening: 

inn final position, the amount of accentual lengthening is strongly reduced (from 18-

25%% to only 4%), yielding a significant interaction between the effects of accent 

conditionn and position, i.e. between accentual lengthening and final lengthening. 

Apparently,, these two lengthening effects are not additive in Dutch: presumably, an 

expandabilityy constraint is at work (cf. §4.1.2), blocking the simultaneous application 

off both lengthening effects because the maximal durational expansion of segments 

wouldd be exceeded. 

Inn English, the effects of accent and position on the name durations were similar to 

thosee in Dutch (compare Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2), except that the two effects do not 

interactt with one another. The absolute amount of accentual lengthening was fairly 

constantt across positions. Expressed in percentages, however, the accentual lengthe

ningg effect in final position is also smaller than in other positions (14% versus 22-

26%).. Perhaps, then, the English target words have also reached their ceiling durati

onss in the final accented environment, and it could be merely a coincidence that the 

absolutee amount of accentual lengthening which could still be realized in final 

positionn is approximately the same absolute amount as was found in non-final 
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positions.. Alternatively, our results might suggest that it is more appropriate to 

describee accentual lengthening in absolute terms (within a controlled experiment such 

ass ours), and to say that accentual lengthening and final lengthening are simply 

additivee in English. However, the effect of final position on the amount of accentual 

lengtheningg (even in absolute terms) found by Cooper et al. (1985) indicate that there 

mightt be some maximal expansion in English, which may simply not have been 

reachedd in studies finding no interaction. In any case, the fact remains that, while 

highlyy similar test material was used across languages, English exhibits a larger 

expandabilityy of the target words than Dutch. This can be seen in Figure 4.3, in which 

bothh the English and the Dutch data are displayed. 

Inn §4.2.4.2, we examined the distribution of accentual lengthening in final and non-

finall positions across the two syllables of the disyllabic names. In disyllabic words, 

bothh lengthening effects could be realized without exceeding the durational limitati

onss of Dutch segments by placing accentual lengthening in the first syllable and final 

lengtheningg in the second syllable. Instead, however, we find that the interaction 

betweenn final lengthening and accentual lengthening is just as strong in disyllabic 

wordss as it is in monosyllabic words. Moreover, the remaining amount of accentual 

lengtheningg in final position is not concentrated in the penultimate syllable. Apparent

ly,, Dutch speakers do not strive after a realization of accentual lengthening in final 

position,, but exhibit a near lack of accentual lengthening in utterance-final words 

quitee generally. Further research is needed to pinpoint what the minimal distance of a 

pitchh accent to the boundary should be, and in what terms this distance should be 

stated,, in order to find a 'normal' amount of accentual lengthening, comparable to 

thatt in non-final positions. 

AA preliminary attempt to investigate the effect of position on the size of the pitch 

movementss was made in §4.2.5. Generally, in both Dutch and English, the pitch 

excursionss tend to become smaller towards the end of the phrase, perhaps because 

accentss early in the phrase are more likely to be contrastive. It may also have some

thingg to do with the claim that the declination of the top declination line is stronger 

thann that of the bottom declination line, giving converging lines within which pitch 

movementss are realized.4 Whatever the explanation is for the smaller pitch excursions 

towardss the end of the phrase, the pitch excursions show no reduction in size in final 

positionn comparable to the reduction in the amount of accentual lengthening found 

forr Dutch. So, while the pitch excursion was in fact slightly more reduced in Dutch 

AA convergence of the top and bottom declination lines has been motivated by the finding that in a 
sequencee of pitch accents, later  accents require smaller  pitch excursions than earlier  ones in order  to be 
perceivedd as equally prominent (cf. Pienehumbert, 1979 for  English; Gussenhoven &  Rietveld, 1988; 
Terken,, 1991 for  Dutch). 
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finall position than in medial position, and also more than in English final position, the 
dataa do not fully agree with those of Cooper et al. (1985) for English, who found only 
aa slight FO heightening together with a reduction of accentual lengthening in final 
position.. This made them wonder whether these reduced cues are sufficient for the 
perceptionn of accent. In our data, ann accent in final position in Dutch is hardly marked 
byy lengthening, but still has an average pitch excursion of 1.8 ERB (89 Hz), which 
shouldd easily suffice for accent perception. 

Althoughh this study is too limited to draw any firm conclusions, these results 
suggestt that the effect of position on me amount of accentual lengthening is an effect 
inn its own right: in any case, our preliminary study indicates that it cannot be accoun
tedd for by differences in pitch range in various positions. The data show an overall 
tendencyy for pitch excursions to become smaller as they occur later in the phrase, but 
thee small effect of final position on pitch excursion is not comparable to its large 
effectt on the amount of accentual lengthening in Dutch. 

43.43. Conclusions 

Inn this chapter, a comparative study was made of the combined effects of accentual 
lengtheningg and final lengthening in Dutch and English. Previous results (discussed 
inn Chapter 3) suggested that the amount of accentual lengthening is not consistent 
acrosss positions in the phrase in Dutch, but the words occurring in these positions 
weree not really comparable. In the equivalent English experiments (Turk & Sawusch, 
1997;; Turk & White, 1999), no relation between amount of accentual lengthening 
andd position in the phrase was found. This suggests that, if such a relation indeed 
existss in Dutch, it could be a language-specific phenomenon. However, since these 
materialss were not designed to make comparisons across accented positions, materials 
weree needed which were set up specifically to investigate the effect of position in the 
phrasee on the amount of accentual lengthening found. 

Thee results of the present investigation confirm that there is an interaction between 
finall lengthening and accentual lengthening in Dutch, and that this interaction is 
strongerr in Dutch than it is in English. Following other researchers (e.g. Cooper et al., 
1985),, we suggest that there is an expandability constraint which attenuates the 
accentuall lengthening effect when added on top of final lengthening. Presumably, 
suchh a constraint exists for both languages, but is less stringent for English, allowing 
longerr durations. 

Whilee Cooper et al. (1985) found a significant interaction between final lengthe
ningg and accentual lengthening in English, Cummins (1999) did not, and Beekman et 
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al.. (1992) do not mention such an interaction either. The English data presented here 

showw a consistent absolute amount of accentual lengthening across positions, so that 

statisticall analyses show no interaction effects, but relatively speaking the accentual 

lengtheningg effect in final position was smaller than that in other positions in English, 

tooo (as in Dutch). It could be that the relatively high ceiling durations in English do 

nott always interfere with the combined lengthening effects of accent and final 

position,, but only in somewhat extreme circumstances. What these circumstances 

shouldd be is not clear. Perhaps the length of the intonational phrase in which the 

targett words occur is a factor, since these are quite long in Cooper et al. (10-13 

syllabless in experiment 1, 20-25 syllables in experiment 2), while those in Cummins 

(1999)) and Beekman et al. (1992) are quite short (7 and 1-8 syllables, respectively), 

withh the sentence length in the present study taking an intermediate position (9 or 12 

syllables). . 

Onn the basis of intonational phrase level lengthening effects, then, we conclude that 

Englishh has higher ceiling durations than Dutch. As mentioned in §4.1.2, Elsendoorn 

(1984)) found a similar difference (in the same direction) between Dutch and English 

att the phonemic level. Elsendoorn proposes that English has a larger range of vowel 

durationss than Dutch because it needs to accommodate not only a long-short distincti

on,, but also a phonological rule which lengthens vowels before voiced obstruents. 

Dutch,, on the other hand, has a rule devoicing obstruents at the end of the syllable 

(Finall Devoicing, e.g. hoed /hut/ 'hat' vs. hoeden /hu.dan/ 'hats'; Booij, 1995). The 

differencee in expandability at the phonemic level is thus explained phonologically, by 

thee existence of a lengthening rule that is present in English but absent in Dutch. 

However,, the difference in expandability at the intonational phrase level found in this 

chapterr may not follow so straightforwardly from some other (phonological) diffe

rencee between English and Dutch. 

Searchingg for relevant phonological differences in the English and Dutch use of 

duration,, we come across a recent issue concerning the phonological primacy of the 

long-shortt distinction in the Dutch vowel system. In many languages, there is a 

phoneticc correlation between vowel length and tenseness, such that all long vowels 

aree tense and all short vowels are lax. This raises the question whether one of these 

propertiess should be derived from the other, and if so, which of these properties is 

phonologicall and which one is derived. Although Dutch phonologists generally make 

aa distinction in terms of length (e.g. Zonneveld, 1978; van der Hulst, 1984; Kager, 

1989;; Booij, 1995), van Oostendorp (1995) offers some phonological advantages of a 

distinctionn in terms of quality. Notably, most of his arguments against a phonological 

vowell length contrast apply to Dutch, but not to English (see van Oostendorp 1995, 

p.. 33, fh. 14). One of the differences involve the phonological weight of long vowels, 
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whichh count as light in the stress system of Dutch (cf. §1.3.2.4) but as heavy in the 

Englishh stress system. Phonetically, however, both quality and duration have been 

foundd to contribute to the perceptual distinction between the vowel pair /a^ and /a/ in 

Dutchh (van Heuven, 1986; Nooteboom & Cohen, 1988). So, although potentially of 

interestt in an examination of durational differences between English and Dutch, until 

theree is phonetic evidence for a difference between these languages with respect to 

thee role of duration in the vowel contrast, this phonological discussion has little 

bearingg on our findings. 

Phonetically,, and also at the segmental level, there may be one more piece of 

evidencee for a larger flexibility of durations in English, for which it is hard to find a 

phonologicall explanation. Klatt (1973a) reports a shortening of consonants in 

consonantt clusters in English, which is stronger in 3-element clusters than in 2-

elementt clusters (see also Allen, Hunnicutt & Klatt, 1987). Waals (1999), studying 

consonantt durations in Dutch, found shortening only in 2-element clusters, but no 

furtherr compression in 3-element clusters. Even consonants, then, seem to be more 

sensitivee to durational adjustments in English than in Dutch.5 We can think of no 

phonologicall contrast which could explain this particular difference. We therefore 

tentativelyy conclude that durational flexibility needs to be postulated as an indepen

dentt property in which English and Dutch differ. Naturally, although we think that 

thiss cross-linguistic difference cannot be explained by a phonological conspiracy to 

usee duration more for linguistic contrasts in English than in Dutch, there may still be 

somee connection between the two: in English, there is more room for making multiple 

durationall contrasts, while the lower ceiling durations for vowels in Dutch may 

preventt the development of duration as a reliable cue, and may enhance the exploitati

onn of other ways to make phonological distinctions. 

Throughoutt this chapter, we have assumed that it is accentual lengthening which is 

reducedd in final position, rather than final lengthening which is reduced when 

accented.. In principle, though, the significant interaction between the two can be 

interpretedd in either of these directions (or even in both): instead of stating that the 

amountt of accentual lengthening differs across positions (from 18-25% in non-final 

positionss to 4% in final position), we could also summarize the Dutch results by 

sayingg that we found a final lengthening effect of 59% in unaccented conditions 

versuss an effect of 36% in accented condition. On the basis of only duration, we 

Notee that the durational adjustment in consonant clusters involves compression rather  than lengthening. 
Alreadyy in §41-2, we implicitl y assumed that inexpandability is somehow connected to incompressibili-
ty.. Cummins (1999) suggests we "accommodate limit s on both expandability and compressibility by 
treatingg the segment (or  syllable) as a hard spring with a neutral or  preferred duration"  (p. 480). In these 
terms,, our  claim is that the 'spring' is looser  in English than in Dutch. 
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cannott really determine whether the duration of a phrase-final accented word is 
shorterr than an additive model predicts because there is a reduction of accentual 
lengtheningg or because there is a reduction of final lengthening. Although final 
positionn affects the sonority profile of a syllable in a different way than a pitch accent 
doess (Edwards & Beekman, 1988; see §1.2), we do not believe that a separate 
analysiss of the duration of the opening and closing gestures could solve the problem, 
sincee neither final lengthening nor accentual lengthening exclusively affects only one 
off these gestures. In fact, they are not even necessarily restricted to one syllable, as 
thee data and references in Chapters 2 and 3 have shown. Under the assumption that 
onlyy a pitch accent increases jaw opening, articulatory studies of jaw position are 
perhapss more likely to be successful in disentangling the two effects (cf. Summers, 
1987).. In the meantime, we have claimed that it is the amount of accentual length
eningg which is affected by position rather than final lengthening which is affected by 
accentt condition, on a somewhat intuitive basis. In our view, final lengthening is 
moree primary than accentual lengthening. Pitch accents are marked by a whole set of 
cues,, and lengthening is just one of the cues subordinate to pitch (e.g. Sluijter, 1995). 
Finall lengthening, on the other hand, is the primary cue for boundary perception; its 
rolee in the perceptual segmenting of speech surpasses that of FO boundary tones (de 
Rooij,, 1979). The final lengthening effect also clearly exceeds that of accent in terms 
off size, perhaps reflecting the larger role that final lengthening has in boundary 
perceptionn relative to the role of accentual lengthening in prominence perception. We 
thinkk this makes our interpretation of a reduced accentual lengthening effect in final 
positionn far more likely than the interpretation implying a reduced final lengthening 
effectt in accented condition. 

Evidently,, more research is needed addressing the realization of accent in final 
position,, particularly in Dutch. On the production side, articulatory studies would be 
welcome,, since they can potentially distinguish between lengthening due to accent 
andd lengthening due to boundaries (Summers, 1987). A more extensive investigation 
off pitch excursion, as well as of other accent cues, in various positions in the sentence 
iss also called for. The preliminary data discussed in §4.2.5 concerning pitch excursion 
sizee can only serve to prompt a more full-scale study addressing the effect of final 
positionn on the strength of each of the accent cues. In addition, perception experi
mentss are in order to see if the reduction of important cues to accent in final position 
hass an effect on die (relative importance of each cue for) perception of prominence. 



5.. FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1.. Introductio n 

Inn this thesis, some experiments on final lengthening (marking the edges of prosodie 
constituents)) and accentual lengthening (marking the head of an Intonational Phrase) 
havee been described. Although both lengthening effects are well-established in the 
literature,, the precise specification of the domain that is lengthened, the distribution of 
lengtheningg across the segments within the lengthened domain and factors 
influencingg any aspect (amount, domain, and/or distribution) of these lengthening 
effectss is elusive. While we do not claim to have answered all questions regarding 
finall and accentual lengthening, or to have a full-scale specification of either of these 
effectss ready, we hope to contribute to a better understanding of how these 
lengtheningg effects work in languages such as Dutch and English. A better 
understandingg of these durational prosodie markers may be useful for automatic 
speechh recognition, as well as for the improvement of synthetic speech, which still 
sufferss from an unnatural temporal organisation. 

Inn the following section (§5.2), we will summarize the main findings of each 
chapter.. In §5.3, we place the topics of this thesis in a broader perspective, in a 
discussionn of the practical and theoretical implications of our work. Finally, in §5.4, 
wee will mention some limitations of the present research and give suggestions for 
furtherr research. 

5.2.. Summary of main findings 

5.2.1.. Final lengthening 

Theree is a vast literature on final lengthening as a boundary cue. Both in production 
andd perception, boundary depth has been shown to systematically affect the amount 
off final lengthening: a deeper boundary is marked by more final lengthening in 
production,, and listeners use this duration cue to assess boundary depth (for Dutch: 
Nooteboomm & Doodeman, 1980; for English: Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1992; 
Wightmann et al., 1992). The domain which is affected by final lengthening is often 
assumedd to be the final syllable (e.g. Edwards & Beekman, 1988; Berkovits, 1994) or 
rhymee (e.g. Allen et al., 1987; Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1992). Wightman et al. 
(1992)) also found that the final lengthening effect in (American) English is confined 
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too the final rhyme, although they do not consider the effect in the onset of the final 

syllablee separately, and therefore cannot distinguish between the final rhyme or 

syllablee as the domain of final lengthening. Hofhuis' (in prep.) data, on the other 

hand,, indicate that the domain of final lengthening in Dutch may exceed the final 

syllablee at least in some cases. The experiments described in Chapter 2 were meant to 

determinee under which conditions final lengthening may extend further into the word 

thann the final syllable/rhyme. During this search for the factors) influencing the 

domainn of final lengthening, other aspects of final lengthening can be ascertained or 

verifiedd in the process, such as the relation between boundary depth and the amount 

off final lengthening, and the distribution of final lengthening across the constituent-

finall segments. 

Thee production experiments described in §2.2 included four types of boundaries: a 

Prosodiee Word (PW) boundary, a Phonological Phrase (PhP) boundary, an 

Internationall Phrase (IP) boundary, and an Utterance (U) boundary. The IP boundary 

wass consistently marked by more final lengthening than the PhP boundary (by some 

655 ms), which in turn differed only marginally from the PW boundary (8 ms). Occa

sionallyy (for some words and some speakers), more lengthening was found at the U 

boundaryy than at the IP boundary. The final segment's duration is most informative 

forr boundary cueing, since in this segment the different types of boundaries are 

optimallyy distinguished from one another. 

Inn a perception experiment (§2.3.1), it appeared that the (small) durational differ

encee between PW and PhP boundaries could still be used by listeners to distinguish 

betweenn the two. Even though these two boundary types were often confused, they 

weree correctly identified above chance, regardless of whether the original intonation 

contourr was preserved or had been reduced to only a declination line. The high 

correlationn between final syllable durations and the listeners' responses suggest that 

listenerss were indeed led by the input's durations, rather than by other possible 

(prosodiee or segmental) cues. In all, the results are in line with the observations by 

otherss that boundary depth is cued by different amounts of lengthening, and that 

particularlyy Intonational Phrase boundaries are clearly distinguished from lower 

boundariess by lengthening of the preboundary segments. Also, the distribution of 

finall lengthening in Dutch shows a consistent progressive pattern: most of the 

lengtheningg is found in the final syllable, and within the final syllable, most of the 

lengtheningg is found in the final rhyme/segment. 

Ass for the domain which is affected by final lengthening, the final rhyme indeed 

provess to be the unit that is consistently affected. The onset of the final syllable is 

sometimess also lengthened, but not in all cases. The main production experiment 

(§2.2.3)) revealed that the penultimate syllable may be included in the domain of final 
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lengthening,, but only when the final syllable contains a schwa, i.e., when the ex
pandabilityy of the final syllable is low. It is not the case that final lengthening starts in 
thee last stressed syllable, or that it has the final foot as its domain, since this would 
havee given lengthening in more than the final syllable in other words as well (e.g. in 
yucca),yucca), yet the effect of boundary depth is clearly restricted to the segments in the 
finall syllable when this syllable contains a full vowel. A first attempt to address the 
perceptuall relevance of these differences between words (§2.3.2), however, did not 
reveall any effect of specific word type on the preferred domain size across which a 
fixedd amount of lengthening is spread. Only total word duration was found to affect 
thee acceptability of a word's durational structure as a function of boundary depth. The 
findingg that the domain over which final lengthening is spread does not affect the 
acceptabilityy of the words' durational structure suggests that it has little communi
cativee function. On the basis of the results from Chapter 2, we concluded that it is the 
limitedd expandability of a schwa, which is a very short vowel and by definition un
stressed,, in combination with the importance of realizing the appropriate amount of 
finall lengthening, which leads to a final lengthening effect extending further into the 
wordd than the final syllable. So, it seems that the domain of final lengthening is not a 
fixedfixed (prosodie) constituent, but is primarily determined by phonetic restrictions. 

Thee above conclusion is supported by the findings in Chapter 4, when compared to 
thosee in Chapter 2. In Chapter 4, we investigated final lengthening in combination 
withh accentual lengthening. The disyllabic names included in the test materials for 
thatt experiment have a final unstressed syllable ending in either a full vowel (Mina, 
Jannié)Jannié) or a reduced vowel/schwa plus consonant {Kobus, Peter). Looking at the 
effectt of final position in these names, a total lengthening of some 130 ms was found, 
whilee the final two syllables of the target words from Chapter 2 were lengthened by 
onlyy 70 ms (on average).1 Of these 130 ms, some 25 ms (range: 20-31 ms) are found 
inn the initial (penultimate) syllable. So, while the final lengthening effect in Chapter 2 
onlyy extended back into the penultimate syllable when the final syllable contained a 
schwa,, apparently me much larger effect in Chapter 4 exceeds the expansion 
possibilitiess of other types of unstressed syllables too, and hence part of the effect 
spillss over onto the penultimate syllable. This finding contradicts the claim that only a 
finalfinal schwa leads to a larger domain of final lengthening, but does provide support for 

11 Recall that subjects were asked to repeat synthetic utterances without any temporal effects in Chapter 
2,, but not in Chapter  4. Although in Chapter  2 speakers indeed added final lengthening of their  own 
accord,, hence reflecting a natural occurrence of this lengthening effect, this methodology may have 
influencedd the amount of final lengthening. However, (part of) the difference in amount of final 
lengtheningg between Chapter  2 and Chapter  4 could also be due to differences in utterance length, 
utterance-internall  structure, target word lengths and inter-speaker  differences (see also §5.4 below). 
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thee conclusion that this domain is larger than the final syllable only when this syllable 

cannott be lengthened to the desired degree, suggesting that the domain of final 

lengtheningg is predominantly determined by phonetic rather than phonological 

considerations.. So, both the required amount of final lengthening (in order to 

properlyy signal the following boundary) and the expandability of the segments in the 

finall syllable determine whether the domain of final lengthening is restricted to the 

finalfinal syllable or includes the penultimate syllable as well. As far as we can tell, 

differencess in boundary depth are best reflected in the duration of the final segment, 

butt a deeper boundary does not appear to lead to a larger domain of lengthening. 

5.2.2.. Accentual lengthening 

Thee research concerning accentual lengthening in this thesis (Chapter 3) involved an 

experimentall paradigm designed to answer very specific research questions. It does 

nott address the question of the structural conditions under which accentual lengthen

ingg is found, but instead concentrates on the question of which segments are affected. 

Inn Chapter 3, we used contrastive focus to elicit a pitch accent on one of two 

accentablee positions, while our main interest went to units directly adjacent to the 

accentedd syllable. Still, a general comment on the overall size of the accentual 

lengtheningg effects in our data may be in order. In non-final positions, we found an 

averagee lengthening effect of some 50 ms (range: 40-60 ms). Very similar amounts 

weree also found in Chapter 4. In our data, roughly the same absolute amount of 

lengtheningg was found in disyllabic words as in monosyllabic words. So, the accented 

syllablee of a disyllabic word is lengthened less than an accented monosyllabic word 

(onn average, by 35 ms instead of 50 ms), since the former receives only part of the 

totall amount of lengthening. For monosyllabic words, an absolute lengthening of 50 

mss means a lengthening of some 20-25% with respect to unaccented durations, and 

forr disyllabic words, this is a lengthening of some 15%. These amounts are 

comparablee to those reported by others (e.g. Nooteboom, 1972; Sluijter & van 

Heuven,, 1995,1996). 

Ourr primary goal was to investigate whether claims made in the past about different 

domainss of accentual lengthening in Dutch versus English could actually be the result 

off different experimental designs. Research on Dutch seems to show that accentual 

lengtheningg is spread across all syllables in the accented word (e.g. Eefting, 1991; 

Sluijterr & van Heuven, 1995), while data from Turk & Sawusch (1997) suggest that 

thee domain of accentual lengthening in English begins with the accented syllable, i.e., 

doess not include unstressed syllables to the left of the accented syllable. Yet the 

experimentall design employed by Turk & Sawusch differs from that used in studies 
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onn Dutch, and in such a way that the differences in experimental design could explain 
thee different results. We therefore applied the Turk & Sawusch paradigm to Dutch, to 
seee if comparable conditions would give the same results for the two languages or if a 
cross-linguisticc difference could be confirmed. 

Ourr secondary goal was to specify what type of boundary (or boundaries) blocks or 
attenuatess the spreading of accentual lengthening from the accented syllable to 
neighbouringg syllables. Although previous work on Dutch has addressed the question 
whetherr accentual lengthening affects only the accented word and/or the whole of the 
accentedd word (Eefting, 1991; van Heuven, 1993), these previous studies did not 
examinee the actual blocking effect of a word boundary, since the presence vs. absence 
off a word boundary was not included as a variable. Also, while accentual lengthening 
inn Dutch has been claimed to spread throughout the word, it is unclear how (whether) 
thiss word-sized domain can be defined more accurately (as a prosodie word, syntactic 
word,, clitic group?) 

Byy including test units of several types, we were able to investigate the effects of 
thee boundary between onset/rhyme and nucleus/coda, between two syllables, two 
stemss and two content words and between a content word and a function word. 
Withinn the accented syllable, both onset and coda consonants were found to be 
affected,, confirming that at least the whole accented syllable is lengthened. Within the 
accentedd (syntactic) word, we found that unstressed syllables to the right of the pitch 
accentt are lengthened more than unstressed syllables to the left This contradicts 
Sluijterr & van Heuven's (1995) claim that accentual lengthening is spread evenly 
acrosss all syllables in the word, yet is still compatible with their findings, and those of 
Nooteboomm (1972) and Eefting (1991), in that all syllables within the word are 
lengthenedd to some degree. Crucially, our findings for Dutch are also compatible with 
thosee of Turk & Sawusch for English, in that there is an asymmetry between leftward 
andd rightward lengthening. Moreover, Turk & White (1999) provide a more complete 
picturee of accentual lengthening in English, in which syllables to the left of the pitch 
accentt also show a certain amount of lengthening for some subjects (but less than 
syllabless to the right), a picture highly consistent with the picture we now have of 
accentuall lengthening in Dutch. So, these data show that once experimental 
differencess are eliminated, accentual lengthening in Dutch behaves similarly to 
accentuall lengthening in English. 

AA morphosyntactic word boundary was found to have a strong attenuating effect on 
thee spreading of accentual lengthening, in that an unstressed syllable neighbouring 
thee accented syllable is consistently lengthened less when there is an intervening word 
boundaryy than when it belongs to the same word (comparing e.g. da in PAN # 
damastendamasten vs. PANda # masten). The prosodie word boundary between two stems of a 
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compound,, however, has no more effect than a normal syllable boundary (comparing 

thee results for [REISJ^doel],  ̂ vs. [PANda] )̂. Rather, our Dutch data seem to 

indicatee that the left and right edge of a morphological compound (i.e., a syntactic 
word,, rather than a prosodie word) attenuate the spreading of accentual lengthening. 

Wee will come back to this point in §5.3.3 below. 

Inn addition to the compound, we also seem to need the syllable to properly describe 

thee distribution of accentual lengthening. In Turk & White (1999), the weaker 

leftwardd effect within the word is interpreted as an attenuating effect of the left edge 

off an accented syllable. Also, the accented syllable is generally lengthened most, and 

thee distribution of lengthening within the accented syllable seems to be governed by 

differentt principles than within the (syntactic) word. Summarizing, we find that the 

distributionn of accentual lengthening is influenced by syllable boundaries and 

syntacticc word boundaries, but not by the prosodie word boundary between two 

stemss of a compound. We can refute the claim that Dutch and English have different 

domainss of accentual lengthening; rather, the different conclusions for Dutch and 

Englishh drawn in the past can be attributed to differences in experimental design. 

5.23.. The interaction between final and accentual lengthening 

Inn the literature, final lengthening and accentual lengthening are generally studied 

separately,, in order to avoid any confounding of effects. In Chapter 4, an experiment 

iss described which investigates specifically whether there is an interaction between 

finall lengthening and accentual lengthening in Dutch and English. Since, in more 

spontaneouss speech, the nuclear pitch accent often (by default) falls on the last 

accentablee position, it may occur quite often that the word which undergoes final 

lengtheningg is also accented. It is therefore very important for speech synthesis (and 

speechh recognition) to know what happens when final position is combined with 

accent. . 

Inn Chapter 4, the effect of a pitch accent on the duration of the Dutch target words 

iss significantly smaller in final position than in initial or medial position. In non-final 

positions,, an average accentual lengthening effect of 21% (47 ms) was found, an 

amountt similar to that found in Chapter 3 and reported by others (e.g. Nooteboom, 

1972;; Sluijter & van Heuven, 1995, 1996), yet in final position the effect is reduced 

too a mere 4% (13 ms). A similar reduction of accentual lengthening in final position 

wass found in Chapter 3. Initially, the frame sentence for the experiment reported in 

Chapterr 3 was translated literally from the one used by Turk & Sawusch (1997), with 

thee test material in intonational-phrase final position. The accented syllables in intona-

tional-phrasee final or penultimate position were on average only lengthened by 6%, 
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whilee the accented syllables in non-final position were lengthened by 25%. (These 
resultss led to a revision of the frame sentence, see §3.3.3). 

Resultss for the English target words from Chapter 4, on the other hand, show that in 
thiss language the absolute amount of accentual lengthening remains fairly constant 
acrosss sentence positions. Indeed, Turk & Sawusch (1997) also found comparable 
amountss of lengthening across positions in their English study. Only in Dutch, then, 
doo we find a significant interaction between final and accentual lengthening, in mat 
thee presence of final lengthening seems to suppress the realization of accentual 
lengthening.. In English, there seems to be more 'room' within the durational 
limitationss of the language to add accentual lengthening on top of final lengthening. 
Thiss is found not only at the phrasal level, but also at the phonemic level (English 
vowelss exhibit a larger range of durations than Dutch vowels; Elsendoorn, 1984). In 
§4.3,, we argued that durational flexibility may have to be postulated as an 
independentt property, which shows some variation across languages. A difference in 
durationall flexibility may have phonological consequences: higher ceiling durations 
makee duration a more reliable cue in English than in Dutch, and hence a feature more 
readilyy available for signalling multiple linguistic functions. 

S3.S3. Practical and theoretical implications 

Thee experiments reported in each chapter aimed to answer rather specific research 
questions.. The results from these experiments also have some wider implications. In 
§5.3.1,, we will call attention to several observed properties of lengthening effects that 
oughtt to be considered in any comprehensive durational model, e.g. the influence of 
linguisticc structure, language-specific phonetic implementation, and the inter
dependencee of final and accentual lengthening. In §5.3.2, we will reflect on 
difficultiess that may arise when comparing lengthening effects across studies and 
languages,, and in §5.3.3 we will discuss the implications of our results for prosodie 
constituencyy in Dutch. 

53.1.. Lengthening effects: ingredients for  a comprehensive model 

Inn this thesis, two durational phenomena were studied, which were assumed to mark 
aspectss of prosodie structure (cf. Chapter 1). Within a stretch of speech, lengthening 
mayy signal the approach of a constituent boundary and/or the relative prominence of 
aa syllable. In a very simple production model, the speaker may be thought of as 
planningg the locations of accents and boundaries, while both accentual lengthening 
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andd final lengthening follow as part of the phonetic realization of these accents and 

boundaries.. In such a model, accentual lengthening may be viewed as a by-product of 

thee extra time needed to articulate an important syllable clearly, and to make it salient 

(throughh the realization of a pitch movement). As van Heuven & Sluijter (1996) note, 

"thee general claim is that an accented syllable is pronounced more elaborately, 

thereforee more slowly, than an unaccented syllable." (p. 246). Perceptually, this also 

givess the listener more time to recognize the more essential parts of the speech flow. 

Ass for final lengthening, a parallel has been suggested with slowing down at the end 

characteristicc of any mechanical movement (cf. Vaissière, 1983). Fowler (1990), for 

example,, suggests that "[t]he lengthening may reflect the braking that inertial systems 

showw generally as they stop gently." (p. 206). Years earlier, Cooper & Paccia-Cooper 

(1980)) claimed that final lengthening is produced "in order to allow the speaker an 

extraa fraction of time for planning upcoming material in the next phrase", in addition 

too "a general relaxation response" at the ends of major constituents (p. 199). 

Theree are, however, some findings in this thesis and elsewhere which indicate that a 

comprehensivee account of lengthening effects cannot dismiss accentual lengthening 

ass purely a consequence of the time needed to make a syllable salient, or final 

lengtheningg as purely a natural slowing-down phenomenon. Here, we will concen

tratee on relevant observations based on our own data, and on supporting evidence 

fromm the literature bearing on the same issues. 

Firstt of all, in the case of accentual lengthening, we have shown that its distribution 

iss strongly influenced by linguistic structure, which is unexpected if it is merely a by

productt of accentuation. In Chapter 3, a (syntactic) word boundary was found to 

attenuatee the spreading of accentual lengthening. Furthermore, in all of our data on 

accentuall lengthening (from Chapters 3 and 4) we found a fairly consistent absolute 

amountt of accentual lengthening (approximately 50 ms) in all words, which is 

realizedd in the accented syllable when this is the only syllable in the word, but is 

spreadd out across both syllables in disyllabic words. These observations show that the 

distributionn of accentual lengthening is sensitive to word boundaries, and that 

accentuall lengthening spreads over more than just the accented syllable in Dutch 

(providedd that the accented word is polysyllabic). In contrast, pitch movements in 

Dutchh are associated with a particular syllable ('t Hart & Collier, 1975), and the size, 

slopee and timing of a particular type of pitch movement is relatively fixed (cf. 't Hart 

ett al., 1990). Thus, the distribution of accentual lengthening seems to be (partially) 

regulatedd independently of the actual pitch accent. Also, our finding that neither 

accentuall lengthening nor final lengthening are restricted to one syllable imply that 

modelss which consider durational effects within the syllable only (as in Edwards & 

Beekman,, 1988; Beekman, Edwards & Fletcher, 1992; see §1.2) may overlook an 
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importantt aspect of these lengthening effects. 
Secondly,, languages show various kinds of differences in the way that final and 

accentuall lengthening are phonetically implemented. While some observed 
differencess may be accounted for by referring to other structural differences between 
languages,, this is not always the case. In Chapter 4 (§4.3), we noted that English 
seemss to allow for more variability in duration at the segmental level and at the 
phrasall level than Dutch. This led us to the proposition that a certain degree of 
durationall flexibility may be an independent, language-specific property. Indeed, 
Delattree (1966) also found differences in the extent to which different languages 
lengthenn segments under the influence of prominence and boundaries: in a 
comparativee study, he found the largest lengthening effects in English, smaller effects 
inn German and French, and the smallest effects in Spanish. It may be that the 
perceptionn of languages as 'stress-timed' or 'syllable-timed' (terms introduced by 
Pike,, 1945) correlates in some way with the extent to which stressed and unstressed 
syllabless are differentiated durationally (and otherwise); for discussion see e.g. 
Nesporr (1990), Fletcher (1991). This traditional dichotomy can only account for 
somee of the cross-linguistic differences, since it makes no claims about differences 
withinn either the stress-timed or the syllable-timed set of languages. It certainly 
cannott account for the difference we found between English and Dutch, since these 
aree both held to be stress-timed languages. In so far that cross-linguistic temporal 
differencess cannot be independently motivated by other (phonological or phonetic) 
differencess between the relevant languages, they seem to call for a language-specific 
accountt of temporal phenomena, as they have also been developed for intonation (or 
pitch). . 

Inn Chapter 3, we refuted the claim that Dutch and English have different domains 
off accentual lengthening. However, other studies indicate mat there are language-
specificc ways in which accentual lengthening is distributed. Fant, Kruckenberg & 
Nordd (1991), comparing data from English, Swedish and French, find a relatively 
symmetricall distribution of accentual lengthening within the syllable in English, a 
concentrationn of the lengthening in the vowel and coda consonants in Swedish, and a 
reversee asymmetry (lengthening in the vowel and onset consonants) in French. They 
observee that "[t]his finding is coherent with the relevance of VC units in Swedish and 
off CV units in French" (p. 361). The dominance (high frequency) of CV-syllables is 
indeedd larger in French than in Swedish or English (an observation also linked to the 
'stress-timed** vs. 'syllable-timed' dichotomy, see above). The relevance of a VC unit 
inn Swedish is based on the relation between the phonological length of the vowel and 
thatt of the coda consonant; they are inversely related, i.e., a long vowel is followed by 
aa short consonant and a short vowel is followed by a long consonant or a consonant 
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clusterr (Elert, 1964). The segment quantity distinction in Swedish has also been 

foundd to interact with the distribution of accentual lengthening (Bannert, 1979). In 

Swedish,, accentual lengthening primarily affects the long unit, whether this is the 

vowell or the consonant, and hence the quantity distinction is enhanced in accented 

environmentt (Heldner & Strangert, submitted). 

Finally,, the view that final lengthening and accentual lengthening should be 

analyzedd as two separate, independent phenomena may not be appropriate for all 

languages.. In Dutch, these two effects were clearly shown to interact with one another 

(seee Chapter 4). Moreover, the extent to which these effects interact was shown to be 

language-specific.. In the literature, we found evidence for an interdependence of final 

andd accentual lengthening of quite another nature. There are at least two languages 

which,, besides independent occurrences of final and accentual lengthening, also 

exhibitt a lengthening that is both boundary-related and stress-related.2 These are 

Europeann Portuguese (Frota, 1998) and French (Fant, Kruckenberg & Nord, 1991; 

Hirst,, Astésano & Di Cristo, 1998). Fant et al. (1991) compared stress-related 

lengtheningg in French, Swedish and English. They let subjects read (translations of) a 

piecee of text from a Swedish novel, and stresses were assigned through listening. In 

French,, 25 of the 64 stresses occurred in prepausal position (English: 14 out of 77, 

Swedish:: 6 out of 72), and the distribution of stress-related lengthening was found to 

bee different in prepausal positions versus other positions in French only. In non-

prepausall locations, they find stress-related lengthening only in the first part of the 

syllablee (onset and vowel), but in prepausal positions a larger difference between 

stressedd and unstressed syllables is found, which is primarily located in the second 

partt of the syllable (vowel and coda). This is shown in Figure 5.1, which is a copy of 

Fantt et al.'s Figure 2. Note that the extra lengthening in panel (a) vs. (b) is not final 

lengthening;; the figure shows stress-related lengthening, which is larger and 

distributedd differently in prepause vs. other locations. Since the figure shows die 

increaseincrease in duration due to stress (not absolute durations), no information on final 

lengtheningg can be extracted from this figure (nor from the rest of Fant et al.'s paper). 

22 Contrary to our  earlier  definition of 'stress' as a word-level phenomenon, but in agreement wim the 
literatur ee discussed here, the tenn 'stress' in this discussion of French and Portuguese refers to any degree 
off  prominence, as indicated by listeners. 
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Figuree 2. Stress-induced increase in segment durations in French, (a) 
Prepausee locations, (b) Other locations. 

FigureFigure 5.1. Taken from Fant, Kruckenberg & Nord(1991). 

Fantt et al.'s results for French are supported by Hirst, Astésano & Di Cristo (1998). 
Theyy studied accentual lengthening in French, for various types of accent, in the 
onset,, nucleus and coda of the accented syllable. They found accentual lengthening in 
thee coda only when an accent is 'final in a terminal Intonation Unit' (as opposed to 
initiall accents, and accents final in a non-terminal Intonation Unit). This finding is 
consistentt with the results of Fant et al., depicted in Figure 5.1, if we can assume that 
'finall in a terminal Intonation Unit' corresponds to Fant et al.'s 'prepause locations'. 
Inn any case, these findings show that in French, it is not always possible to keep the 
effectss of stress and final position on segment durations apart. This may have to do 
withh the observation that stress typically falls on the final syllable both at the lexical 
andd at the phrasal level in French (Fletcher, 1991), which results in an inherent con
foundingg of prominence and final position. This confounding is evident in the paper 
byy Hirst et al. (1998), in which 'final in a terminal Intonation Unit' is literally used as 
ann accent category. 

Frotaa (1998) runs into a lengthening in European Portuguese that is also related to 

bothh stress and final position. While Fant et al. studied stress-related lengthening and 

foundd that they had to take position into account, Frota studied final lengthening and 

foundd that it was sensitive to stress position. In her study of boundary phenomena, 

Frotaa found two distinct effects: (non-prepausal) IP-final lengthening and prepausal 

lengthening.. The former is the interesting case: at the end of non-prepausal IP's, final 
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lengtheningg was primarily found in the last stressed syllable (also the head of the IP), 

whichh was either the penultimate or the final syllable in the IP. Note that the similarity 

betweenn these findings and Fant et al.'s (1991) findings for French lies in the 

ambiguityy of the lengthening as stress- or boundary-related, since this particular 

lengtheningg requires both stress and final position. They are different in that Frota 

reportss a shift of lengthening from one syllable to another, while Fant et al. report on 

durationall effects of stress and prepausal position within the syllable. Also, Portu

guesee does not have fixed final word stress, and hence does not confound stress and 

finall position inherently (as French arguably does). Frota points out that the con

foundingg in Portuguese could be another manifestation of the important role of heads 

inn that language, and suggests that in this language the last stressed syllable absorbs 

bothh the head-related function of accentual lengthening and the boundary-related 

functionn of IP-final lengthening. 

Summarizing,, we argue that a comprehensive durational model should: 

-- look beyond the level of the accented/final syllable 

-- take effects of linguistic structure into account 

-- allow for language-specific phonetic implementation 

-- consider possible interactions between final and accentual lengthening; 

theyy are not always independent, separable effects. 

53.2.. Lengthening effects: making cross-linguistic comparisons 

Thee experiment described in Chapter 3 was motivated by a careful comparison of the 

experimentall designs of some Dutch and English studies concerned with accentual 

lengthening.. The experiments on Dutch by Eefting (1991) and Sluijter & van Heuven 

(1995,, 1996) placed words in accented and unaccented environments, and their 

materialss seem suitable to address the question whether unstressed (as well as 

stressed)) syllables in an accented word are durationally affected by a pitch accent. 

Thee experiments on English (Turk & Sawusch, 1997; Turk & White, 1999) were 

specificallyy designed to investigate whether unstressed syllables within and outside 

thee accented word are lengthened due to accent, and can therefore address the same 

question.. Still, the results revealed that the different conclusions which have been 

drawnn for these languages on the basis of these studies were an artifact of experi

mentall differences. The issues raised in Chapter 3 thus form a striking illustration of 

thee special care we should take when making claims about cross-linguistic differences 

basedd on different studies. Even when studies may in principle be addressing the 

samee questions, the precise set-up of materials may differ in ways that can influence 

thee results, and hence the conclusions. 
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Inn the previous section, we tried to restrict the discussion of cross-linguistic 
durationall differences to those found in comparative studies, such as in Delattre 
(1966)) and Fant et al. (1991). A comparison of lengthening effects in various 
languagess across studies is not only a precarious venture because of differences in 
experimentall designs, but also because the literature on both final and accentual 
lengtheningg suffers from an inconsistent use of terms. In what follows, we discuss 
somee illustrative discrepancies, contradictions and confusions that we came across in 
thee literature. 

AA good example of disagreement across studies comes from the discussion on the 
universalityy of final lengthening. Vaissière (1983) refers to final lengthening as a 
prosodiee feature common to a very large number of languages, yet mentions Finnish 
(Lehiste,, 1965), Estonian (Lehiste, 1965) and Japanese (Han, 1961) as languages with 
littlee or no final lengthening. Notably, other researchers did find final lengthening in 
twoo of these so-called counterexamples. Krull (1997) refutes me claim that Estonian 
hass no final lengthening. The literature on Japanese is an especially interesting 
examplee of confusion. Besides Vaissiere's reference to Japanese as a language with 
littlee or no final lengthening, Japanese has even been claimed to have sentence-final 
shorteningg (Kaiki & Sagisaka, 1992). Campbell (1992) questions these findings, and 
showedd that Kaiki & Sagisaka's 'sentence-final shortening' was at least partly due to 
aa significant shortening effect of an onset plosive /t/ on a following vowel /a/, in 
combinationn with a predominance of the past-tense marker -ta in sentence-final 
positionn in a written-text-based corpora such as theirs. Indeed, in a controlled experi
mentt Ueyama (1999) found clear lengthening at IP boundaries, but no consistent 
differencee between JP and U in Japanese (that is, results highly similar to those for 
Dutch,, cf. Chapter 2). 

Thee claim made in Berkovits (1984) that Hebrew has no utterance-final lengthening 
iss also later refuted, by Berkovits herself. Berkovits (1991) argues that the different 
findingss for English and Hebrew with respect to utterance-final lengthening in her 
earlierr study were due to differences in speaking rate. 

Maddiesonn (1997), in his work on language universals, claims that lengthening in 
preboundaryy position is a 'universal tendency'. Understandably, he hesitates to call it 
aa true universal. The above examples, however, must have made clear that any 
apparentt counterexamples need to be considered very carefully. 

Ass pointed out earlier, final lengthening is not the only term used for boundary-
relatedd lengthening. Unfortunately, it is far from clear whether what is referred to as 
clause-finalclause-final lengthening by Allen et al. (1987) is the same as Berkovits' (1991) utter-
ance-finalance-final lengthening, or as any of the following terms: phrase-final lengthening 
(e.g.. Ueyama, 1999), preboundary lengthening (e.g. Gussenhoven & Rietveld, 1992), 
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prepausalprepausal lengthening (e.g. Frota, 1998), and/or domain-final lengthening (e.g. 

Fougeronn & Keating, 1997). Although there might be real differences between 

languagess in the types of boundaries that are marked by lengthening, without a 

unifiedd terminology for prosodie constituents that is widely used and agreed upon 

cross-linguistically,, it is virtually impossible to draw explicit conclusions on this 

subjectt from such a diverse set of studies. 

Notee that besides a non-homogeneous terminology, the relationship between 

boundaryy depth and the amount of final lengthening (e.g. Ladd, 1986; Wightman et 

ah,, 1992) may be an additional source of problems when comparing final lengthening 

effectss reported in different studies. Results in terms of amounts of lengthening 

dependd not only on the type of higher constituent that is expected or reported to 

exhibitt final lengthening, but also on the type of material that is used as reference 

condition. . 

Thee literature on stress-related lengthening suffers from a serious confounding of 

thee terms 'stress' and 'accent'. As with final lengthening, the levels or types of 

prominencee that are compared are likely to influence the results. Problems may also 

arisee when comparing findings from different groups of languages, e.g. from stress-

accentt languages vs. tone languages, since the interpretation of a certain term (e.g. 

stress)stress) depends highly on the type of language under investigation. Thus, 

comparisonss across studies on accentual lengthening are not only hindered by a 

confoundingg of terms, but should also take into account the language-specific ways in 

whichh prominence distinctions are made, and in which FO is employed. 

Ass a case in point, let us consider the claim by Potisuk, Gandour & Harper (1996) 

thatt the role of FO as an accent cue is diminished in tone languages (in this case, in 

Thai),, since FO is already employed in making lexical tone contrasts. Each of their 

targett syllables occurs as the first member of either a noun-verb sequence, displaying 

aa strong-strong stress pattern, or of a noun-noun compound, which forms a weak-

strongstrong stress pattern. Crucially, it is not clear from their paper whether it involves a 

stresss distinction at the phrasal level, or only at some lower level (e.g. the word). The 

contributionn of duration in making the strong-weak stress distinction was found to be 

muchh larger than that of FO and intensity. The question is, should this hierarchy of 

cuess be compared to that for lexical stress or for pitch accents in stress-accent 

languages?? Potisuk et al. (1996), apparently unaware of the fact that only pitch 

accents,, but not lexical stresses, are marked by FO in stress accent languages, simply 

comparee their results with the reported cues to accent Considering the results, 

however,, it may be more appropriate to compare this prominence distinction in Thai 

too lexical stress in other languages. 
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533.533. Lengthening effects: evidence for  prosodie constituents 

Prosodiee phonology provides the constituents which serve as the domain of 

applicationn for phonological rules, and which account for some of the acoustic 

patternss found in the phonetic realization of language. The definitions of some 

prosodiee constituents in Dutch, given and discussed in Chapter 1, are primarily based 

onn phonological evidence, and subsequently used as a basis for setting up our 

materials.. Conversely, the durational data obtained in this thesis potentially provide 

evidencee for the physical (and psychological) reality of certain constituents. 

Thee final lengthening data confirm that the right edge of intonational phrases is 

clearlyy marked by lengthening. The domain which is lengthened is arguably not a 

prosodiee constituent, but is determined by phonetic considerations. The domain of 

accentuall lengthening, on the other hand, does seem to be constrained by linguistic 

structure.. In Chapter 3, we found that the unit most suitable for describing the 

patternss in the data obtained so far is the compound, i.e. the terminal element of the 

syntacticc tree. While the prosodie word may correspond to this unit in some 

languages,, this is not the option proposed for Dutch: in Dutch, each member of a 

compoundd is said to form a separate prosodie word (Nespor & Vogel, 1986). The 

currentt Dutch prosodie hierarchy therefore does not provide us with the constituent 

apparentlyy most appropriate to describe the distribution of accentual lengthening. 

Iss there any other evidence for the compound as a relevant phonological or 

prosodiee constituent in Dutch? As a matter of fact, there might be, if we take a closer 

lookk at some phonological processes which have formerly been claimed to have the 

phonologicall phrase as their domain. Dutch has two phonological rules of voice 

assimilation,, traditionally called Progressive Assimilation and Regressive Assimi

lationn (Booij, 1995). The rule of Progressive Assimilation states that a fricative is 

devoicedd after a voiceless obstruent, and the rule of Regressive Assimilation states 

thatt voiceless obstruents become voiced before a voiced stop, as exemplified in (1) 

(takenn from Booij, 1995): 

(1)) Progressive 

Assimilation n 

Regressive e 

Assimilation n 

opvallend d 

a/val l 

stoepzout t 

klapband d 

koofc&oek k 

misdaad d 

'remarkable' ' 

'trash' ' 

'pavementt salt' 

'flatt tyre' 

'cookingg book' 

'crime' ' 

pv v 

fv v 

pz z 

Pb b 

kb b 

sd d 

- tpf] ] 

-m -m 
- [ps] ] 

-Eb:] ] 

- [gb] ] 
- [zd] ] 
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Menertt (1994) argues that since the application of these rules is sensitive to speech 

ratee and style, they must have a constituent at least the size of the phonological phrase 

ass their domain, on the basis of the claim that below this level 'performance factors' 

suchh as speech rate and style do not influence prosodie structure. Booij (1995), 

instead,, claims that "Phonological rules like Progressive Assimilation, which apply 

obligatorilyy within prosodie words and compounds, become optional in larger 

domains:: for instance, in phonological phrases." (Booij, 1995: p. 59). He then goes 

onn to use the term 'prosodie compounds' to refer to the complex words within which 

thesee rules apply. If his claim about the environments in which these phonological 

ruless apply is correct, it seems to provide phonological evidence for the compound as 

aa relevant unit for Dutch phonology. So, while the prosodie word in Dutch is said to 

bee as large as the stem because the stem serves as the domain of syllabification, r-

coo louring and coordination reduction, the compound also seems to be a relevant unit 

inn Dutch, serving as the domain of voice assimilation and of accentual lengthening. 

Noticee that the issue cannot simply be solved by proposing a recursive prosodie 

wordd node (the compound), which joins together lower prosodie words (stems), since 

inn principle phonological rules cannot refer to these finer distinctions within existing 

levelss (Dresher, 1994). Rather, recursive structure is proposed precisely when both 

thee higher and the lower constituents in such a structure within one level display the 

samee behaviour with respect to a certain rule or phenomenon. For instance, Booij 

(1995)) incorporates clitics into the prosodie word because a clitic+host combination 

formss one domain of syllabification (and the domain of syllabification is the prosodie 

word).. Similarly, Ladd & Campbell (1991) propose that domains within a recursive 

structuree allow boundaries of the same type to be realized with different strengths 

(nott different means!). If a phonological rule or phonetic process needs to refer 

specificallyy to the compound as its domain of application, while other rules refer to 

thee stem, this typically constitutes evidence for a separate level of constituency (cf. 

Nesporr & Vogel, 1986). 

Wee leave the issue of how the syntactic compound should be integrated into the 

prosodiee hierarchy, and the analysis of multiple compounds, for future research, since 

ourr knowledge on this subject is too limited, and it is beyond the scope of this study. 

5.4.. Limitation s and suggestions for  further  research 

Thee largest part of this thesis is concerned with the production of final lengthening 

andd accentual lengthening. In Chapter 2, two perception experiments (an 

identificationn experiment and an acceptability experiment) involving final length-
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eningg were described. The identification experiment (§2.3.1) served to demonstrate 
thee importance of the final lengthening effect found in the production for boundary 
perception.. The acceptability experiment (§2.3.2) was a preliminary attempt to 
addresss the perceptual importance of the domain across which final lengthening is 
spread,, yet the distributional alterations made in the stimuli did not affect the 
acceptabilityy of the target words' durational structure. Clearly, less conservative 
variationss are needed in order to find significant acceptability effects. In our 
experience,, however, despite the ever-improving speech resynthesis possibilities, 
alteringg segment durations synthetically for experimental purposes still raises 
problems,, probably because in natural speech the duration of a segment affects the 
extentt to which it is spectrally reduced, and because its duration is evaluated with 
respectt to the duration of surrounding segments. Thus, the interaction of the duration 
off one particular segment with that of other segments and with its spectral quality 
makess it difficult to study the effects of independently changing segment durations. 
Still,, the progressive distribution of final lengthening versus the relatively linear 
distributionn of accentual lengthening is bound to play a role in perception, yet the 
perceptuall relevance of these different distributions remains an almost unexplored 
topic. . 

Ass far as the production of final lengthening is concerned, the largest gap in our 
knowledgee is an explanation of the variation in the amount of final lengthening. 
Whilee boundary depth has a well-established effect on this amount, there also seem to 
bee differences between words, speakers, and effects of constituent length (e.g. 
utterancee length) and/or constituent-internal structure, and maybe more. Little is 
knownn about how to account more precisely for the variability in amounts of final 
lengthening.. It is a relevant issue from the perspective of speech synthesis and 
automaticc speech recognition; as yet, many synthesis systems have no more than a 
three-levell distinction for lengthening at boundaries, since it is unclear whether 
listenerss would profit from any finer distinctions. 

Withinn the experimental design employed in Chapter 3 to investigate accentual 
lengthening,, some logical extensions would be to include longer words (i.e. with 
moree unstressed syllables between the two stressed syllables), to add a 'baseline' 
conditionn with no accent on either of the stressed syllables (as is done in Turk & 
White,, 1999), and to continue the search for the precise unit within which accentual 
lengtheningg is not attenuated. Future research will be aimed at the latter objective, 
investigatingg in more detail the behaviour of function words within the Turk & 
Sawuschh (1997) design. 

Thee paradigm used in Turk & Sawusch (1997), and replicated in Chapter 3 for 
Dutch,, necessitates the use of nonsense-word combinations. The paradigm is pre-
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eminentlyy usable to tease apart the effects of position in the word and directional 

effects,, and to have the same segmental material (the so-called test unit) across 

conditions,, but generalizations to normal speech should be made with caution. In 

particular,, we know very little about the realization of contrastive accents (as elicited 

inn Chapter 3) as compared to non-contrastive accents. We are not too concerned 

aboutt our use of metalinguistic contrasts: Sluijter & van Heuven (1995), comparing 

wordss in sentences with a metalinguistic interpretation (Did you say 'COFfin' or 

'MUFfin'?)'MUFfin'?) with normally focused words (Did you buy a COFfin or a MUFfin?), 

showedd that there are no durational differences between the two. Also, in Heldner & 

Strangert'ss (submitted) paper on Swedish accentual lengthening, no differences were 

foundd with respect to lengthening between accents elicited through emphatic focus 

(Q:: 'Who is draining the pond?' A: The MAN is draining the pond) versus contrastive 

focuss (Q: 'Is it the man or the woman that is draining the pond?' A: The MAN is 

drainingdraining the pond). However, we think it likely that accents systematically elicited 

(oftenn through focus manipulation, with the use of precursor questions as above) in 

ann experimental task and environment, being more emphatic than accents found in 

spontaneouss speech, exhibit much larger and clearer cues than normal accents. There

fore,, it remains to be seen to what extent our results can be generalized to other types 

off accent occurring more often in normal speech. Work on the realization of contras

tivee accents versus spontaneous pitch accents would therefore be welcomed. 

Thee finding in Chapter 4 that accentual lengthening is strongly reduced in final 

positionn in Dutch raises a number of related questions. First of all, it makes one 

wonderr what happens to other accent cues in final position, such as pitch movement, 

amplitude,, spectral quality and spectral tilt In Chapter 4, a preliminary attempt was 

madee to investigate the effect of final position on pitch excursion size. The data 

indicatee that pitch excursions are slightly smaller in final position than in non-final 

positions,, yet the reduction in pitch excursion size is not nearly as drastic as that of 

thee amount of lengthening. A more full-scale study of the strength of each of the 

accentaccent cues in final position is called for to confirm these findings. As a matter of fact, 

thee hierarchy of cues to accent (i.e., the relative strength of each acoustic correlate of 

accent)) needs to be re-established for final positions, since the durational cue in final 

positionn is reduced at least in production. While accentual lengthening is apparently 

suppressedd by final lengthening, other acoustic parameters marking accent are not 

alsoo used to mark boundaries, and so these accent cues (especially amplitude, spectral 

qualityquality and spectral tilt) may remain unaffected in final position because they need 

nott compete with boundary cues. One could even imagine that other accent cues are 

strengthenedd in final position, in order to compensate for the reduction of the 

durationall cue. 
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Sincee a reduced durational effect in production is likely to affect the role of 
durationn in perception, new perception experiments are also in order. In particular, we 
wouldd like to know whether or not the reduction of accentual lengthening in final 
positionn affects prominence perception, or if other accent cues can fill up the gap left 
byy the (at this point speculative) reduced role of duration. 

Inn disyllabic names with initial stress, still only a very small amount of accentual 
lengtheningg was found in final position, even though it is then the penultimate 
syllablee which is accented. Apparently, the interaction between final lengthening and 
accentuall lengthening is not only found when the final syllable is accented, but also 
whenn the penultimate syllable is accented. It could be the case that accentual 
lengtheningg is reduced when the accented word is in final position, or that there have 
too be at least two syllables between the accented syllable and the boundary invoking 
finall lengthening. In other words, more research is needed to establish what the 
minimall distance of an accent to the boundary should be, and in what terms this 
distancee should be stated, in order to find a 'normal' amount of accentual lengthening 
(comparablee to that found in initial and medial positions). 

Finally,, in contrast to the abundance of literature on the acoustics of boundary 
markerss and accent cues, there is very little work on articulatory correlates. In the 
presentt context, articulatory studies may prove useful for disentangling the effects of 
variouss factors inducing lengthening. At the word level, on the basis of duration alone 
itt is hard to distinguish between a stronger rightward effect of accentual lengthening, 
leadingg to longer durations for word-final unstressed syllables, and a combined effect 
off accentual lengthening and word-final lengthening (cf. Turk & White, 1999). At a 
higherr level, it would be interesting to know more about the articulatory features of 
accentt in final position, so that we can specify more precisely how final lengthening 
interactss with accentual lengthening. 
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Appendixx A. 

Overvieww of relevant pitch movements from't Hart, Collier & Cohen (1990) 

11 = fast accent-lending rise, early in the syllable 

22 - fast non-accent lending rise, very late in the syllable 

44 = gradually rising pitch: inclination 

AA = fast accent-lending fall, rather late in the syllable 

BB = fast non-accent lending fall, very early in the syllable or in between syllables 

OO = lower declination line 
00 = upper declination line 
&& = combination of movements associated with the same syllable 

Examples: : 

fromm chapter 2 fromm chapter 4 

7£ 7£ 
OO 1&A O 

Piett wil die rare rodoDENdron planten, gek als hij is. 

7£ 7£ 7£ 7£ 
OO 1&A O 1&A 

Volgenss MIJ sprak Ko met JAN over Mie. 

z z X X 
OO 1 0 B O 

Piett wil die rare rodoDENdron planten, gek als hij is. 
OO 1&A 4 A O 

Volgenss MIJ sprak Ko met JAN over Mie. 

AA A 
OO 1&A O 2&B O 

Piett wil die rare rodoDENdron planten, gek als hij is. 

(pitchh accent on mij is optional) 
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Appendixx B. 

Meann segment durations and standard deviations from the Pilot study on final 
lengthening,, cf. §2.2.2. 

TableTable B I. (corresponding with Figure 2.1) Mean segment durations and standard 

deviationss (in parentheses) for the lexical target word rododendron. 

boundar yy  • 

segmentt  T 

r r 

o: : 

d d 

o: : 

d d 

8 8 

11 1 

d d 

r r 

0 0 

n n 

si i 

PW W 
meann s.d . 

555 (15 ) 

1255 (21 ) 

499 (13 ) 

922 (29 ) 

622 (15 ) 

1033 (14 ) 

700 (12 ) 

266 (5 ) 

400 (15 ) 

755 (17 ) 

599 (98 ) 

488 (13 ) 

PhP P 

meann s.d . 

522 (13 ) 

1311 (20 ) 

499 (13 ) 

977 (21 ) 

644 (14 ) 

1077 (15 ) 

700 (12 ) 

288 (8 ) 

411 (11 ) 

766 (16 ) 

633 (10 ) 

555 (18 ) 

I P P 

meann s.d . 

522 (17 ) 

1366 (22 ) 

488 (12 ) 

922 (23 ) 

655 (16 ) 

1111 (14 ) 

800 (11 ) 

300 (10 ) 

455 (11 ) 

966 (18 ) 

1011 (22 ) 

1144 (68 ) 

U U 

meann s.d . 

511 (14 ) 

1333 (23 ) 

511 (12 ) 

933 (25 ) 

633 (16 ) 

1088 (19 ) 

766 (12 ) 

300 (9 ) 

477 (11 ) 

955 (22 ) 

1044 (19 ) 
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TableTable B II. (corresponding with Figure 2.2) Mean segment durations and standard 

deviationss (in parentheses) for the reiterant target word papapapa. 

boundar yy

segmentt  * 

P P 

a: : 

P P 

a: : 

P P 

a: : 

P P 

a: : 

si i 

PW W 
meann s.d . 

1000 (16 ) 

1222 (20 ) 

733 (10 ) 

944 (19 ) 

922 (6 ) 

1500 (16 ) 

766 (10 ) 

922 (13 ) 

733 (13 ) 

PhP P 

meann s.d . 

977 (11 ) 

1233 (22 ) 

744 (8 ) 

955 (21 ) 

922 (11 ) 

1544 (16 ) 

744 (12 ) 

988 (15 ) 

799 (25 ) 

I P P 

meann s.d . 

955 (14 ) 

1222 (21 ) 

733 (11 ) 

955 (22 ) 

911 (11 ) 

1599 (25 ) 

888 (11 ) 

1500 (34 ) 

1299 (52 ) 

U U 

meann s.d . 

955 (10 ) 

1177 (26 ) 

777 (7 ) 

899 (21 ) 

911 (9 ) 

1544 (24 ) 

877 (9 ) 

1666 (34 ) 
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Appendixx C. 

Testt sentences and their translations for the Main production experiment on final 
lengthening,, cf. §2.2.3. 

harmonika a 
PWW Jan hoorde een mooi harmonikageluid, hier ver vandaan. 

Jann heard a nice concertinasound, here far away-from 
'Jann heard a nice concertinasound, far away from here.' 

PhPP Jan heeft een mooie harmonika gehoord, hier ver vandaan. 
Jann has a nice concertina heard, here far away-from 
'Jann has heard a nice concertina, far away from here.' 

IPP Jan hoort een mooie harmonika, gespeeld hier ver vandaan. 
Jann hears a nice concertina, played here far away-from 
'Jann hears a nice concertina, played far away from here.' 

IP'' Jan de Groot hoort een mooie harmonika, gespeeld hier ver vandaan. 
Jann de Groot hears a nice concertina, played here far away-from 
'Jann de Groot hears a nice concertina, played far away from here.' 

UU Gespeeld hier ver vandaan hoort Jan een mooie harmonika. 
Playedd here far away-from hears Jan a nice concertina 
'Playedd far away from here Jan hears a nice concertina.' 

U'' Gespeeld hier ver vandaan hoort Jan de Groot een mooie harmonika. 
Playedd here far away-from hears Jan de Groot a nice concertina 
'Playedd far away from here Jan de Groot hears a nice concertina.' 

marathon n 
PWW Jan was een goede marathonloper, in zijn jonge jaren. 

Jann was a good marathonrunner, in his young years 
'Jann was a good marathonrunner, in his younger years.' 

PhPP Jan kon een goede marathon lopen, in zijn jonge jaren. 
Jann could a good marathon run, in his young years 
'Jann could run a good marathon, in his younger years.' 

IPP Jan liep een goede marathon, lopend in zijn jonge jaren. 
Jann ran a good marathon, running in his young years 
'Jann ran a good marathon, running in his younger years.' 

IP'' Jan Scholten liep een goede marathon, lopend in zijn jonge jaren. 
Jann Scholten ran a good marathon, running in his young years 
'Jann Scholten ran a good marathon, running in his younger years.' 

UU Vroeger in zijn jonge jaren liep Jan een goede marathon. 
Inn the past in his young years ran Jan a good marathon 
'Inn the past in his younger years, Jan ran a good marathon.' 

U'' Vroeger in zijn jonge jaren liep Jan Scholten een goede marathon. 
Inn the past in his young years ran Jan Scholten a good marathon 
'Inn the past in his younger years, Jan Scholten ran a good marathon.' 
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mode e 
PWW Henk is een dwaze modevolger, zijn vrienden daarbij meeslepend. 

Henkk is a crazy fashionfollower, his friends thereby carrying-along 
'Henkk is a crazy fashion follower, thereby carrying his friends along.' 

PhPP Henk wil de laatste mode volgen, zijn vrienden daarbij meeslepend. 
Henkk wants-to the latest fashion follow, his friends thereby carrying-along 
'Henkk wants to follow the latest fashion, thereby carrying his friends along.' 

IPP Henk volgt de laatste mode, volgens zijn vrienden daar bij meetkunde. 
Henkk follows the latest fashion, according to his friends there at geometry 
'Henkk follows the latest fashion, according to his friends there at geometry.' 

IP'' Henk Jansen volgt de laatste mode, volgens zijn vrienden daar bij meetkunde. 
Henkk Jansen follows the latest fashion, according to his friends there at geometry 
'Henkk Jansen follows the latest fashion, according to his friends there at geometry.' 

UU Volgens zijn vrienden daar bij meetkunde volgt Henk de laatste mode. 
Accordingg to his friends there at geometry follows Henk the latest fashion 
'Accordingg to his friends there at geometry Henk follows the latest fashion.' 

U'' Volgens zijn vrienden daar bij meetkunde volgt Henk Jansen de laatste mode. 
Accordingg to his friends there at geometry follows Henk Jansen the latest fashion 
'Accordingg to his friends there at geometry Henk Jansen follows the latest fashion.' 

tandem m 
PWW Zij gaat op weg met een snelle tandemrijder, door de mooie duinen. 

Shee goes away with a fast tandemrider, through the beautiful dunes 
'Shee goes away with a fast tandem rider, through the beautiful dunes.' 

PhPP Zij gaan vandaag met een snelle tandem rijden, door de mooie duinen. 
Theyy go today with a fast tandem ride, through the beautiful dunes 
'Theyy are going to ride with a fast tandem today, through the beautiful dunes.' 

IPP Zij zijn op weg met een snelle tandem, rijdend door de mooie duinen. 
Theyy are away with a fast tandem, riding through the beautiful dunes 
'Theyy are away with a fast tandem, riding through the beautiful dunes.' 

JP'' Zij zijn vandaag op weg met een snelle tandem, rijdend door de mooie duinen. 
Theyy are today away with a fast tandem, riding through the beautiful dunes 
'Theyy are away with a fast tandem today, riding through the beautiful dunes.' 

UU Rijdend door de mooie duinen zijn zij op weg met een snelle tandem. 
Ridingg through the beautiful dunes are they away with a fast tandem 
'Ridingg through the beautiful dunes, they are away with a fast tandem.' 

ITT Rijdend door de mooie duinen zijn zij vandaag op weg met een snelle tandem. 
Ridingg through the beautiful dunes are they today away with a fast tandem 
'Ridingg through the beautiful dunes, they are away with a fast tandem today.' 
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yypca a 
PWW Piet wil die rare yuccaplanten, gek als hij is. 

Piett wants those strange yuccaplants, crazy as he is 
'Piett wants those strange yucca plants, crazy as he is.' 

PhPP Piet wil die rare yucca planten, gek als hij is. 
Piett wants-to that strange yucca plant, crazy as he is 
Tiett wants to plant that strange yucca, crazy as he is.' 

IPP Piet wil die rare yucca, plantengek als hij is. 
Piett wants that strange yucca, plantcrazy as he is 
'Piett wants that strange yucca, plant crazy as he is. 

IP'' Piet Mulder wil die rare yucca, plantengek als hij is. 
Piett Mulder wants that strange yucca, plantcrazy as hee is 
'Piett Mulder wants that strange yucca, plant crazy as he is.' 

UU Plantengek als hij is wil Piet die rare yucca. 
Plantt crazy as he is wants Piet that strange yucca 
'Plantt crazy as he is, Piet wants that strange yucca.' 

U'' Plantengek als hij is wil Piet Mulder die rare yucca. 
Plantt crazy as he is wants Piet Mulder that strange yucca 
'Plantt crazy as he is, Piet Mulder wants that strange yucca.' 
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Appendixx D. 

Meann segment durations and standard deviations from the Main production experi
mentt on final lengthening, cf. §2.2.3, correponding with Figure 2.4. 

TableTable D I. Mean segment durations and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the 
targett word harmonika. 

boundar yy  • 
segmentt  • 

h h 

a a 

r r 

m m 

o: : 

n n 

i i 

k k 

a: : 

PW W 
meann s.d . 

50 0 

79 9 

18 8 

76 6 

127 7 

51 1 

72 2 

88 8 

137 7 

(14 ) ) 

(14 ) ) 

(12 ) ) 

(11 ) ) 

(15 ) ) 

(12 ) ) 

(10 ) ) 

(13 ) ) 

(21 ) ) 

PhP P 
meann s.d . 

50 0 

80 0 

22 2 

82 2 

127 7 

48 8 

74 4 

89 9 

141 1 

(12 ) ) 

(15 ) ) 

(13 ) ) 

(10 ) ) 

(19 ) ) 

(9 ) ) 

(13 ) ) 

(12 ) ) 

(24 ) ) 

I P P 
mean n 

49 9 

78 8 

23 3 

78 8 

134 4 

53 3 

81 1 

90 0 

168 8 

s.d . . 

(12 ) ) 

(19 ) ) 

(11 ) ) 

(10 ) ) 

(19 ) ) 

(13 ) ) 

(10 ) ) 

(9 ) ) 

(22 ) ) 

Ü Ü 
m e an n 

61 1 

77 7 

20 0 

79 9 

127 7 

54 4 

73 3 

99 9 

185 5 

s.d . . 

(18 ) ) 

(18 ) ) 

(10 ) ) 

(12 ) ) 

(14 ) ) 

(9 ) ) 

(10 ) ) 

(14 ) ) 

(33 ) ) 

TableTable DII. Mean segment durations and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the 
targett word marathon. 

boundar yy
segmentt  * 

m m 

a: : 

r r 

a: : 

t t 

0 0 

n n 

PW W 
meann s.d . 

99 9 

123 3 

33 3 

90 0 

87 7 

77 7 

72 2 

(12 ) ) 

(33 ) ) 

(7 ) ) 

(15 ) ) 

(11 ) ) 

(22 ) ) 

(26 ) ) 

PhP P 
meann s.d . 

955 (12 ) 

1188 (41 ) 

355 (10 ) 

855 (16 ) 

911 (13 ) 

755 (24 ) 

799 (14 ) 

I P P 
mean n 

95 5 

119 9 

38 8 

92 2 

99 9 

94 4 

124 4 

s.d . . 

(11 ) ) 

(36 ) ) 

(12 ) ) 

(18 ) ) 

(15 ) ) 

(20 ) ) 

(34 ) ) 

U U 
m e an n 

88 8 

115 5 

37 7 

85 5 

104 4 

99 9 

118 8 

s.d . . 

(10 ) ) 

(32 ) ) 

(7 ) ) 

(21 ) ) 

(12 ) ) 

(25 ) ) 

(19 ) ) 
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TableTable D III.  Mean segment durations and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the 

targett word mode. 

boundaryy • 

segmentt » 

m m 

o: : 

d d 

9 9 

PW W 

meann s.d. 

899 (15) 

1566 (12) 

422 (9) 

711 (19) 

PhP P 

meann s.d. 

922 (10) 

1600 (15) 

466 (10) 

755 (14) 

IP P 

meann s.d. 

933 (12) 

1800 (17) 

488 (15) 

1099 (22) 

U U 

meann s.d. 

933 (120) 

1799 (11) 

477 (5) 

1133 (25) 

TableTable D IV. Mean segment durations and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the 

targett word tandem. 

boundaryy • 

segmentt » 

t t 

E E 

n n 

d d 

o o 

m m 

PW W 

meann s.d. 

1144 (19) 

844 (13) 

900 (15) 

244 (6) 

622 (18) 

955 (10) 

PhP P 

meann s.d. 

1166 (14) 

811 (9) 

900 (10) 

299 (12) 

566 (17) 

1022 (17) 

IP P 

meann s.d. 

1211 (14) 

877 (11) 

933 (11) 

388 (12) 

777 (19) 

1377 (27) 

Ü Ü 

meann s.d. 

1144 (12) 

922 (7) 

977 (15) 

299 (10) 

699 (18) 

1244 126) 

TableTable D V. Mean segment durations and standard deviations (in parentheses) for the 

targett word yucca. 

boundaryy • 

segmentt T 

j j 

u u 

k k 

a: : 

PW W 

meann s.d. 

599 (12) 

922 (8) 

766 (11) 

1000 (18) 

PhP P 

meann s.d. 

611 (11) 

933 (9) 

788 (12) 

1066 (16) 

IP P 

meann s.d. 

644 (10) 

933 (13) 

922 (16) 

1699 (19) 

U U 

meann s.d. 

577 (12) 

922 (12) 

933 (18) 

1800 (121 
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Appendixx E. 

Testt material for the accentual lengthening experiment, cf. §3.3. 

Forr each test item (underlined), only the word boundary positions are shown; all 
itemss also occurred with a pitch accent either on the first or on the second stressed 
syllable. . 

regularr Dutch spelling EPAA notation 

(otherr pronunciations are also possible) 

naamm ijlen 

doemm eer 

bijll allen 

laaii op 

rijprijp oker 

diepp in 

dieff ooien 

wijff oud 

buigg assen 

wiegg aan 

-- na mijlen 

-- doe meer 

-- bij lallen 

-- la top 

-- rij poker 

-- die pin 

-- die fooien 

-- wij fout 

-- bui gassen 

-- wie gaan 

/namm 'eitan/ -

/dumm 'ear/ 

/beitt 'abn/ -

/lartt 'op/ 

/reipp 'o:kar/ -

/dipp W 

/diff 'oyan/ -

/ueiff 'aut/ 

/bocyxx 'assn/ -

/uixx 'a:n/ 

/na;; 'meibn/ 

/duu 'mea7 

/beii Wan/ 

/la:: 'top/ 

/reii 'po:kar/ 

/dii 'pm/ 

/dii 'foijsn/ 

/ueii 'faut/ 

/baeyy 'xasan/ 

/uii 'xa:n/ 

syllable e 

versiee garen 

dinarr moedig 

torgöö sjalen 

moessojii eindig 

Helgaa rage 

durfall machtig 

pandaa masten 

hieromm ringen 

Balkann toren 

ijverr werken 

verr sigaren 

dienn armoedig 

torr socialen 

moess oneindig 

hell garage 

durff almachtig 

pann damasten 

hierr omringen 

ball kantoren 

eii verwerken 

/versii 'xaa-on/ 

/dinarr 'muöW 

/torso:: 'Jkbn/ 

/musonn 'eindsx/ 

/helxa:: 'ra:^/ 

/dYrfall 'maxtex/ 

/panda:: 'mastsn/ 

/hiiromm 'rmsn/ 

/balkann 'toron/ 

/eivsrr 'uerkon/ 

-- /ver si'xairan/ 

-- /din ar'mudax/ 

-- /tor so:'Ja:lan/ 

-- /mus on'eindax/ 

-- /hel xai'rags/ 

-- /dyrf al'moxtex/ 

-- /pan dai'mastsn/ 

-- /hi:r om'rirjan/ 

-- /bal kan'tonran/ 

-- /ei var'uerksn/ 
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stem m 

ijsvrijj blijvend 

zoutzeee waardig -

reisdoell matig 

zinvoll brengen 

randstadd huizen -

trouwmiss plaatsen -

zoeklichtt zinnig -

noodweerr spiegel -

landgoedd koper 

nepleerr gierig 

functionn word 

gooii de tak 

noemm de plaats 

vull dê tas 

verff dg deur 

stell de vraag 

koopp een krant 

kiess gen kleur 

proeff eejQ saus 

strijkk ÊÊD blouse 

zoekk een plek 

pompp z& vol 

bakk z& bruin 

wekk ze vroeg 

zett ze terug 

helpp ze. goed 

knipp hem kaal 

verff hem paars 

maakk hem klein 

geeff hem bier 

schrijff hem gauw 

eiss vrijblijvend 

zoutt zeewaardig 

reiss doelmatig 

zinn volbrengen 

randd stadhuizen 

trouww misplaatsen 

zoekk lichtzinnig 

noott weerspiegel 

landd goedkoper 

nepp leergierig 

/eisfreii 'bleivant/ 

/zautse:: 'ranrdax/ 

/reisdull 'martax/ 

/zinvoll 'brerjan/ 

/rantstatt 'haeyzan/ 

/traumiss 'plaitsan/ 

/zuklrxtt 'zmax/ 

/noitueirr 'spixal/ 

/lantxutt 'korpar/ 

/neple:rr 'xiirax/ 

/eiss frei'bleivant/ 

/'zautt se:'Dan:cbx/ 

/'reiss dul'maitax/ 

/"zinn vol'brerjan/ 

/rantt stat'hceyzan/ 

/trauu mis'plaitsan/ 

/zukk lrxt'zmax/ 

/no:tt ue:r'spixal/ 

/lantt xut'koipar/ 

/nepp leir'xiirax/ 

/xo:ii da 'tak/ 

/numm da 'plaits/ 

/VYII da 'tas/ 

/verff da 'dan:/ 

/stell da 'vrarx/ 

/koipp an 'krant/ 

/kiss an 'klera:/ 

/pruff an 'saus/ 

/streikk an 'blus/ 

/zukk an 'plek/ 

/pompp sa 'vol/ 

/bokk sa 'broeyn/ 

Zoekk sa Vrux/ 

/zett sa 'tryx/ 

/helpp sa 'xut/ 

/knipp am 'kail/ 

/verff am 'pais/ 

/markk am 'klein/ 

/ge:ff am 'bia:/ 

/sreiff am 'xau/ 
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Appendixx F. 

Resultss for the accentual lengthening experiment, cf. §3.3. 

TableTable F I. Duration of first and second stressed units and test units (in ms) per type of 
testt unit, accent condition, word position (when applicable) and function word (when 
applicable). . 

test t 
segment t 

test t 
syllable e 

test t 

stem m 

test t 
function n 
word d 

A_u u 
u_A A 

A_u u 
u_A A 

A_u u 
u_A A 

A_u u 
u_A A 

1stt  stressed unit 

150.4 4 

114.8 8 

232.5 5 

197.0 0 

293.2 2 

253.3 3 

290.6 6 

239.5 5 

testt  unit 

word-initial l 

105.9 9 
123.1 1 

154.9 9 

159.0 159.0 

201.4 4 

203.9 9 

de e 

91.8 8 

89.0 0 

een n 

115.8 8 

114.8 8 

word-final l 

86.2 2 

76.3 3 

171.3 3 

152.9 9 

221.1 1 

196.2 2 

hem m 

136.2 2 

130.6 6 

ze e 

152.1 1 

148.5 5 

2ndd stressed unit 

151.8 8 
171.2 2 

235.1 1 

258.4 4 

228.0 0 

248.2 2 

265.6 6 

299.2 2 
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Appendixx G. 

Resultss for the interaction experiment, cf. §4.2. 

TableTable G I. Mean durations and standard deviations (in parentheses) in ms of the 

monosyllabicc and disyllabic names and all names taken together for each language, 

brokenn down by accent condition (accented/unaccented) and position in the phrase. 

language e • • 

accentt condition • 

names»» position» 

MONO --
SYLLABI C C 

DI --
SYLLABI C C 

AL L L 

initia l l 

medial l 

final final 

initia l l 

medial l 

final final 

initia l l 

medial l 

final final 

DUTCH H 

accented d 

n=488 per cell 

219.55 (40.9) 

215.11 (31.7) 

303.88 (61.8) 

318.44 (47.0) 

317.33 (46.9) 

424.55 (73.1) 

n=966 per cell 

269.00 (66.2) 

266.22 (65.0) 

364.11 (90.6) 

unaccented d 

n=966 per cell 

169.22 (33.7) 

176.66 (30.4) 

290.44 (61.2) 

262.44 (42.2) 

274.66 (46.4) 

410.88 (78.0) 

n=1922 per cell 

215.88 (60.3) 

225.66 (62.8) 

350.66 (92.4) 

ENGLISH H 

accented d 

n=488 per cell 

272.00 (55.1) 

256.00 (60.8) 

413.55 (72.5) 

374.66 (73.2) 

376.66 (64.1) 

502.66 (90.7) 

n=966 per cell 

323.33 (82.5) 

316.33 (86.8) 

458.00 (93.2) 

unaccented d 

n=966 per cell 

207.99 (33.8) 

204.55 (42.8) 

349.44 (69.7) 

305.44 (59.0) 

315.00 (53.1) 

453.77 (81.2) 

n== 192 per cell 

256.66 (68.5) 

259.77 (73.4) 

401.66 (91.8) 



Samenvatting g 
(summaryy in Dutch) 

Sprekerss hebben verscheidene middelen tot hun beschikking om binnen een spraak-
uitingg aan te geven welke woorden structureel bij elkaar horen, en welke woorden 
belangrijkee informatie bevatten. Sprekers van talen als het Nederlands en het Engels 
gebruikenn prosodische kenmerken zoals luidheid, tempo, pauzes en melodie om 
grenzenn te markeren (frasering), en belangrijke woorden prominent te maken 
(accentuering).. In dit proefschrift wordt gekeken naar het gebruik van verlenging: 
finalefinale verlenging verwijst naar de verlenging van segmenten (klanken) vlak voor een 
grens,, en accentaele verlenging verwijst naar verlenging onder invloed van een 
toonhoogte-accent.. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt o.a. enige achtergrondinformatie verstrekt 
overr de eenheden die bij de structurering van een Nederlandse uiting een rol (kunnen) 
spelen. . 

Voorr zowel finale verlenging als accentuele verlenging geldt dat zij erkende 
verschijnselenn zijn, in ieder geval in het Nederlands en het Engels (de talen die in dit 
proefschriftt centraal staan), en over beide effecten is een redelijke hoeveelheid 
literatuurr beschikbaar. In hoofdstuk 1 wordt de relevante literatuur besproken. Zo is 
bekendd dat de laatste syllabe van een uiting zo'n anderhalf tot twee keer zo lang is als 
eenn zelfde syllabe in niet-finale positie, en dat een geaccentueerde syllabe ongeveer 
20%% langer is dan een ongeaccentueerde syllabe (hoewel de mate van verlenging vrij 
grotee variatie kan vertonen). Het onderzoek gerapporteerd in hoofdstuk 2 en 3 richt 
zichh met name op de verspreiding van de verlenging, oftewel op de vraag welke 
segmentenn verlengd worden onder invloed van een grens of accent Met andere 
woorden,, wij zijn op zoek naar het precieze domein waarin finale en accentuele 
verlengingg plaatsvindt. 

Inn hoofdstuk 2 wordt verslag gedaan van twee produktie-experimenten en twee 
perceptie-experimenten,, die betrekking hebben op finale verlenging. De produktie-
experimentenn hebben als hoofdvraag wat voor factoren de grootte van het domein 
vann finale verlenging beïnvloeden. Uit eerder onderzoek bleek dat finale verlenging 
veelall beperkt is tot de laatste syllabe, maar in het Nederlands in sommige gevallen 
kann spreiden naar de voorlaatste syllabe. Uit dit onderzoek kon echter niet worden 
opgemaaktt onder welke omstandigheden het domein van finale verlenging de laatste 
syllabee overschrijdt: gebeurt dit bijvoorbeeld alleen als de laatste syllabe onbeklem
toondd is, of als er geen slotconsonant is, of als de laatste syllabe een gereduceerde 
klinkerr bevat (zoals in apejCp. 
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Hett onderzoek in hoofdstuk 2 begint met een pilot produktie-experiment. Dit 

experimentt dient om de methodologie te testen, en om een gedeelte van de opzet van 

hett hoofdexperiment te bepalen. In beide produktie-experimenten worden steeds vier 

zinnenn geconstrueerd rondom één doel woord, zodanig dat het doel woord gevolgd 

wordtt door vier typen grenzen. Ter verduidelijking volgt een specifiek voorbeeld in 

(1),, waarin de grensdiepte oploopt van (a) naar (d): 

(1)) a. Piet wil die rare rododendronplanten. gek als hij is. 

b.. Piet wil die rare rododendron planten, gek als hij is. 

c.. Piet wil die rare rododendron, plantengek als hij is. 

d.. Plantengek als hij is wil Piet die rare rododendron. 

Inn (la) is het onderstreepte doelwoord rododendron onderdeel van een samengesteld 

woord.. In de prosodisch-fonologische theorie (uiteengezet in hoofdstuk 1) vormt elk 

onderdeell van zo'n samengesteld woord in het Nederlands een apart Prosodisch 

woord.. De grens volgend op het doelwoord in (la) wordt dan ook aangeduid als 

Prosodischh woord-grens. In (lb) is het doelwoord gescheiden van het woord planten 

doorr een spatie (het zijn nu twee losse woorden). De grens tussen het zelfstandige 

naamwoordd rododendron en het werkwoord planten wordt Fonologische frase-grens 

genoemd.. In (lc) wordt het doelwoord gevolgd door een komma, dit noemen we een 

Intonatiefrasegrens.. In (ld) tenslotte staat het doelwoord aan het einde van de uiting 

(Uitingsgrens). . 

Inn de pilot worden duidelijke en systematische verlengingseffecten gevonden. 

Dezelfdee methodologie wordt daarom toegepast in het hoofdexperiment. In beide 

produktie-experimentenn wordt een groot verschil in segmentduren gevonden tussen 

dee Prosodisch woord-grens en de Fonologische frase-grens enerzijds, en de Intonatie

frasegrenss en Uitingsgrens anderzijds. In het allerlaatste segment worden soms fijnere 

distinctiess in grensdiepte gemaakt (door sommige sprekers). 

Hett testmateriaal voor het hoofdexperiment bevat doelwoorden met finale syllaben 

variërendd in structuur (wel/geen slotconsonant), kwaliteit van de klinker (vol vs. 

gereduceerd),, en klemtoon (onbeklemtoond vs. secundaire klemtoon). De resultaten 

vann dit experiment bevestigen de eerder genoemde observatie dat finale verlenging 

meestall beperkt blijft tot de laatste syllabe, maar zich soms ook uitstrekt tot in de 

voorlaatstee syllabe. Dit laatste bleek alleen het geval te zijn als de laatste syllabe een 

gereduceerdee klinker (oftewel een 'schwa') bevat, en is het duidelijkst zichtbaar als 

dee finale syllabe alleen een schwa bevat (zoals in mode). De schwa is per definitie een 

gereduceerdee klinker, ook temporeel. De duurmogelijkheden van deze klinker zijn 

daaromm beperkt. Wellicht speelt de beperkte oprekbaarheid van schwa's hier een rol; 
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hett aanbrengen van een bepaalde hoeveelheid verlenging is belangrijk voor de 

signaleringg van een grens, en indien dit niet volledig in de laatste syllabe gerealiseerd 

kann worden, wordt een deel van de verlenging in de voorlaatste syllabe gerealiseerd. 

Volgendd op de produktie-experimenten worden twee perceptie-experimenten 

besproken.. In het eerste perceptie-experiment wordt aan een groep luisteraars steeds 

eenn structureel ambigue uiting aangeboden, waarna de luisteraars moeten aangeven of 

zijj denken dat de spreker een uiting bedoelt waarin de grens volgend op het doel-

woordd van het type Prosodisch woord, Fonologische frase of Intonatiefrase is 

(vergelijkk (la,b,c)). Zoals verwacht wordt de Intonatiefrasegrens heel goed herkend 

(98%% correct). Hoewel de verwarring tussen de Prosodisch woord-grens en de 

Fonologischee frase-grens vrij groot is, bleken zij toch boven kans gedifferentieerd te 

worden.. Bovendien laat een correlatie-analyse zien dat de duur van de laatste syllabe 

vann het doelwoord voor een groot deel de reacties van de luisteraars bepaalt. Uit deze 

resultatenn wordt geconcludeerd dat luisteraars goed gebruik maken van temporele 

verschillenn om typen grenzen van elkaar te onderscheiden. 

Hett tweede perceptie-experiment wordt uitgevoerd om de perceptuele relevantie 

vann de grootte van het finale verlengingsdomein te toetsen. Hiertoe wordt met behulp 

vann resynthese (manipulatie van natuurlijke spraak) een bepaalde hoeveelheid 

verlengingg verspreid over drie domeinen: de laatste rijm (=klinker plus eventuele 

slotconsonanten),, de laatste syllabe (inclusief beginconsonant) of de voorlaatste rijm 

pluss de laatste syllabe. Vervolgens moeten luisteraars de duuropbouw van de doel-

woordenn in een bepaalde zinspositie op natuurlijkheid beoordelen. Luisteraars blijken 

alleenn gevoelig te zijn voor de totale duur van het woord, maar niet voor de verdeling 

vann die duur over de verschillende domeinen. De voorspelling dat een grotere 

verspreidingg (een groter domein) hoger gewaardeerd zou worden in woorden waar in 

dee produktie ook een groter domein is gevonden, komt niet uit. Het effect van een 

finalee schwa op het domein van finale verlenging in de produktie lijkt daarom geen 

roll in de perceptie te hebben, wat de waarschijnlijkheid van een produktiegerichte 

verklaringg (in termen van oprekbaarheid) vergroot. 

Hett onderzoek in hoofdstuk 3 betreft het domein van accentuele verlenging. De 

motivatiee voor dit onderzoek bestaat uit een vergelijking van eerder uitgevoerd 

Nederlandss en Engels onderzoek op dit gebied, waar verschillende conclusies voor 

dezee twee talen uit getrokken zijn. Accentuele verlenging zou in het Nederlands 

verspreidd worden over het hele woord, terwijl in het Engels alleen de geaccentueerde 

syllabee en onbeklemtoonde syllaben rechts hiervan verlengd worden (onbeklemtoon

dee syllaben voorafgaand aan het accent dus niet). De experimentele aanpak in het 

Engelsee onderzoek verschilt echter zodanig van de aanpak die in het onderzoek over 

hett Nederlands zijn gehanteerd, dat deze verschillen mogelijk de oorzaak zijn van de 
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uiteenlopendee conclusies. Op grond van deze observatie wordt een nieuw experiment 

voorr het Nederlands uitgevoerd, met gebruikmaking van de Engelse aanpak, zodat 

vastgesteldd kan worden of de gevonden verschillen van experimentele aard zijn of dat 

err daadwerkelijk een verschil bestaat tussen het Nederlands en het Engels met 

betrekkingg tot het domein van accentuele verlenging. Het materiaal is tevens geschikt 

omm te bepalen of er bepaalde typen grenzen zijn die de spreiding van accentuele 

verlengingg blokkeren, dan wel remmen. 

Uitt dit experiment komt naar voren dat accentuele verlenging in het Nederlands 

zichh net zo gedraagt als in het Engels; de resultaten zijn vergelijkbaar met de Engelse 

resultatenn die verkregen zijn met dezelfde methodologie. Tevens lijkt accentuele 

verlengingg beperkt te worden door woordgrenzen, waar 'woord' geïnterpreteerd dient 

tee worden als syntactisch woord. Cruciaal voor deze conclusie is de observatie dat er 

binnenn een samengesteld woord, wat één syntactisch woord vormt maar uit twee 

prosodischee woorden bestaat, geen remmend effect op de spreiding van accentuele 

verlengingg gevonden wordt: het domein van accentuele verlenging is dus groter dan 

hett prosodisch woord. Binnen het syntactische woord zien we dat een syllabe volgend 

opp de geaccentueerde syllabe duidelijk meer verlengd wordt dan een voorafgaande. 

Inn combinatie met andere gegevens uit de literatuur lijkt het erop dat accentuele 

verlengingg zowel in het Nederlands als in het Engels inderdaad de duur van alle 

syllabenn binnen het geaccentueerde woord kan doen toenemen, en dat in beide talen 

eenn directionele asymmetrie bestaat, in die zin dat onbeklemtoonde syllaben volgend 

opp het accent meer verlengd worden dan onbeklemtoonde syllaben voorafgaand aan 

hett accent. 

Inn hoofdstuk 4 wordt de interactie tussen finale en accentuele verlenging in het 

Nederlandss en het Engels onderzocht. De aanleiding hiertoe wordt gevormd door een 

zijdelingsee observatie uit hoofdstuk 3: de hoeveelheid accentuele verlenging in het 

Nederlandss lijkt af te hangen van zinspositie, terwijl de hoeveelheid accentuele 

verlengingg in het Engels redelijk constant blijft (onafhankelijk van zinspositie). Om 

dezee bevindingen rechtstreeks te toetsen, wordt een taalvergelijkend onderzoek 

uitgevoerd.. In dit onderzoek worden een aantal eigennamen in elk van de drie 

onderstaandee zinsposities geplaatst, en met of zonder accent uitgesproken: 

Zinspositie:: 1 2 3 

Nederlands:: Volgens mij sprak Ko met Jan over Mie. 

Engels:: I think that Joe told John about May. 

Uitt de resultaten van dit experiment blijkt dat finale verlenging in het Nederlands 

daadwerkelijkk interfereert met accentuele verlenging: in finale positie (3), waar finale 
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verlengingg optreedt, is de hoeveelheid accentuele verlenging veel kleiner dan in niet-
finalee posities (1 en 2). De hoeveelheden finale en accentuele verlenging in het Engels 
zijnn vergelijkbaar met die in het Nederlands, alleen wordt er in het Engels geen 
interactiee gevonden: in finale positie wordt evenveel accentuele verlenging gevonden 
alss in niet-finale posities. De interactie tussen finale en accentuele verlenging die 
gevondenn wordt in het Nederlands is dus taalspecifiek. Deze conclusie wordt in 
verbandd gebracht met andere aanwijzingen dat Nederlandse segmentduren minder 
flexibell zijn dan Engelse. Doordat Nederlandse segmenten kennelijk minder rekbaar 
zijn,, loopt men eerder tegen de maximale duur van segmenten op, wat resulteert in 
eenn kleiner effect van (één van beide) verlengingseffecten als deze gecombineerd 
worden.. Aangezien finale verlenging een zeer belangrijke rol speelt in grensmarke-
ring,, terwijl accentuele verlenging slechts een secundaire rol speelt in de markering 
vann accenten (toonhoogte is daarbij primair), is het het meest waarschijnlijk dat 
laatstgenoemdee gereduceerd wordt. 

Tott slot wordt in hoofdstuk 5 een samenvatting gegeven van de belangrijkste 
onderzoeksresultaten,, en wordt ingegaan op de theoretische implicaties van dit werk. 
Tevenss worden suggesties gedaan voor verder aansluitend onderzoek. 
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Tinaa Cambier-Langeveld 

Temporall  Markin g 
off  Accents and Boundaries 

Thiss thesis reports on a series of experiments on two temporal effects in speech 
whichh signal some aspect of (prosodie) structure: final lengthening marks 
thee right edge of certain constituents, and accentual lengthening marks the 
headd of a phrase (in combination with a pitch accent). 

Onee goal of this thesis is to provide a specification of the domains of final and 
accentuall lengthening in Dutch, i.e., to specify the size of the unit that is 
durationallyy affected under the influence of boundaries and accentuation. To 
thiss end, controlled materials were collected in the laboratory. The results 
showw that the domain of final lengthening is generally the final syllable, but 
mayy include the penultimate syllable in some cases (depending on the amount 
off lengthening required, and the expandability of the final segments). The 
domainn of accentual lengthening seems to be the (syntactic) word. 

AA second goal of this thesis is to compare the lengthening effects in Dutch 
withh those in English, particularly where differences between these two 
languagess have been observed. The material for studying the domain of 
accentuall lengthening in Dutch was constructed specifically to allow cross-
linguisticc comparison with material already available on English. The prior 
claimm that Dutch and English have different domains of accentual lengthening 
iss refuted: when experimental conditions are the same, Dutch and English 
showw very similar durational patterns. However, evidence is provided for a 
cross-linguisticc difference of another type: the interaction between final and 
accentuall lengthening in Dutch is shown to be much stronger than in English. 

Thiss study is of interest to prosodie phonologists and experimental 
phoneticians,, and to researchers working in the field of temporal effects in 
speechh in particular. 
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